
By BERNIE 
BELLAN

Israeli Brigadier
General Eden
Attias was born
in 1966 - one
year before the
Six-Day War. Too
young to serve in
the Yom Kippur
War, Attias made
his mark in the
Israel Defence
Forces during
one of its most
celebrated oper-
a t i o n s :
“ O p e r a t i o n
Solomon” - the
rescue of over
14,000 Ethiopian “Falasha” Jews during a short 30-hour period in
1991.

On Wednesday, August 28, Gen. Attias, who is also Israel’s First
Ministry of Defence Attaché to Ottawa, told a large audience in the
Berney Theatre what it was like to be involved in such an important
and ultimately, brilliantly successful mission.

The evening was organized by JNF and B’nai Brith in support of
Canadian Magen David Adom, said Earl Barish, in welcoming the
audience.

Introducing Gen. Attias, Yude Henteleff gave a brief overview of
“Operation Solomon”: “In 1991 the Ethiopian government was threat-
ened with being toppled,” explained Henteleff.

For several
years previous
Israeli operatives
had been secretly working in Ethiopia to procure the escape of as
many “Falasha” Jews as possible (whom Henteleff noted should be
rightfully referred to as “Beth Israel”.)

Concerned that a new government would put a stop to this ongoing
exodus of Ethiopian Jews, the Israeli government decided to imple-
ment a bold plan to ferry out as many Jews as possible in a condensed
period before the window of opportunity was closed.

Thus “Operation Solomon” was born and carried out with precision.
It involved the use of 34 aircraft, including several El Al passenger air-
craft, as well as Israeli Air Force planes. In 36 hours the planes carried
over 14,000 Ethiopian Jews to safety in Israel. In fact one Boeing 747
set the record for the most passengers ever transported on one aircraft
when 1,122 passengers were crammed into the plane.

During his talk Gen. Attias gave a detailed explanation of the events
leading up to Operation Solomon, beginning as far back as 1862,
when a group of Ethiopian Jews began the trek to Israel through the
hostile territory of Sudan. Very few actually survived that journey,
Attias noted.

Through the years there had been various other attempts to bring
Ethiopian Jews to Israel, with the most notable effort prior to
Operation Solomon being “Operation Moses”, which was carried out
in 1984. That operation was undertaken with the complicity of the
Sudanese government and involved Mossad agents working to bring
Ethiopian Jews to secret departure points in Sudan. Unfortunately
members of the Israeli media learned of the operation and, even
though they were asked to withhold revealing what they knew, went
ahead and published details. That brought the operation to a sudden
end, and with the rescue of only 7,000 Jews.

Dr. Maurice Shnider’s wartime heroics
flying incredibly long rescue missions
to save downed American flyers
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Continued on page 3. See “Eden Attias”.

(l-r): MARIA-FERNANDA MEDINA, Community
Program Director and EARL BARISH, Chair of
the National Executive Board, representing
Midwest Region, B’nai Brith Canada; Brigadier
General EDEN ATTIAS, Israel Ministry of
Defence Attaché to Ottawa; and YUDE HEN-
TELEFF, who introduced General Attias.

By BEN SALES
TEL AVIV (JTA) –

Daniela Hayoum arrived
at a Tel Aviv post office at
7 a.m. and took a num-
ber.

The line of people wait-
ing for gas masks was
long and Hayoum
stepped away to run
errands. She returned in
the afternoon to find hun-
dreds of Israelis crowding
under a hot sun on the
building’s wide steps,
some holding umbrellas
and others food.

On the street below, medics treated a
woman suffering from the heat. On the
sidewalk, men sold cold water and bagels.
Hayoum began to push her way through.

“They want me
to stand for four
hours here,” said
Hayoum, of near-
by Ramat Gan. “I
don’t trust the
government or the
army. They say
we’re prepared,
but the Home
Front Command
won’t answer the

phone.”
For two days,

Israelis have been
descending on

centers like this to receive free government-
issued gas masks in preparation for a possi-
ble Syrian chemical weapons attack. On

40 years ago Israel was hit with the Yom Kippur War...
Now, as Israelis mob gas mask distribution centers - again...

army urges calm

Israelis waiting to collect gas mask
kits at a distribution center in Tel
Aviv, Aug. 28, 2013. 
(Gill Yaari/Flash90/JTA)

Continued on page 9. See “Gas masks”.

Shana Tova to all our readers - even as 
tensions mount in the Middle East

An excerpt from Oscar Antel’s
account of his trip 15 years ago to his
birthplace in Dombrovitz

...............page 33

Peretz School 1963
graduating class holds
50th reunion

...............page 14

After 105
years the Chevra Mishnayes 
Synagogue goes egalitarian

...............page 6
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SHELDON
KAMINSKY 

joins CJA staff

LESLEY
GARSCADDEN

CJA & Federation

New Jewish Federation staff
August 28, 2013 – We are pleased to advise that several new

people have joined the Federation staff.
We welcome Sheldon Kaminsky to the Campaign department

whose focus will be connecting with smaller donors and members
of the community who are not current contributors to CJA. We
also welcome Lesley Garscadden who will assist the Campaign
and Community Relations departments in event and meeting
planning. Faith Kaplan, who worked in Campaign and Federation
Marketing left to obtain her masters degree while Jamie Matheos,
who was an assistant to the Community Relations director
resigned her position.

We are also pleased to advise that Josh Winestock has been
hired as Hillel and Jewish Campus Life Director and Coordinator
of the Machon Madrichim program. He replaces Avi Posen as
Hillel/ Campus director. Avi has accepted a teaching position at
the Gray Academy. Dov Shlenger, who directed the Machon pro-
gram completed his schlichut and returned to Israel.

JOSH WINESTOCK
new director of

Hillel



For Gen.
Attias, who
was an oper-
ations officer

on the last plane to leave Ethiopia during
Operation Solomon, several years ago he
had a very satisfying encounter with a
young man who was only three in 1991.
That young man, it turned out, had
become an officer in the Israeli army and
was posted to Attias’ base. When Attias
went to greet the young officer, they
began to discuss the young man’s back-
ground. It turned out that the young man
had been aboard either the aircraft that
Attias was piloting that day in May, 1991,
or on the aircraft immediately preceding
it. 

As Gen. Attias remarked following pre-
sentation of a short film that documented
that rescue operation, recalling that
encounter and watching that film never
fails to move him tremendously.

To read more about the recent rescue of
450 Ethiopian Jews turn to page 53.
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Uniqu e Jewish
He ri tage Tour

to India

February
5-17, 2014

905-886-5610  Ext. 319
michelle@peerlesstravel.com

416-485-9455 

Israel & Prague
October 13-28

• Unforgettable Sites
• Deluxe 5 Star Accommodation

Only disappointment you’ll 
experience will be to miss it!

Limited Spaces
Call Kathy - Ext. 345
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Call us for Recent References
• Bar/Bat Mitzvah Ceremony Incl.

• A true family itinerary
��All-Inclusive Deluxe Hotels

����
 days of sightseeing
����
 meals
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COMPARE 

APPLES TO APPLES

info@peerlesstravel.com
www.peerlesstravel.com

Call Kathy Ext. 345
www.israelfamilytours.com
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NEW ITINERARIES &
LOWER PRICES

CYCLING TOUR OF ISRAEL
8 Days -  Oct .  13-21

Incl. Return Air, Bikes,
most Meals
$2,975 + tax

For info call Sandy Ext. 369
Dec. 18 - Jan. 2

Dec. 22 - Jan. 5
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Ea sy,  Amaz in g,  Fun  It inerar y
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� Our Own Unique Itineraries
� NEW! Special Itineraries

for 2nd Timers
(By appointment only)

FABULOUS NEW ITINERARY
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Health and Wellness Mission

PASSOVER
April 13 - 24, 2014
optional 3 day extension

March 5 - 17, 2014
(�%!����� �� �� �� � �)��*�� +

Eden Attias
Continued from page 1.

 
B'nai Brith Canada, Midwest Region wishes you a Shana Tova 

. May you be Blessed with Happiness, Prosperity and Good Health. 

. May the New Year bring with it a new feeling of tolerance, understanding and 
   friendships, as bigotry and hatred of others decreases.  

. May our Community and Communities throughout the World be blessed with Peace. 
 

        Earl J. Barish                                Maria-Fernanda Medina 
 Chairman of the National Executive Board              Community Program Director 

Top photo: General
ATTIAS with
KARLA BERBRAY-
ER, JNF Man./Sask.
Region Board
President
Bottom photo:
CHRISTINE MEL-
NICK, Manitoba
Minister of
Immigration &
Mulitculturalism,
YUDE HENTELEFF,
General ATTIAS



Some quick observations about recent items
in the news – both in Canada and the
Mideast: Political correctness run amuck in
Quebec and here in Manitoba, viz. “white
do-gooders”; and the hole that President
Obama seems to have dug for himself vis-à-
vis Syria.

The common thread among all these stories
is that once the cat is out of the bag, so to

speak, there doesn’t seem to be any easy way of turning back.
Turning to the Canadian scene first – oh, how I wish Mordecai

Richler were still alive to have some fun with the contortions through
which our governing NDP has had to go once Eric Robinson’s e-mail
comments aimed at Osborne House became public. 

I met Osborne House Executive Director Barbara Judt at a function
organized by a group known as “Soup Sisters” in March. Considering
that all the members of Soup Sisters were white Jews, I suppose they
might also be tagged as “white Jewish do-gooders”, to borrow Mr.
Robinson’s description. 

Back in the 1970s the clever satirist Tom Wolfe had great fun expos-
ing the hypocrisy of a certain type of white liberal who  liked to cham-
pion trendy radical causes in his book “Radical Chic and Mau-Mauing
the Flak Catchers”. At the time Wolfe was inspired by a party com-
poser Leonard Bernstein held on behalf of the Black Panthers. Now
there was a case of “white do-gooders” really taking things to an
extreme.

But what do we do when we have one organization that would
ostensibly be in perfect alignment with NDP political correctness – in
this case Osborne House, running up against another paragon of polit-
ical correctness, in this case the aboriginal deputy premier of the
province no less? For a party that is really a coalition of groups that
don’t seem to have any core beliefs other than maintaining power, it
is somewhat bewildering to think that the largest women’s shelter in
the province is now a target for attack by the NDP.

Apparently this is all because Barbara Judt had the temerity to attach
herself to the Conservatives during the last provincial election because
the Conservatives promised to increase funding for Osborne House.
Not a smart move politically, Barbara – the NDP government, just like
any other government for that matter, would not be expected to forget
that kind of insolence. 

But, to return to how Mordecai Richler might have had great fun
with this story – as far back as the 1950s Richler was parodying the
extent to which white “do-gooders” will bend themselves into pretzel
shapes over their guilt for past sins committed against natives in one
of his first books, “The Incomparable Atuk”.

The problem here is that it’s very dangerous to poke fun at someone
such as Eric Robinson
in the mainstream
press. Oh sure, we
can laugh at the fact
that the phrase “white
do-gooders”, which
Robinson used in an
e-mail, would not
have become known
if only the hapless
civil servant who
attempted to black it
out had used a heav-
ier felt marker – but
instead we’ve been
sidetracked by discus-
sions of Eric
Robinson’s childhood
and his own history of
abuse. It’s just too bad
that the Winnipeg
Free Press can’t bring
itself to hire a humour
columnist who would
dare tackle issues that
are slightly more topi-
cal than funny things
that happened with a
dog.

Speaking of political
correctness being
taken to an extreme –
what more need be
said about the Parti

Quebecois and its
attempt to margin-
alize religious
groups in Quebec?
While the Quebec
Government’s pro-
posal has met with
almost universal
derision outside of
Quebec, it seems to
be quite popular
among French
Canadians in
Quebec them-
selves.

Again, there’s
nothing particularly
new about one
group – French
Canadians, bully-
ing other minority
groups. And, just like Eric Robinson, people such as Pauline Marois
and Bernard Landry point to past injustices as sufficient reason for
them to perpetrate their own injustices.

What it all comes down to is power, not human rights. In an increas-
ingly atomized and fragmented society it is inevitable that people who
identify with certain distinct groups will attempt to ride roughshod
over other groups – and use historical grievances as their rationaliza-
tions for doing so. If politics is really about the distribution of power,
then it is inevitable that even well-meaning individuals will sacrifice
once-noble principles that they may have upheld earlier in their lives
for the sake of political expediency. There’s nothing new about that.
What really makes this Robinson-Judt tiff so interesting is that Barbara
Judt is going to be using one symbol of NDP rectitude, the Manitoba
Human Rights Commission, to go after another symbol of NDP recti-
tude, a high-ranking aboriginal politician. This I’ve got to see.

As I write this particular column, it’s still not at all clear what the
Americans are going to do about Syria. Surely President Obama has
painted himself into a corner with his use of the phrase “crossing a red
line”. While I’m not aware that there is any particular military action
that the U.S. could take that would do anything other than exacerbate
an already terrible situation, a failure of the Americans to act should
not be perceived as anything more than a personal embarrassment for
Obama.

Unlike others, however, I give Obama full credit for acting in such a
restrained manner. When you are dealing with such outright savages
as the Syrian administration on one side and potentially even more
dangerous enemies on the rebel side, there is very little that can be
done to ameliorate such a horrible situation. How, for instance, can
an attack on Syria, be it “limited and narrow” as Secretary of State
John Kerry says it would be, do anything other than send a weak sig-
nal and nothing more?

As we watch Israelis collecting gas masks, yet again, the one vari-
able in this entire predicament that concerns me the most is
Hezbollah. Two years ago we had a detailed report on the visit to
Winnipeg by journalist Thanassis Cambanis, author of “A Privilege to
Die: Hezbollah’s Legions and Their Endless War Against Israel”, along
with a review of that brilliant book. Cambanis warned, at the time,
that Hezbollah was a far greater threat to Israel than Iran. Even though
we may regard Hezbollah as a proxy for Iran, it has shown in the past
that it marches to the beat of its own internal dynamic and, with its
obsession with martyrdom,  calculations that might typically deter a
more rational enemy might not apply to Hezbollah.

While there has been an uneasy truce between Israel and Hezbollah
since the deadly war of 2006, Hezbollah has rearmed itself and is
capable of inflicting terrible damage upon Israel, even at the cost of its
own potential destruction in the process.

As we have seen so often in the past when it comes to the Middle
East, rational thinking is usually thrown out the window as sheer reli-
gious and ethnic hatreds take hold. The best that we can hope for,
therefore, is some sort of continued “containment” of the situation to
within Syria’s borders itself, even though that policy will inevitably
lead to a continuing series of barbaric acts committed by both sides in
that civil war. Let’s not forget, for instance, that while Assad’s military
may be capable of resorting to chemical weapons, we also have seen
instances of murdering of unarmed combatants by the rebels, along
with actual acts of cannibalization. Perhaps by the time this is read we
will have a clearer idea of what the U.S. might do, but for my part, I
hope it’s nothing more than maintain a strong military presence off the
Syrian coast.
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Gay anti-Israel Canadian film maker 
arrested in Egypt

By MYRON LOVE
A news report aired

recently about two
Canadians arrested by
Egyptian forces while they
(the Canadians) were trying
to cross into Gaza two
weeks ago. My initial reac-
tion was to wonder about
what kind of fools would go
to Egypt at this time. Don’t
they know it’s a war zone?
Weren’t they aware that the
Egyptian military has virtual-
ly declared war on Hamas
and Gaza?

My second suspicion was
that, if they were trying to
get into Gaza, they had to
be anti-Israel activists. Who
else these days would want
to visit Gaza? It is not exact-
ly a prime tourist destination
and there’s not much to see there. 

Media reports in the Free Press, on CBC and in other mainstream
media outlets, tell us that John Greyson is a Toronto-based filmmak-
er and that Tarek Loubani is a doctor from London, Ontario. What
the major media outlets don’t tell you is that Greyson is a member
of “Queers Against Israeli Apartheid”.

According to a website called FrontPage Magazine, “Greyson is
known for only two things - documentaries about gays and hatred
of Israel. While Loubani (a member of the anti-Israel International
Solidarity Movement) was on his way to Gaza as part of an ongoing
collaboration between the University of Western Ontario and Al-
Shifa Hospital, Greyson was tagging along as a filmmaker to do
some exploratory work.”

For the life of me, I can’t understand how people such as Greyson
can stand in solidarity with extremist Muslims against the Jewish
state of Israel. Is he not aware of the Moslem view of homosexuali-
ty? The Hamas-controlled Gaza strip has declared homosexuality
punishable by death. Does he have a death wish? Or is he that clued
out? 

I gather he hasn’t yet seen  Israeli film director Yariv Mozer’s doc-
umentary “The Invisible Men” which was screened at the recent
21st World Conference of GLBT Jews that was held here in early
July. The documentary focuses on the large number of gay
Palestinians who flee the territory under the control of the
Palestinian Authority and go to Israel because they fear for their
lives. While they are often harassed by Israeli officials, it is because
they are suspect because they are Palestinian, not because they are
gay.

But Greyson and his QUAIA friends would rather side with peo-
ple who are violently homophobic against the only country in the
Middle East where it’s okay to be gay.

The other aspect of this incident that doesn’t make sense is that
whereas most Gazans would love to be able to leave the place, you
get these (idiot/naive/brainwashed?) westerners - such as Greyson –
who actually want to go to Gaza “in solidarity” with the people of
Gaza. “In solidarity” with whom exactly - the religious fanatics who
rule the place?

Do these western visitors ever speak out for the people against
Hamas and its mistreatment of the population? No! Rather they are
there to criticize Israel, the country that provides most of Gaza’s
electricity and water, allows many tonnes of food and medicine into
the region daily and allows Gazan Arabs in need of medical treat-
ment to be admitted to Israeli hospitals for their treatment.

This is a siege? What other country in history has been so gener-
ous to a people who have declared undying enmity and war against
them?

I close with an observation from Palestinian Arab writer Khaled
Abu Tuomeh who wondered in a recent column where all the
European and American protesters – the lovers of Gaza – are now
that Egypt has completely closed its border with Gaza. If Israel did
that, there would be a worldwide furor. Because it is Egypt, there is
nary a peep of protest.

This is classic anti-Semitism no matter what terms (anti-Israel or
anti-Zionism) are used. When two individuals – one Jewish, one not
- perform the same action and only the Jew is criticized, that is anti-
Semitism.

“The Attack” distorted Israeli role in Jenin
Your review of the film “The Attack” (Aug. 21 issue) overlooks a cru-

cial point. The film is based on a false premise, that Israeli Defence
Forces perpetrated a massacre in Jenin. 

The film depicts a successful Arab doctor working in Tel Aviv bewil-
dered that his wife has become a suicide bomber. It shows that the
wife killed 17 people including eleven children at a birthday party at
a restaurant in a Tel Aviv suburb. Most of the film consists of the doc-
tor’s investigation about why his wife did this. 

The doctor discovers that her act was triggered by “the Jenin mas-
sacre”. The movie relates that she went to Jenin and saw the bodies,
the aftermath of the massacre. One scene of the film shows the doc-
tor at Jenin, looking at the rubble of destruction. 

The reality is far different. Israeli Defence Forces, in response to a
spate of suicide bombing, went in 2002 into several West Bank cities
which had become centres for the recruitment, training and supply of
suicide bombers. In Jenin, the IDF found 12 suicide bomb factories
and destroyed them. That was the rubble the film depicted.  

The incursion killed 52 Palestinians in Jenin of whom an estimated
35 were armed combatants. Human Rights Watch, on May 3, 2002,
released a report stating that the organization “did not find evidence
to support claims that the Israeli Defence Forces massacred hundreds
of Palestinians in the [Jenin refugee] camp.” 

This 2002 incursion, like every other effort at Israel self defence,
became in the hands of anti-Zionist propagandists, a tool for demo-
nization of Israel. Unfounded, fabricated rumours of a massacre of
Jenin spread throughout the anti-Zionist world. The United Nations
Commission on Human Rights on April 15, 2002, in reference to
Jenin, passed a resolution expressing 

“its grave concern at ... acts of mass killing perpetrated by the Israeli
occupying authorities against the Palestinian people”. 

Peter Hansen, the Commissioner General for the UN funded
Palestinian refugee agency, UNRWA (the United Nations Relief and
Works Agency) called the Jenin incursion “a human catastrophe that
had few parallels in recent history”. 

One can understand some gullible people, not inured to anti-Zionist
propaganda, suspecting in April 2002 that the fabricated rumours of a
massacre in Jenin were true. However, for a movie in 2013, or the
novel on which it was based, first published in 2006, to repeat these
rumours as true when they had irrefutably proven to be false, is
unconscionable. 

The movie ends on a note of ambiguity. The doctor is immobilized,
not wanting either to turn on his family who was deeply implicated
with his wife in the suicide bombing, or on his Israeli friends and pro-
fessional colleagues.  

Yet, objectively, suicide bombing is inexcusable. The movie, by car-
rying forward the Jenin massacre fabrication to a time long after it has
been refuted, creates a false equivalence between anti-Zionist terror-
ism and Israeli acts of self defense. The movie fails the viewer because
it presents an unwarranted general ambiguity beyond the conflicted
feelings of the protagonist doctor. 

Anti-Zionism, like its older brother antisemitism, comes in various
shades. At its darkest, the Jewish state, like the Jewish people, is
blamed for everything, becomes the source of all evil. A lighter shade
is a false equivalence, equating the wrongs of those who attack Israel
with Israeli efforts of self defense. The movie casts this lighter shade. 

Imagine a film cast in Germany, a German doctor, and a wife who
blows herself up in the act of killing a dozen Jewish children. The
German doctor investigates and finds she does it because, so this
hypothetical film narrates, she has discovered that Jews kill Christian
children to use their blood for the making of matzos. The film then
shows this doctor visiting a Jewish bakery where the killing of
Christian children supposedly takes place. That is the equivalent to
what we are dealing with here, with the movie “The Attack”.

The personal ambiguity the doctor felt could have been portrayed
without misdescribing what happened in Jenin. The loyalty of people
for the monsters in their family is a reality, no matter what the mis-
deeds. We have seen that phenomenon in Canada with the families of
the Nazi war criminals in our midst. The misdescription of Jenin is a
gratuitous wallowing in anti-Zionist propaganda, jolting an informed
viewer away from the personal dilemma of the doctor.  
Sincerely yours
David Matas
Senior Honorary Counsel
B’nai Brith Canada

Correction
In our Aug. 21 issue we published three photos of the Sarah

Sommer Chai Folk Ensemble, but omitted to credit Jordan Nepon as
the photographer.

JOHN GREYSON is known for
only two things - documentaries
about gays and hatred of Israel.



By MYRON
LOVE 

Kliel Rose,
the newly-
a p p o i n t e d
rabbi (as of
the begin-
ning of July)
at Cong-
r e g a t i o n

Beth Shalom in Edmonton, is no
stranger to the rigours of life in west-
ern Canada. (Although considering
that Rose’s most recent pulpits have
been in the American south, it may
take his wife and children a few
days to adjust to a western Canadian
winter.)

Rose is originally from Winnipeg –
the third son of Rabbi Neal and
Carol Rose, both of whom are well
known to readers. Neal and Carol
have for many years led Yom Tov services – under the Family of Roses
banner – for a loyal following in the lower level at Congregation Etz
Chayim (and before that at the Rosh Pina). Neal is currently the spiri-
tual leader at the Simkin Centre. And Carol is known in her right as an
author and teacher.

The rabbinate runs in the Rose Family. Kliel Rose’s older brother,
Carni, leads a congregation in St. Louis and previously served as
Tokyo’s chief rabbi.

“I tried hard to fight the call to the rabbinate,” says Kliel Rose who
worked as a youth director at an Orthodox yeshiva in Jerusalem before
entering the Jewish Theological Seminary when he was 27.

After receiving his ordination in 2004, Kliel Rose’s first pulpit was at
Congregation B’nai Jeshurun in Manhattan. “I received a fellowship
during my fourth year at the seminary to serve for two years at B’nai
Jeshurun,” he says 

He subsequently served congregations in Miami Beach (two years)
and Nashville (five years).

“The idea of returning to Canada was very appealing,” he says.
“There are a lot of positive similarities between Edmonton and
Winnipeg.”

He reports that Edmonton has a Jewish population of about 5,000
with Orthodox, Conservative and Reform congregations (one of each),
an Orthodox kolel and a Chabad presence. There is also a Talmud
Torah, the Menorah Academy (JK-12) and Beth Ora, a school operat-
ed jointly by the Reform Congregation Temple Beth Ora and Rose’s
Beth Shalom. 

He notes that his more than 100-year-old congregation numbers 340
family units.

Rose says that his first order of business in his new posting is getting
to know as many people as possible. “One of my missions is to engage
families with young children,” he says.

His own children number four, ranging in age from 5 to 12 (with a
fifth due in August).

Rose is also looking forward to visiting his parents in Winnipeg more
often

Incidentally, Rose is the second Winnipeg-born rabbi to assume a
new posting in western Canada. Chabad shaliach Avraham Simmonds
(son of Eliyahu and Batsheva) is establishing a Chabad presence in

Regina. 

*****

On Saturday,
August 24, Sky
Kneller made history
when she became
the first woman to
receive an aliyah at
the Chevra Mish-
nayes Synagogue.  

“It was quite an
honour,” says the
22-year-old whose
family are long time
members of the con-
gregation.

Four days earlier,
the 105-year-old

c o n -
grega-
t i o n
voted
overwhelmingly to introduce fully egalitarian services – thereby
becoming the last Conservative synagogue in Winnipeg to do so.  

The Chevra Mishnayes Synagogue is an unassuming shul that has
continued to go about its business over the years without ever having
had the benefit of a rabbi or full time paid staff.  In an earlier inter-
view, vice-president Robbie Waldman credited the synagogue’s abili-
ty to continue to the strong sense of family and chevra that has always
been fostered there. 

“To my mind, it’s all about continuity,” Waldman said.  His family
has been members since 1926 while current president Marshall
Kneller is the fourth generation in his family to be part of the shul.

The congregation began in a house in the old north end in 1908. In
the early 1960s, the City expropriated the land the synagogue stood
on to make room for a low cost housing development.  Led by men
such as Dave Leven (who was president at that time),   Shia Steinberg
(comedian David Steinberg’s father), Bert Waldman (Rob’s uncle), Dr.
Pesach Coodin (who lived next door to the old shul) and Joe
Margulius, the congregation rebuilt at its current location.

In 1971, the members of another old north end congregation, Oel
Jacob, closed their doors and merged with the Chevra Mishnayes.

In 1980, the congregation welcomed Gerry Daien as its cantor, a
role he continues to fill to this day.   

Ten years ago, the long-time Orthodox congregation voted to allow
mixed seating.  “It was a tough issue,” Waldman said.  “We polled our
members twice.  We even contacted all the people who only come for
Yom Tov.”  

The decision to introduce egalitarian services followed the same pat-
tern of extensive consultation and discussion over several years.
“Some of the women wanted to be able to play a larger role in the ser-
vice,” notes Marshall Kneller.  “Last year, the subject was brought up
for discussion at our annual general meeting.  We brought the issue to
our board for discussion and sent our surveys to all our members
before we put it to a vote.”

Kneller reports that the congregation has seen immediate positive
results from the decision.  For the first time in years, he notes, the con-
gregation has enough people for a slichot service.  

“In the past, we had women with us for shlichot but not enough men
for a minyan,” he says.

Murray Greenfield reports that community members who are not
part of the congregation have also expressed their approval for the
change.  “We already have a few new people coming for Yom Tov,” he
says.

Kneller adds that while the Yom Tov service will still be in the tradi-
tional style, women in the congregation are looking forward to partic-
ipating fully in the services.

“We will be having more English and more responsive prayers where
women can lead the service,” he says.

“We are beginning to see an increase in Shabbat attendance and
hopeful that attendance will grow over the year.”

Last Yom Tov, attendance at the synagogue was about 220. 

Chevra Mishnayes goes egalitarian on eve of Yom Tov
New Rabbi in Edmonton with Winnipeg Connection
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AROUND TOWN

By

MYRON LOVE

Rabbi KLIEL ROSE with his wife, Dorit,
and children. On Saturday, August 24, Sky Kneller made history when

she became the first woman to receive an aliyah at the
Chevra Mishnayes Synagogue. 
(l-r): Chevra Mishnayes president MARSHALL KNELLER,
SKY KNELLER, MURRAY GREENFIELD



By MYRON LOVE
This year, for its annual High Holiday

Appeal Campaign, the Jewish National Fund
of Canada – Manitoba/Saskatchewan
Regional Branch is pleased to announce that
the funds raised will support the further
development of the Ayalon Trail, an 8-kilo-
metre hiking and biking trail in Ayalon-
Canada Park that starts at the main park road
in the upper section of the Valley of the
Springs and ends at the lake in the Valley of
the Springs. 

Ayalon-Canada Park, located just to the
north of Tel Aviv-Jerusalem road and near the
city of Modi’in, is one of Israel’s favourite
recreation sites. The park – which encom-
passes 1,750 acres – is named after the
Biblical Ayalon Valley, the site where Joshua
in the Torah called on the sun to “stand still
upon Gibeon, and you, O moon, in the val-
ley of Ayalon” while the Israelites clashed
with the Amorites.

KKL (Keren Kayemet LeYisrael), with the
support of JNF Canada, cultivated the trail
and developed it for outdoor recreation.
“KKL-JNF is aiming to further enhance the
trail and diversify the
park’s options for leisure
and outdoor recreation
and ensure the preserva-
tion of its unique natural
and historic features,”
says Rob Berkowits,
Executive Director, the
Jewish National Fund of
Canada –
Manitoba/Saskatchewan
Regional Branch.

The trail will afford the
visitor a magnificent
combination of varied
historical remains and
striking scenic views, as
well as an unforgettable
experience in nature.
Scenic roads traverse
the region and invite
visitors on foot, bike and
cars to travel through
the park and visit its
many treasures, among
them: An aqueduct,
ancient burial caves,
concealed underground
tunnels, a Crusader cas-
tle and remains of
ancient churches. Along
the way, hikers and bik-
ers pass by ancient
pomegranate, olive and
almond groves, forests
and patches of colourful
wildflowers as well as
climb over Tel Ayalon –
the remains of biblical
Ayalon and the
Crusader castle – with
its panoramic view
extending to Tel Aviv
and the Mediterranean.

Berkowits notes that
the park is at its best
during the winter flow-
ering season - particu-
larly around Tu B’Shvat,
when the almond trees
are in full bloom.

“Pledges made to support this year’s
High Holiday Appeal will help bring
visitors closer to nature, scenic views,
historical remains and old water sys-
tems that nourished communities and
farms throughout history,” says “The
perfect combination of heritage and
nature in one of the major sites in
Jewish history.” 

Founded in 1901, the Jewish National
Fund has evolved into a global environ-
ment leader, planting over 240 million
trees, constructing more than 250 reser-
voirs and dams and developing over
250,000 acres of land while creating
more than 1000 parks and providing
stable infrastructure for over 1000 com-
munities. 

For more information, contact Pamela
Wankling, Program & Communications
Coordinator for the JNF
Manitoba/Saskatchewan branch, at 204-
947-0207 or E-Mail:
Pamela.wankling@jnf.ca
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Ayalon Trail enhancements goal of 2013 JNF High Holiday fundraising efforts

“KKL-JNF is aiming to further
enhance the trail and diversify

the park’s options for leisure and
outdoor recreation and ensure
the preservation of its unique
natural and historic features.”



By MYRON LOVE
When Henya Olfman applied for admis-

sion to Medical School at the University of
Manitoba in 2009, she started the process
confident that her higher than average
grades (in the top third of applicants), her
score in the Medical College Admissions
Tests (MCAT) and supportive references
would make her an odds-on favourite to be
accepted. Much to her dismay, she was
turned down.

The sticking point, according to her father,
Shawn Olfman, was the introduction a year
earlier of an interview process prior to
determining admission which, Shawn
Olfman, claims, “violates the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms and the school’s own
policies because they are based too much
on the personal opinions of the applicants
and not their abilities.”

On that basis, Olfman, a lawyer, has filed
a lawsuit against the University of Manitoba
and the Province in which he alleges that not only did the interview
process violate his daughter’s rights but also that the university
breached a contract it had with students who applied to the medical
school by changing its interview criteria without notice.

In an interview, Olfman notes that the U. of M. Faculty of Medicine
is one of the very few university faculties in North America that has
introduced an interview process as part of its admissions criteria. He
notes that the interview process consisted of 11 8-minute interviews
with a variety of doctors, other students and “who knows who”.

He argues that none of the interviewers were qualified to score the
interviews and that it was unfair to judge potential medical students
based on irrelevant hypothetical questions concerning based on the
applicant’s opinions or beliefs. He cites both the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms and the United Nations, Universal Declaration
on Human Rights in supporting his claim. 

“They (the faculty) breached their own rules,
they breached their own contract and they
breached the Charter to keep her out,” he says.
“The person is to be judged on their merit, but
a person’s thoughts, political beliefs, opinions,
religion are irrelevant to whether a person
should be advanced or denied advancement.”

He also claims that the university told the
students that the interview scoring would
account at most for 15% of the total score for
purposes of admission but actually used the
interview process to account for almost 50% of
the admissions score. 

As well he adds: “We don’t know what her
interview score was, who did the scoring. The
university is refusing to release the interview
scores. In any case, even had she received the
highest score, the process is still illegal.”

Henya Olfman was further penalized, her
father suggests, because a certain number of
spaces in the faculty are set aside for rural stu-
dents in an effort to provide rural communities

with more doctors. He argues that the rural students shouldn’t receive
preferential treatment. 

“The criteria should be grade point average and MCAT scores,” he
argues, “not whether you are from a rural or urban area.” 

Olfman reports that following Henya’s rejection, the family appealed
to the University of Manitoba Senate. That appeal process resulted in
the Senate, in September, 2010, refusing to rule on the matter on the
grounds that it is a legal issue. 

Shawn Olfman spent the next 18 months researching legal points
and precedents in writing a statement of claim which he submitted to
Court of Queen’s Bench Justice Morris Kaufman. After studying the
claim, Olfman notes, Judge Kaufman pointed out some technical
errors that needed amending. He filed the current statement of claim
at the end of July. 

“We are confident that our case will succeed and that the Court will
order the university to admit Henya into the Faculty of Medicine,”
Olfman says.

The lawyer for the Faculty of Medicine did not respond to a phone
message that this reporter left on the answering machine. 

Family suing University of Manitoba after daughter denied admission to Medical School 
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HENYA OLFMAN was turned down for
admission to Medical School at the
University of Manitoba in 2009.

Leaked Quebec plan would ban kipahs on public workers

VANCOUVER, Canada (JTA) - A plan by
Quebec’s government to ban “religious
symbols,” including yarmulkes or kipahs,
among public sector workers has elicited
worry from religious minorities in the
Canadian province. 

The bill would seek to ban public
employees from wearing large Christian
crosses or religious headwear such as that
worn by Sikhs, Muslims and Jews while at
work. 

Richard Marceau, a former politician who
now advises the Centre for Israel and Jewish
Affairs, wrote a column for Huffington Post
criticizing the proposal. 

“How could one believe that a kippah-
wearing Jewish librarian is .. trying to
impose his religion on society?” Marceau
wrote. 

The details of the proposed law were
leaked to the Montreal Journal last week,
but the Parti Quebecois, which heads the
provincial government, has refused to con-
firm them or answer questions related to
the issue. 

Canada’s multiculturalism minister, Jason
Kenney, offered tepid criticism of the pro-
posal, saying it was important to wait
until a bill was made public. 

Liberal Party leader Justin Trudeau was
more critical. 

“I have enormous concerns for the lim-
its that would be imposed on people, on
their religion and on their freedom of
expression,” he said. 

JUSTIN TRUDEAU
“I have enormous

concerns for the limits
that would be imposed
on people, on their
religion and on their
freedom of expres-
sion.”

JASON KENNEY
“Canada’s multicul-

turalism minister,
Jason Kenney, offered
tepid criticism of the
proposal, saying it was
important to wait until
a bill was made pub-
lic. “



By BEN SALES
TEL AVIV (JTA) -- Following reports of

what was almost certainly a chemical
weapons attack in Syria, the White House
has made moves indicating it may be
inching closer to military intervention in
the 2 1/2-year civil war there.

Among the moves: moving warships
toward the eastern Mediterranean and
updating military options.

In Jerusalem, Washington's resolve in
Syria is seen as a crucial litmus test for its
readiness to confront another looming
Mideast showdown over unconventional
weapons.

“[Syrian President Bashar] Assad's
regime has become a full Iranian client
and Syria has become Iran's testing
ground,” Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said Sunday following a meeting with French Foreign
Minister Laurent Fabius. “Now the whole world is watching. Iran is
watching and it wants to see what would be the reaction on the use
of chemical weapons.”

The attack last week in the suburbs of Damascus reportedly killed
hundreds of civilians and, given the number of casualties, witness
reports and other available facts, left “very little doubt” that a chemi-
cal agent had been used, according to a senior Obama administration
official quoted by The New York Times.

Although he has called for Assad's resignation, Obama thus far has
resisted direct U.S. involvement in the Syrian civil war. Polls have
shown that Americans oppose becoming embroiled in another Middle
East conflict.

But Obama also has said that if Assad used chemical weapons, it
would cross a “red line” that would necessitate a response.

“This will make the U.S. do something, but it will be something sym-
bolic,” said Eyal Zisser, a senior research fellow at the Moshe Dayan
Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies at Tel Aviv University. “I
don’t see American interest in a complex intervention, war or sending
forces. They need to do something, but not something deep.”

The Israeli government repeatedly has broadcast concern about the
possibility that the Syrian conflict could spill over and destabilize
what has long been one of Israel's quieter borders. As the war has
intensified, Israel has taken steps to protect its northern frontier along
the Golan Heights, where it recently built a security fence.

The prospect of a nuclear Iran is viewed with much greater concern
in Israel, though Obama has declined to establish any similar red lines
even as he has sought to assure Israel that he is not making empty
threats about preventing Iran's acquisition of a nuclear weapon.

American action in Syria might be enough to persuade Netanyahu
the Americans are serious about Iran, Zisser said. But Netanyahu's
comments at his weekly Cabinet meeting on Sunday suggested that
Israel is prepared to take action on its own.

“The most dangerous regimes in the world must not be allowed to
possess the most dangerous weapons in the world,” Netanyahu said.
“Our finger must always be on the pulse. Ours is a responsible finger
and if necessary, it will also be on the trigger.”

For Israel, U.S. response on Syria may be harbinger on Iran

BENJAMIN
NETANYAHU

“The most dangerous
regimes in the world
must not be allowed to
possess the most danger-
ous weapons in the
world” 

Thursday, citing the long
lines, the government
extended the hours of distri-
bution.

The gas mask frenzy signifies a striking mood change
here. An alleged chemical weapons attack last week by
the Syrian government and subsequent murmurings of a
possible U.S. strike have focused Israeli attention on the
Syrian civil war like never before.

U.S. officials had harsh words following the alleged
chemical weapons attack that killed hundreds in a
Damascus suburb. Secretary of State John Kerry called it a
“moral obscenity” and accused Syrian President Bashar
Assad of attempting a cover-up after carrying out the
attack. The White House reportedly has begun prepara-
tions for a strike on Syria in coordination with European
allies.

Although the United States appeared to tone down its rhetoric on
Thursday, the fear in Israel is that Assad will respond to an American
strike by bombing Israel. On Monday, a government official in Iran,
which backs the Assad regime, told an official state news agency that
“the Zionist regime will be the first victim of a military attack on
Syria.”

The Israel Defense Forces called up nearly 1,000 reservists this
week. Following his third security consultation in as many days – a
rare occurrence – Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu sought
to reassure Israelis.

“There is no reason to change daily routines,” Netanyahu said
Wednesday. “At the same time, we are prepared for any scenario. The
IDF is ready to defend against any threat and to respond strongly
against any attempt to harm Israeli citizens.”

Still, the IDF is urging calm and says the chances of a Syrian attack
are low. An IDF source told JTA that the Home Front Command has
not issued any special instructions to civilians and that “what you’re
seeing now is a response from the public.”

“Right now there isn’t any sense of panic,” said the
source, who asked to remain anonymous. “There isn’t
a freakishly high concern. Everybody is relatively calm.
If it was clear that there could be a chance that some-
thing would happen, we’d see the consequences of that
in terms of Home Front Command instructions to the
public.”

Daila Amos, a spokesperson for the Golan Regional
Council, said life is continuing normally on the Golan
Heights, where stray shells from the fighting across the
Syrian border have fallen several times in the past year
and where residents are used to a heightened troop
presence.

“Unfortunately, during this last year the idea that
something could happen has been on our minds,”
Amos told JTA. “We hear the bombs almost every day.
To think that a number of meters from us these terrible

things are happening is not easy.”
Several Israeli analysts say that Assad will likely refrain from attack-

ing Israel even in the case of a U.S. strike. Bombing Israel would draw
the IDF into the Syrian civil war, which would weaken Assad and
could turn the tide of battle decisively against him, they say.

But Meir Elran, director of the Homeland Security Program at Tel
Aviv University’s Institute for National Security Studies, says he no
longer believes Assad is acting rationally.

“I wouldn’t attack Israel,” Elran said. “But I also wouldn’t use chem-
ical weapons against my own people.”

The timing of a U.S. strike also remains unclear. There is some ques-
tion over whether Assad himself ordered the attack and United
Nations inspectors are still collecting evidence from the site. They are
expected to report to the U.N. secretary-general over the weekend.

Still, Israelis aren’t taking any chances.
Hila Kostinsky, who returned to Israel two weeks ago after 12 years

in the United States, said she felt a responsibility to get gas masks for
her two children.
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Gas Masks
(Continued from page 1.)

BASHIR EL-ASSAD
Several Israeli analysts

say that Assad will likely
refrain from attacking
Israel even in the case of
a U.S. strike. 



You want to get an MBA from a top-ranked
school? Or - how about an LLB? Well, first of
all, you have to get into the program. To assist
you in this difficult quest, there is a young ex-
Winnipegger who has made his living out of
doing just that and he is very good at it. This
now 37-year-old South End Winnipeg native,
Jeremy Shinewald, has carved out a vibrant
and very successful business helping young

and sometimes older people obtain admission to the toughest schools
in the U.S. and internationally.

You could say Jeremy has come a long way from 200 Waverley Street
in River Heights where he grew up, the son of Eddie and the late
Sharon Shinewald. He now lives in New York City runs his online oper-

ation. Although there
was nothing in his his-
tory that would sug-
gest any particular
kind of affinity to this
business, the markers
were all present to
anyone who knew
anything of Jeremy’s
past. 

Jeremy was a gradu-
ate of  Joseph Wolin-
sky Collegiate. He also
studied for a year at
the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem. By the
age of 22, he had
completed his BA at
the University of
Manitoba. He did an
unpaid internship at
the Canadian embassy
in Washington where
he wrote reports and
then took that experi-
ence to a position as a
public affairs officer at
the Israeli embassy.
Before long, he was a
speechwriter for David
Ivry, then the Israeli
ambassador to the
U.S. 

Jeremy spent
two years there
honing his talents
and he loved it.
Still, nothing to
that point indi-
cated an entre-
preneurial ability
contained in
Jeremy Shine-
wald. 

But, he soon
took a two year
MBA at the
Darden School of
Business at the
University of
Virginia and that
opened his eyes
to the possibility
of a career in
business. Jeremy
clearly per-
formed well in
this MBA pro-
gram, as he was
selected to be the
Class Speaker at
the end of the
year. It was the
process of getting
into the MBA
course that
caused Jeremy to

realize just how daunting the process itself was. He
saw the need for application essays to be written -
and written well, and recognized the importance of
a student demonstrating the capacity to excel pro-
fessionally and personally. Most of all, Jeremy con-
cluded that most students lacked the required com-
munication skills to go through the various steps to
be admitted to an MBA program by themselves. He
began to assist people on the side without com-
pensation. It was not long before he had a basic
web page up on the Internet and he used message
boards to broaden his reach. Jeremy suddenly start-
ed to get inquiries and soon real contracts for work

developed, so much so that he had to hire part time people with cre-
dentials from Harvard Business School. It was this growth and his expe-
rience in the area that caused Jeremy to establish mbaMission, his for-
mal business name. This business serves applicants from all over the US
and beyond and now includes over 30 countries on six continents.
mbaMission now employs on a full time basis no fewer than 22 con-
sultants, plus front office staff. 

One of the keys to Jeremy’s success is his relationship with two com-
panies in New York that refer people to mbaMission regularly. These
two companies are Kaplan GMAT and Manhattan GMAT. They are the
two premier GMAT preparation firms in the world. What Jeremy’s firm
provides is the whole package of preparation, be it essay brainstorming
and preparation; mock interviews; writing boot camp; insider guides to
the top schools; and even school-specific interviews, plus blogs and
monthly events on topics like long term planning and essay writing.
Thus, with an ongoing demand for these kinds of services and with a
proven track record, Jeremy’s firm has assisted thousands by now. 

Even with the kind of success that mbaMission has had in getting so
many applicants into business and law schools, one might ask how it
makes a go of it on a commercial basis. The program is not cheap. If
you want the basic programme for any school, it is presently $3,750.00
and with more comprehensive packages, the cost goes up sometimes
to as much as $10,000.00.

Jeremy identifies Harvard, Stanford, Wharton, Columbia, Yale and
other “top-15” schools as the ones his team works on most frequently. 

This is a niche market, but a very necessary one, and even with lots
of competition Jeremy Shinewald has a company that is the only one
out there with full time staff working for you, the applicant. Jeremy says
what he insists on is quality, quality and quality. He learned this lesson
from his father, who owns and operates Melet Plastics in Winnipeg. 

If you are an aspiring business or law applicant, you could increase
your chances of admission by enrolling in the MBA or LLB program
offered by Jeremy. That you are from Winnipeg will not hurt you.
Jeremy is quite clear in saying that he has strong connections and deep
feelings for this city and he tries to return to Winnipeg frequently.
Growing up in Winnipeg obviously prepared Jeremy well for this busi-
ness venture. 

Let the sun shine on your MBA
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Gerry Posner

Support available for Jewish
alcoholics & addicts

Jewish individuals who are challenged
by alcohol or chemical addiction or their
family members now have help available
within the Jewish community. Supported
by Jewish Child and Family Service, JACS,
Jewish Alcoholics, Chemically
Dependent Persons and Significant Others
(www.jac-sweb.org<http://www.jac-
sweb.org/), is a voluntary mutual-help
group dedicated to: helping develop and
sustain recovery from alcoholism or
addiction in a nurturing and safe environ-
ment, promoting knowledge and under-
standing of alcoholism and chemical
dependency as it involves the Jewish
community, and acting as a resource to
the Jewish community to address the
effects of alcoholism and chemical
dependency. Weekly support meetings
with a “Jewish twist” assist in comple-
menting other recovery supports.

Anyone interested in information on
Jewish addiction recovery supports for
themselves or a loved one can contact
JACS Winnipeg at the number in the ad
below. Please read the ad for details
about meeting times and locations.

Worried about your 
drinking or using?

We’re here because we’ve been there. 

EVERY WEDNESDAY,  7:30 PM

204 478-8591 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

BEST WISHES FOR A   

HAPPY NEW YEAR

KOSHER CERTIFICATION

WWW.BOTHWELLCHEESE.COM
NEW BOTHWELL, MB

By

GERRY POSNER

JEREMY
SHINEWALD
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Yiddish page

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow, University Of
Manitoba.

Journalese in Yiddish
The Yiddish Forverts

doesn’t publish a print
edition anymore. They
still have a pretty
active internet pres-
ence, but that’s it. I
used to check it out
once in a while at the
Kaufman Silverberg

Library, but they stopped subscribing a few
years ago. The only Yiddish paper I see nowa-
days is the Allgemeiner Journal at the down-
town library.

They are two very different papers. The
Forverts had a number of very capable
Yiddishists on staff, which is to say cultured,
intelligent writers with a serious attitude
towards fostering the language for its own
sake. The Allgemeiner Journal is different. As
far as I can see, they want to put out a Yiddish
paper that their readers will be able to under-
stand…that is, to spread their word as far as
possible into the English-influenced milieu of
Orthodox New York. And so their writers
make use of a Yiddish that The Forverts people
would surely look on with horror. 

It’s something that I find fascinating to
observe, and yet I’m not sure I can convey it
to a general readership. But that’s what I’m
going to try. Let’s see how far we get…

I have in front of me an article from last
January written by Mendel Adler, one of two
or three regular staff writers who are together
responsible for 75 percent of the total content
of the Allgemeiner Journal. Here he is, report-
ing on the evacuation of a Palestinian
encampment from “Area I-1” between
Jerusalem and Ma’ale Adumim:

“Bei’m melden die evacuierung (in
announcing the evacuation) vun die Palestiner
vun die gezelten (tents), hât Premier
Netanyahu gesâgt as “séi hâben nischt kéin
ursach (they have no cause) zu gefinnen sich
dort (to be there, lit. “to find themselves
there”). “Mir hâben bafõhlen (we have
ordered) zu schliessen die ganze gegent (to
close the whole area), k’dey menschen sollen
sich nischt versammlen dort (in order that
people should not assemble there) un ver-
ursachen umsüste reibungen (and cause
unnecessary friction) un stören die ordnung”
(disturb the peace). 

Let’s see how this compares with the other
guys. Now The Forverts is really more of a
news-magazine and so it focuses more on cul-
ture, commentary and historical topics; but so
as not to compare apples and oranges, I’ve
picked a recent news article, also relating to
affairs between Israel and the P. A. As above,
I’ve kept my translation as literal as possible so
you can hopefully follow it word-for-word:

“Mittwoch bei nacht (Wednesday night)
seinen vun der Yisroel-tephisa (prison) bafreit
geworen 26 Palestiner terroristen – araus-
gelâs’t (released) wie a geste vun guten-willen
m’tzad (on the part of) der Yisroel-regierung
(government). Bei der residentz vun der
Palestiner Administrazia “Mukata” in
Ramallah hâben sich zunauf-genummen arum
tausend einwõhner (there came together
around a thousand residents) zu bagegenen
(to meet) die 11 bafreite, welche seinen über-
gegeben geworen (who were given over)
direkt in die händt vun der administratzia auf
dem kontrol-punkt “Beituniah”. 

Okay, looking over my two examples I see
that I’m hardly proving my point. Maybe
because their news-writers are more highly
influenced by the wider world as compared to
the culture writers, there’s not that much to

By

MARTY GREEN

English translation of Yiddish column
As a “book worm” I look for new books about Yiddish on Amazon. My coffee table is

packed with books in Yiddish, Hebrew and English. The new issue of the Yiddish journal
Oyfn Shvel is dedicated to the renewal of Yiddish in Eastern-Europe. People from around
the world are interested and exited about the study of Mame Loshn. Rosh Hashone is
coming and I wish you all a Gut Zis Gebentsht Yor with Mame Losh. When you dip your
apples in honey don’t forget your commitment to Yiddishkeit and to Yiddish.

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust at the
Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Continued on page 16. See “Marty Green”.



The first pro-
claimed leak from
Secretary John
Kerry’s efforts to
resolve the
Palestinian-Israeli
conflict, as it is so
often called, were
published two weeks

ago in the reputable London-based daily
Arabic newspaper, Al-Hayat. The source is said
to be from a posting from the website of the
Palestinian Islamic Resistance Movement,
Hamas, which claims the information was
leaked to them by someone attending the tight-
ly closed negotiating sessions. The validity of
this claim and the contents of the leak are
unverifiable and the infighting between Hamas
and Fatah give both a vested interest to publicly
damage the other.

The Al-Hayat article on the leak states that
Secretary Kerry obtained Palestinian President
Abbas’ approval on general parameters for the
restart of negotiations, at meetings between the
two in Amman on 17-18 July 2013, prior to
Secretary Kerry’s announcement that negotia-
tions would restart. According to the leaked
document, “Kerry set a maximum period of
time ranging from 6 to 9 months would be ded-
icated to bilateral Palestinian-Israeli negotiations
... without any preconditions,” beyond the
principles listed below and whereby Jordan
participates in meetings on refugees, Jerusalem
and borders where necessary:

1. “The Separation Wall will serve as the secu-
rity borders of the ‘Jewish’ state, and the tem-
porary border of the ‘Palestinian’ state… Both
parties will acknowledge and announce this.” 

2. There will be “an exchange in disputed ter-
ritories within the plan of the Separation Wall
noted above, as agreed to by both parties and
with the blessing of the Arab League Follow-up
Committee, as specified by this Committee to
Mr. Kerry during their last visit to Washington,
ranging in size from eight to ten percent of West
Bank lands.”

3. There will be also be a “freeze in the set-
tlement projects at a number of outposts, as
approved by the Israeli government, which
does not apply to existing projects in large set-
tlement communities located in the vicinity of
Jerusalem and in the Jordan Valley, including

the settlements of
Ma’ale Adumim,
Givat Ze’ev, Har
Homa, Gilo, Neve
Yacov, Ramat
Shlomo, Ramat
Alman, Kiryat Arba’,
and other densely
populated settle-
ments.”

4. The document
adds that “residents
in frozen settlement
communities will
have the right to
choose between
Israeli citizenship, or
Palestinian citizen-
ship, or both, at the
conclusion of negoti-
ations,” and that
“talks will culminate
with a historic agree-
ment … along the
lines of the Oslo
Agreement, during
which both parties
will announce the
end of the historic

conflict between their peoples, as well as full
normalization with all Arab states, at a celebra-
tory meeting attended by the Arab League and
representatives of all Arab countries, announc-
ing their approval of Israel’s establishment of a
Palestinian state within the limits set out …
above, according to agreements…. concluded
by the two parties at the end of the negotia-
tions, which will also entail Palestinian recogni-
tion of Israel as the state of the Jewish people.”

5. It adds that “at the end of negotiations
some Palestinian families will be allowed to
reunite in the West Bank, Rafah and Gaza,
while others will have the right to compensa-
tion, or emigration … to Arab countries, espe-
cially the Gulf…” where they will be “…natu-
ralized… utilizing the Right of Return Fund for
this purpose.”

6. Concerning the status of East Jerusalem,
the leaked document indicates that it will be
“placed under an international administration
(Palestinian-Israeli-Jordanian) for ten years,
whereby resident Israelis in East Jerusalem will
have the right to choose their identity,” i.e. citi-
zenship. 

7. Furthermore, “Israelis and Palestinians
agree to discuss the issue of land exchanges, in
the West Bank and Jerusalem, through negoti-
ating committees despite the non-core points of
contention between the two parties… especial-
ly those points that are considered important
by the delegation of the Arab League, including
the proposal to grant citizenship to every
Palestinian who has been resident in the Gulf
for more than ten years.”

8. The document indicates that there will be
a “discussion of executive steps in this agree-
ment during negotiations within the time-limit
mentioned above, and that its implementation
will extend to ten years from the signing of the
agreement.”

9. Israel will also “release a number of
Palestinian detainees have who spent twenty
years or more in detention, and no longer pose
a security threat.”

10. It also stipulates that “President
Mahmoud Abbas will call for legislative and
presidential elections in the West Bank after the
public announcement of the Agreement, in
anticipation of the possibility of the emergence
of objections to it, and that the terms of the
agreement will not fully be announced until
after the start of negotiations and the preoccu-
pation of Palestinians with the battles of the
Legislative Council and the Presidency.”

11. It also says that “with the signing of the
agreement at the end of the specified time-limit
and the declaration of an independent
Palestinian state, the Palestinians and
Jordanians will, with the blessing of Israel and
the Arabs, reach an understanding on the role
of Jordanian security assistance … to the
Palestinian Authority … to stand by its side and
help it overcome potential internal or external
dangers … as part of a Confederation, which
will be announced in conjunction with a trilat-
eral economic initiative, in which Israel will play
an active role in its formation.”

Shocking, to say the least!
If what was revealed here is anywhere near

the truth, the region should be preparing for yet
another major fallout - in both Palestine and
Israel - again.

~ Sam Bahour is a Palestinian-American busi-
ness development consultant from
Youngstown, Ohio, living in the Palestinian city
of Al-Bireh in the West Bank. He frequently pro-
vides independent commentary on Palestine
and serves as a policy advisor of Al-Shabaka,
The Palestinian Policy Network.
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Happy Rosh Hashanah from

Lyall Meyers, Chuck Narvey 
and Glen Rawluk at

MEYERS DRUGS
483 William Ave.
(204) 943-1466

BRYAN M. DAIEN, Denturist

DAIEN IN-HOME
MOBILE DENTURE SERVICE

Providing denture care for
the Simkin Centre

Wishing all my clients and their families a
Happy & Healthy

ROSH HASHANAH

204-791-9792

Personal Care
Homes

Hospitals
Homes

A peek inside Kerry’s “Peace” efforts 

By

SAM BAHOUR



Not many people
know they can get a
“Get” (Jewish Divorce)
before getting a civil
divorce. Many lawyers
and rabbis agree that,
as long as there is no
chance of reconcilia-
tion, you should get

your Jewish divorce first. 
“It will be one less thing to argue about later

on,” explained Sharon Allentuck, National
Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) Winnipeg
section vice-president. 

“Most people aren’t aware there is such a thing
as a Jewish divorce, and that, if they want to
remarry, in Orthodox Judaism, they first need a
Get.”

In Winnipeg, the Jewish Divorce Help Line
goes back at least 25 years, started up by the
Coalition of the Jewish Women for the Get. It is
a national phone line (first formed in Montreal).
The local coalition involved the coming togeth-
er of Jewish women’s and other organizations,
including Emunah, Hadassah, (what was former-
ly known as) Jewish Women International, ORT,
the NCJW, and the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg.

“It was probably in the late 1980s when I went
with Sharon Wolchuk, who was president of the
NCJW at the time, to a retreat north of
Montreal,” said Allentuck. “This is where a lot of
the training and education came from, which we
brought back to Winnipeg.” 

Part of the information gained resulted in the
creation of a telephone line across Canada
(which eventually the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg took over the financial cost of main-
taining).

When someone calls the phone line, she/he is
asked to leave a message, including at what
number and at what time it is best to call. 

“We mostly try to give people information
about a Get – why they should have one, what
the laws are, whom they should contact (e.g.
Rabbi Altein), etc,” said Allentuck. “We’re a con-
duit between the individual and the clergy.”

Allentuck recalled women who were “agunot”
(a woman who is “anchored” or “chained” to
her marriage) for many years because their hus-
bands refused to give them a Get. In other
instances, husbands have demanded their wives
pay them to give them a Get.

There was also a case where a woman was get-
ting a divorce from her husband when she
learned that he did not have a Get from his sec-
ond (previous) wife who was Jewish. At that
time, Rabbi Wiezman decided the woman was
free to marry another and that the child from the
marriage was not a “mamzer” (a child born of
adultery or incest).

In one other case, a woman was legally
divorced from her husband, but could not find
him. The rabbi involved at the time got her an
annulment for her, enabling her to carry on with
her life and to remarry.

“There are so many cases like this all
over the world,” said Allentuck. “And it’s
the man who has to give the woman a
Get.”

According to Allentuck, if you want your
divorce recognized in Israel, you need a
Get. “In Israel, some husbands have had
their passports and drivers licenses taken
away or have even been put in jail for
refusing to give one,” she said.

“In Canada, there are some laws that can
help a woman in this situation – not just
for Orthodox Jewish women, but also
women of other religions with similar
laws. Canadian law says your husband
can’t use refusal of a Get as a negotiating
tool. But for some men, that means noth-
ing. Their refusal to give a get is all about
power, meanness. There is no good reason
to not give one. 

“In some Orthodox communities in
Canada, people have put up posters with
pictures of a man who refuses to give a
Get – as a way of shunning him. 

“A judge doesn’t have to grant a divorce
if a Get has been given, but the wife does
need to be made aware of it.

“In the Winnipeg Jewish community,
there are bylaws that say if a man refuses
to give a Get, he can’t sit on the board of
the Jewish Federation. 

“We all want to get on with our lives, and
to have this over your head isn’t healthy for
the women, children, or anyone.”

Allentuck has seen a drop-off in the num-
ber of calls to the Divorce Help Line, but it
is unclear why that is. “It could mean peo-
ple are more educated and don’t need our
help, or maybe with increasing intermar-

riage having a Get
isn’t an issue, or
maybe word of the
phone line needs to
get out to more.”

To reach the
Divorce Help Line,
call (204)-992-2762
and leave a message.
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"Happy Chanukah
to all my Friends and Patients"

DR. MARTIN S. REINHORN OPTOMETRIST

• Complete Eye Exams

Spectacles Dispensed

Contact Lenses Fit

1754 MAIN STREET
SEVEN OAKS

MEDICAL & DENTAL CENTRE
WINNIPEG, MAN. R2V 1Z7 PHONE 339-2061

“Happy Passover
to all my Friends and Patients”

“Happy Shavuot
to all my Friends and Patients”

“Happy Rosh Hashanah
to all my Friends and Patients”

104-1754 MAIN STREET
SEVEN OAKS

MEDICAL & DENTAL CENTRE
WINNIPEG, MAN. R2V 1Z7 PHONE 339-2061

Les, Lara, Michaela & Jaron Rykiss
Wish all their family and friends a

Happy and Healthy New Year!

LINDEN MARKET DENTAL CENTRE
7-877 Waverley St. 487-2226
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Weight Watchers 360 Program
50 Years in the Making! Expect Amazing!

204-987-7546
or 1-800-651-6000

The power to lose weight like never before

Available in Manitoba at Traditional meetings.
For more information for class times and locations in your area call

$16 weekly fee will apply
Offer expires June 1, 2013.

Not valid with any other offer

JOIN FOR

FREE
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negotiating session, State Dept. says

Sept. 2, 2013 JERUSALEM (JTA) — Martin Indyk, the U.S. envoy to
the Israeli-Palestinian peace talks has attended a negotiating session,
the U.S. State Department said.

The Israeli and Palestinian negotiating teams reportedly will meet on
Tuesday, Sept. 3; they met Saturday in Jerusalem. The Palestinians had
said last week that Indyk had not attended any of the sessions.

“Israeli and Palestinian delegations have been meeting continuously
since final status negotiations resumed on July 29,” State Department
spokeswoman Jen Psaki said Sunday in a statement, according to
Israeli media reports.

“The negotiations have been serious, and U.S. Special Envoy Martin
Indyk and his team have been fully briefed on the bilateral talks and
also participated in a bilateral negotiating session,” the statement said.
“As we have said in the past, we are not planning to read out the details
of these meetings.”

The peace talks have been under a nearly total media blackout,
reportedly at the request of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, since
their resumption.

Meanwhile, Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas on
Monday told his Fatah party officials that the Palestinians are negotiat-
ing with Israel for a state on the pre-1967 lines with eastern Jerusalem
as its capital, which he called a “red line,” Israel Radio reported.

Abbas also said the Palestinian Authority agreed not to seek state-

Questions answered with Jewish Divorce Help Line

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA



By SHARON LOVE
I kid you not! The same question pops up each time that the I.L.

Peretz Folk School class of 1963 has a reunion. This time it was Arthur
Itzkow who asked the question even before the first ‘official’ reunion
event. “Does Laurie Landy still have red hair?”

The weekend of August 16th to the 18th marked the 50th anniversary
reunion of the graduating class of 1963. We had originally wanted
this, our third reunion, to take place in 2015 for our 65th birthdays.
Sadly, we lost our ‘tayere chaverte’ (dear friend) Barbara Shoib Murray
last September. Therefore, we decided not to wait any longer to get
together. Unlike our two previous reunions, which took place in
Vancouver in May of 2000 and November of 2010, we decided to
hold this one in Winnipeg, where our friendships all started.

Our local organizing committee members were Bella (Sapoznik)
Ben Ari, Donna (Gorenstein) Cohen, Janis (Swick) Wisher, Bailey
Rayter, Harold Abosh and this writer. Having the reunion in Winnipeg
would give the out of towners a chance to visit with family and
friends. One of our classmates had not been back in over 20 years!

The ‘kinder’ (kids) that attended were from Florida-Gity (Shklarsky)
Moritz-Finkel; from New York-Anita (Ladner) Bakal; from Toronto-
Ronnie Charach, Candi Zell and Laurie Landy; from Calgary-Hilda
(Szternfeld) Smith; from Vancouver-Reesa (Margolis) Devlin, Ethel
(Levine) Kofsky, Carol Pollock, Arthur (Butchy) Itzkow and Nathan
Meltzer; from Mission, B.C-Les Hatklin; from Palm Springs-Eddie
Pollock; from Winnipeg - (in addition to the organizing committee)

Arthur Blank and
David Kives.
Several spouses
and partners also
shared in our
weekend festivi-
ties. 

Our reunion
events actually
began the
evening of
Thursday, the
15th. We met at

the Wayne
Arthur Gallery
on Provencher
Blvd to take in
the art work of
Hilda Szternfeld
Smith. Her
work was fea-
tured there for
the month of
August. (See the
article by My-
ron Love in the
August 7th issue
of this paper.)

The gala event
was held Friday
evening at a
party room on
W e l l i n g t o n
Crescent, the
home of Bailey
and Karen Rayter. As people kept arriving, the excitement was build-
ing. This was, for most of us, the first opportunity to see each other, as
some of the out of towners had just arrived that day. There were about
40 of us that evening. Our special guest was our Yiddish teacher,
‘Chaverte’ Betty Warshawsky and her daughters. What with an abun-
dance of food and drink, great weather, and dear friends with whom
to catch up, who could ask for anything more! 

After we bensched the Shabbos licht, the more formal portion of the
evening commenced. Everyone was welcomed and greetings sent by
Oscar Antel on behalf of the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust
were read out. Bella Ben-Ari then reminisced about Barbara Shoib
Murray, of blessed memory, and we toasted both Barbara and class-
mate Annette Feldman Nagler, also of blessed memory.

Chaverte Betty also addressed us. It was interesting when she
explained that she was our Yiddish teacher for both grades two and
three, in order to help with the transition from the school on Aberdeen
Avenue to the Aikins Street school. 

We then toasted Brenda (Grushko) Casey from Vancouver. Brenda
could not attend the reunion, but sent her best wishes. Brenda ordered
a unique cake for us from Gunn’s Bakery. The cake was decorated
with blue and white flowers. She insisted that the lettering and mes-
sage be in Yiddish: “Abi Gezunt Oon Mazel Tov Tayere Freynt”. Below
the greeting was our graduation picture. The cake was big enough for
everyone to have some without having to cut into the picture. That
part is still intact. It is now in the Rayter’s freezer!

The evening ended with many of us dancing to 60’s music provided
by Les Hatklin. Who needed the Beach Boys? We made our own
‘good vibrations’.

On Saturday there was golf available at the course in Teulon. Lunch
was at the hotel in Gimli. We were then hosted for the rest of the day
and evening at the home of Lanny Silver and Zipora Malamuth who
live just north of Winnipeg Beach. More great food and time for
schmoozing! As youngsters, many of us spent happy times at
Winnipeg Beach and people enjoyed being back at the beach again.
Sunday lunch was held at Joey’s at Polo Park. 

Peretz School 1963 graduating class holds 50th reunion
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Group picture. Teacher “Chaverte” Betty Warshawsky in blue.

Cake by Gunn’s Bakery with pictue of the 1963
graduating class. “The cake was big enough for
everyone to have some without cutting into the
picture.”

Continued on page 15. See “Reunion”.



Simon’s Cuisine will introduce you to delicious Argentinean favourites
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of the
v i s i to r s
s t a y e d

beyond the weekend reunion. Some
people took in Folk-lorama and enjoyed
other Winnipeg tourist spots. Gity
Moritz-Finkel actually knocked on the
door of the house next door to hers on
Lansdowne Avenue. To her pleasant sur-
prise, her neighbour of 50 years ago
answered the door! Those that stayed
beyond the weekend met again during
the following week. Besides the won-
derful memories we have of the week-

end, everyone was given a souvenir
potholder made by Donna (Gorenstein)
Cohen and a Winnipeg memory book
compiled by Lanny Silver.

Our weekend of catching up and rem-
iniscing flew by. Our local committee
members enjoyed meeting over the past
several months to plan this wonderful
event.

Now, back to the colour of Laurie
Landy’s hair. We have decided to set up
a sub-committee to monitor the situa-
tion. The report is to be completed two
years from now in time for our next
reunion!

By BERNIE BELLAN
For years Winnipeggers’ principle intro-

duction to Argentinean foods was through
Stewart’s Deli and Produce on Grant Ave.
Owners Frida and Aaron Herskovitz were
early arrivals here from Argentina and, over
the years, began selling a variety of prod-
ucts from their home country, but entirely
of the packaged variety, such as “dulce de
leche”.

Ten years ago the large influx of
Argentinean Jews into this city began to
take shape, but we weren’t offered as much
of an exposure to Argentinean foods as
many of us might have liked. Two business-
es that have thrived here, however, have
been Eva’s Gelato and Simon’s Cuisine.

So, despite the fact that Simon’s Cuisine
has been advertising in our paper for many years now, I have to admit
that I hadn’t actually traveled all the way to 513B St. Mary’s Road (and
the business is kitty corner from the main street, so you have to keep
an eye out for it) to try their foods. Last week though – on one of the
gorgeous evenings that we’ve been enjoying in Winnipeg of late I said
to my wife: “Meachelle, let’s try something different. I see that Marion
Warhaft rated Simon’s Cuisine as one of Winnipeg’s top restaurants in
2012.” (I also admit that I hadn’t even been aware that Simon’s had
tables for dining in until I happened to look at a copy of Warhaft’s
review online.) 

It being such a nice evening, we decided to go there by bike – which
was a good idea as we were able to work up decent appetites for what
turned out to be a very filling meal – even though we shared one meal
between the two of us.

Much of what follows is taken directly from the Simon’s Cuisine
website, which I found especially helpful in understanding the popu-
larity of Simon’s specialty, the “empanada”.

“José brought his prized family recipe for making empanadas” with
him to Winnipeg in 2003, according to the website, – “a traditional
food in many parts of South America. 

“From Argentina to Venezuela, the empanada is a traditional Latin
American Street food eaten as a snack at festivals, a starter at gather-
ings, or a tasty everyday meal on the go. It’s a half moon-shaped pas-
try served baked or fried, bursting with savoury or sweet fillings that
vary depending on the country. Simon’s Cuisine prepares homemade,
baked empanadas that are full of Argentinean flavours with stuffing
choices of spicy or regular beef, chicken, tuna, ham, egg, and spinach
and ricotta. A delicious side dish is humita - a warm blend of sweet
grated corn, veggies and cheese. Served with Simon’s Spicy Sauce,
any empanada can be kicked up to another heat level, or enjoyed sim-
ply on its own. 

“Simon’s Cuisine menu has many Argentinean specialties
(empanadas, humita, potato or cheese knish, special milanesa sand-
wich) and Canadian favourites (steaks, chicken, pasta, salads and
sandwiches) along with a favourite dessert called ‘Torta Mil Hojas’
Almost all food is freshly home-made and the empanadas are baked
rather than deep-fried, for a healthier alternative. As an option, you
can take home frozen empanadas and re-heat them when you want a
quick snack or meal. They are great to have on hand in your freezer.”

The night that my wife and I were there, we ordered a combination
of different foods, including empanadas and humita, all for the very
reasonable price of only $22. 

The meal began with delicious wedges of grilled bread that were
served with three small containers of sauces for dipping – including
one very hot sauce! Our empanadas were meat filled and they cer-

tainly would provide an interesting finger
food that would be perfect for a party. The
humita was simply delightful. Altogether the
food was filling, although certainly not
heavy.

José Sturym told me that he doesn’t have
all that many Jewish customers yet,
although he says he has been especially
busy catering to business luncheons which,
one might think, would probably include a
fair number of Jews, so he might be mistak-
en as to how many Jews may have tried his
foods. Of course, Simon’s also sells deli-
cious cheese and potato knishes, but why
not try something different for a change and
order an assortment of empanadas to go?

Once you’ve tried them you’re bound to
be hooked.

Simon’s Cuisine owners CLARA & JOSE STURYM

Reunion
Continued from page 14.

Grad class 1963.



Kids and seniors mingle
every week in the Kaufman
Childcare Centre at the
Rady JCC. Monday, August
26 was the last day of the
summer session. In the
photo at top  kids along
with mentors AMALIA
BALBACHAN (left) and
RIVKA GREEN (right); and
day care workers CLAUDIA
(second from left) and

SHIRLEY (third from
left) prepare pizza
and salad with the
kids. 
If you're interested

in volunteering call
Claudia Chernitsky
at 204-477-7459.

At right, day care
workers (from left)
CLAUDIA, JUDITH,
and JOANNA help
the kids water veg-
etables, which were
actually used in the
salad seen above.

Kids & seniors together at Kaufman Childcare Centre
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choose between the two articles. To
be sure, the Forverts has two Hebrew
words (I’ve marked them with italics)
to the zhournal’s one. But even the
Forverts uses internationalisms like

administrazia and direkt in die händt when there are much more
Yiddischlach alternatives…verwaltung for administration, and gleich
in die händt. Or even better: über-gegeben geworen dem Instanz
gleich in die händt arein. I like that.

And yet even so I find the Forverts excerpt, on some subjective
level, to be a bit more flowing and natural than the other one. The
very first words of the zhournal article grate on me…”bei’m melden
: in announcing”…what’s that called, where the verb is used as a
noun…a gerund? I don’t think that’s really an authentic Yiddish form
as it appears here. And the –ieren-verbs like “evacuieren” (another
gerund I guess, but nischt dâs bin ich ausen…that’s not my point)
where you take any international verb and make it Yiddish with the
–ieren ending ….well, the zhournal is rife with them. 

I think the worst Yiddish is where they quote Netanyahu…you can
tell it’s bad because you can calque it almost word-for-word right
back into English. No one ever spoke Yiddish like that. But I have to
allow them a little slack here. If you literally took Netanyahu’s words
and converted them into a truly idiomatic Yiddish, it would be very
hard to avoid replacing the Israeli PM with Tevya der Milchiger.
“Would it be so terrible if they should just go somewhere where
they wouldn’t be making such tzuris for us?” Maybe it’s just as well
to let the zhournal stick to its journalese. 

Marty Green
Continued from page 11.



The Rady JCC introduced two new pieces of
state-of-the-art exercise equipment over the

weekend of August
25-26: "The Training
Zone" - at left and
"Jacobs Ladder". 

I have to say that
the story of Jacob's
ladder in the bible is
that Jacob dreamed
he was climbing to
heaven. 

Unfortunately in
my case the chances
are much better that I'll be going in the reverse direction. 

I asked the Rady JCC trainer Andrew whether I might end up going
backwards. He said no chance, but I wasn't so sure about that.

“The Training Zone” offers a variety of different routines. Ask any
of the trainers for a demonstration. 
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I’m going to be a pilot
For a long time it didn’t look like Daniel had much of a future ahead of 

him. Orphaned at the age of 4, he spent several years in an orphanage 
in the FSU. In 2007 he was taken by Boys Town Jerusalem to Israel and 

enrolled in the school. With no Hebrew language skills and no one to 
confide in, he found it very difficult to adjust.

After four years at Boys Town and the nurturing environment he 
found at the school, he now is a confident young man. He loves his 

technology classes and wants to be a pilot in the Israel 
Defense Forces. He is smart, full of confidence and 

knows he now has a shot at building a good life. 
Who knows how high he will fly.

With your help we are able to care for and 
educate about 900 boys this year in our 

beautiful 18 Acre Campus so that children like 
Daniel can find hope and build a better future 

for themselves, and for Israel.

Canadian Friends of Boys Town Jerusalem
Kiryat Noar Yerushalayim

I AM DANIEL

I AM ISRAEL

A generous donor has covered the cost of this message
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You Belong Here!

Stretching The Truth

 Mark Spencer, Fitness Director
To contact Mark, call 477-7543 or 
e-mail him at mspencer@radyjcc.com

radyjcc.com • 204- 477-7510 • 123 Doncaster St. , just west of Kenaston

Download the 2013 Fall Program Guide
now available online at radyjcc.com 

Meet Our New Massage Therapist:

To stretch, or not to stretch? Experts used to claim that stretching 
before a workout can help decrease the risk of orthopedic injuries; 
however, more recent research shows that stretching is ineffective for 
warming up your body. Some research is even proving that pre-
workout stretching can be harmful to athletic performance. 

As an active person, you may not always be looking for peak 
performance, but you always strive to be healthy and avoid injury. 

So what is the best way to warm up?

A warmup should be designed to move your body in motions similar 
to the actions you’ll perform during your workout. If you’re going to do 
an upper body workout, your warmup must simulate that action in your 
upper body muscles.  A warmup should also increase blood flow, 
which in turn increases muscle elasticity. This process requires 
elevating the heart rate.

Dynamic Stretching (DS) is stretching performed by moving a joint 
through its full range in a challenging but comfortable motion. The 
goal is to lengthen and shorten a muscle by activating your nervous 
system. Static stretching does not have this effect. DS can increase 
joint range of motion, increase blood flow and increase body 
awareness, just to name a few benefits. It also requires a fair amount of 
coordination, which stimulates neuromuscular activity and alertness.

Do not confuse Dynamic Stretching with Ballistic Stretching where you 
“bounce” into the stretch. Ballistic Stretches should only be done with 
the watchful eye of a Personal Trainer or health professional to avoid 
potential injury.

See this month’s Exercise of the Month to learn hip swings, a great 
form of Dynamic Stretching, and contact a Personal Trainer to learn 
customized stretches specific to your needs!

Not a member?
Join the Rady JCC by Sept 30th
and we will waive the enrollment fee!

New exercise equipment at Rady JCC



Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur are
almost upon us, and
it is called the High
Holidays for a rea-
son. It is high in
importance and reli-
gious significance.
Not only is it the

‘rosh’ or head of the year, it represents a time
of renewal to look at ourselves so that we can
make positive changes within ourselves. It
sparks us to make positive changes in our lives.
The holiday also encourages us to look at oth-
ers with renewed love and respect. 

Rosh Hashanah is believed to be the
anniversary of the creation of Adam and Eve,
and their first actions toward the realization of
mankind’s role in God’s world. Perhaps that is
why the apple figures so predominately during
this holiday to represent eating from the tree of
knowledge and our connection to God.
During this time we eat symbolic foods such as
apples dipped in honey to evoke a sweet new
year. And since apples are a favorite of mine as
well as my family, here are some apple based
recipes that are good for the heart, soul, and
stomach. 

Shana Tova dear readers. Wishing all of you
a happy and healthy new year.

* * *
ROSH HASHANAH APPLE CHEESECAKE
This can be made parve, just use two small

tubs of Tofutti cream cheese which can replace
the dairy cream cheese.
2 250 g cream cheese
2 eggs beaten
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 tsp vanilla
1 ready store bought graham cracker crust
1/4 cup Carmel ice cream topping
1 apple cut in thin slices
Cinnamon

Pour Carmel into the ready to use crust. Mix
cream cheese, eggs, sugar, and vanilla. Pour

into Carmel covered crust. Arrange apple
slices on top of cake. Sprinkle with cinnamon.
Bake at 350 degrees. Chill overnight, at least 4
hours.

* * *
APPLE PIE BARS

1 250 gm Toffuti cream cheese
1 cup parve margarine; I use the vegen becel
3 1/4 cups flour divided
10 granny smith apples or baking apple of
your choice
1 1/4 cups sugar
1 tsp cinnamon
3/4 cup icing sugar
1 tbsp water

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Beat cream
cheese and margarine in a large bowl with
mixer until blended. Gradually add 3 cups
flour. Shape into 2 balls. Place 1 ball on
floured board; cover with wax paper and roll
into 15 x 10 inch rectangle.

Spray 15 inch pan with cooking spray, and
invert rolled dough; pat down and bring up
sides of pan. Toss apples; about 9 cups with
1/4 cup flour, sugar and cinnamon, and spread
on bottom of pan. Repeat rolling remaining
dough and make a second triangle; remove
top sheet of waxed paper and carefully flip
over apples.

Tuck edges of dough into sides of pan. Make
several slits in top of crust. Bake 35 minutes or
until golden brown. Cool dessert 15 minutes.

Mix icing sugar with water to make a paste-
like consistency; drizzle glaze over pie. Cool
30 minutes before cutting into bars.

* * *
MOIST CARMEL APPLE CAKE

This can be made parve using all parve prod-
ucts even the Carmel
1 pkg yellow cake mix
1 pkg vanilla instant pudding
1 cup water
4 eggs 
1/3 cup oil
3 granny smith apples coarsely chopped

20 caramels
1/4 cup milk or parve creamer

Heat oven to 350 degrees. Grease and flour
12 fluted tube. Beat the first 5 ingredients in a
large bowl and mix well in a blender. Beat on
high for 2 minutes.. Stir in apples. Pour into
prepared pan.

Bake 50 minutes to 1 hour. Cool cake in pan
15 minutes. Loosen and remove cake. 

Microwave caramels until melted. Cool 10
minutes and drizzle over cake.

* * *
CARROT APPLE MINI CUPCAKES WITH

NON DAIRY ICING
This recipe is small and makes 10 mini cup-

cakes.
1/2 cup plus 1 tbsp flour
1/2 tsp cinnamon
1/4 tsp baking soda
1/4 tsp salt
4 tbsp margarine
3 tbsp brown sugar
2 tbsp white sugar
1 egg 1/4 tsp vanilla
3/4 cup grated carrot
3/4 cup grated apple

Icing
1 pkg non dairy cream cheese
2 tbsp honey
2 tbsp icing sugar

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Line mini cup-
cake baking sheet or lightly grease with cook-
ing spray. In a small bowl, combine flour, cin-
namon, baking soda, and salt and whisk to
combine.

In a bowl with electric mixer, combine mar-
garine, sugar, and beat until light and fluffy.
Add egg and vanilla; fold in carrot and apple
mixture. Add flour mixture until all combined.
Distribute batter evenly into 10 mini cupcakes.

Bake 20 minutes. Remove from pan and
cool. Beat in mixer cream cheese, honey, and
icing sugar. Frost the top of each cupcake with

a heaping tbsp. of
icing.

* * *
CHEWY APPLE

OATMEAL COOKIES
48 servings
1 cup parve mar-
garine
1 cup brown sugar
1/2 cup white sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp vanilla
1-1 1/2 cups flour
2 tsp cinnamon
1 tsp baking soda
1/4 tsp salt
3 cups old fashioned
oats
1/2 cup dried apple

In a large bowl,
cream margarine,
sugars until light and
fluffy. Beat in eggs
and vanilla. Combine
flour cinnamon bak-
ing soda and salt; stir
in oats and apples.

Drop by tbsp 2
inches apart onto
baking sheet at 350
degrees for 10 - 12
minutes. Let stand 1
minute and move to
wire rack.

A collection of apple-based recipes for Rosh Hashanah
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King of the Class
By Gila Green
237 pages
Now or Never Publishing
Vancouver, B.C.
Reviewed by 
BERNIE BELLAN

I have to admit that it took
me a long time to finish read-
ing “King of the Class”. The
book was sent to our office
back in February, but like
many books that are piling up
on our shelves, I hadn’t even
put my mind to reading it for
quite some time. I had
received a number of e-mails
from the author, Gila Green,
asking me whether I had read
the book yet, so I began to
feel quite guilty and
promised Gila that I would
have her book reviewed in
our Sept. 4 issue.

Now, ordinarily I don’t like
to read other reviews of a
book before I write my own
but, in this case, I cheated.
Honestly, I’ve felt obliged to
give this book a fair review,
but I can’t say that I was all
that excited by it. Yet, when I
took a look at the reviews
that are available online I was
more than surprised by the
large number of accolades it
has received.

What is “King of the Class”
about? To begin with, it’s a
mash-up of different genres.
There’s a futuristic storyline set in an Israel 30 years
hence that’s been torn asunder by a civil war between
secular and religious Jews. The protagonist, Eve, who
comes from Ottawa (as does the author herself) is a
typical secular Jew living on a kibbutz with her
boyfriend, Manny. One day though, Eve discovers
that Manny has become ultrareligious, and who
insists that Eve become the same if the two of them
are to have any hope of marrying.

So much for that aspect of the story. Fairly well into
the book we are given another jolt when Eve encoun-
ters a supernatural entity known as “Ben” who, we
soon learn, is a wandering soul who tells Eve he will
take human form in the shape of a son that she will
have with Manny. Ben gives Eve a blue bracelet to
wear that seems to have magical powers. Okay, so
now we have an injection of Kabbalism.

Should I note that there’s also some science fiction
in the book, including servant robots that seem to
have come straight from “The Jetsons” (a 1960s tele-
vision series that might have inspired the author). 

Finally, the book evolves into a fairly pedestrian
thriller, as Eve and Manny’s son, “Netsach”, is kid-
napped by a nefarious couple, known as the Geislers
for reasons that simply deny credulity. (Netsach is an
11-year-old who happens to be a very good basket-
ball player. He has been offered a stupendous
endorsement deal, but his father, being the observant
Jew that he is, insists that Nesach turn it down. The
scheming couple, known as the Geislers, plot to keep
Netsach from participating in a hugely important bas-
ketball tournament so that their own son, who is the
second-best player in the boys’ school, will be
offered the endorsement deal instead. Eleven-year-
olds receiving endorsement deals? Hey, even Justin
Bieber was 14 before he was offered any kind of a
deal.) Apparently none of the other reviews that I
could find online found this plot device as hokey as I
did.

Still, what “King of the Class” does
offer the reader is some incisive
commentary about present-day
Israel, although garbed in futuristic
references. Frankly, it’s Green’s astute
observations about the tensions
between religious Israelis (who live
in the future state of “Shalem” in the
book) and secular ones that provide
the most interesting aspect of the
book. 

Eve, for instance, seems to swallow
all her misgivings about becoming
“frum” for the sake of her love for
Manny but, like many a female pro-
tagonist who finds herself living with
an incompatible male, it is through
her devotion to her children that she
finds true fulfillment. I never got the
sense that Eve had actually made the
intellectual conversion to orthodox
life that her lifestyle would have dic-
tated. Apparently though, the author
herself is frum, so perhaps Eve is
more authentic in her description
than I might think.

Again - since this book has
received quite good reviews in quite
a varied range of publications, only
some of which are Jewish, I would
certainly recommend that you read
other reviews that are far more com-
plimentary toward
“King of the Class”
than this one. 

Considering that
it’s Gila Green’s first
novel, she definitely
shows great promise
as a writer. What I

found strange though, is that, if she
did have an editor, how she could
have consistently made the same
grammatical mistakes that she does
throughout the book. For instance,
she uses the phrase “off of” over and
over. Gila – if we’re using proper
grammar, we don’t say “off of”, we
say “off”. Also, as with many other
writers these days, Green doesn’t
seem to be familiar with the use of
the subjunctive. 

Perhaps I’m just a knit-picker, but
it’s not correct to say “If I was” going
to do something; the correct usage is
to say “if I were”. (Thank you, Talmud
Torah and Joseph Wolinsky
Collegiate, for instilling at least a
basic notion of correct grammar in
me. Now I’d better prepare myself for
a torrent of e-mails from readers cor-
recting my own grammar.)

When I try and think of another
writer who successfully delves into
the dichotomy between secular and
religious Jewish life the one who
immediately springs to mind is
Chaim Potok, I would hope that
Green perseveres in writing about
this dichotomy – but next time please
lose some of the hokey forays into
sci-fi and mystery writing. 

For this reviewer, at least, they were
simply distractions from the one
theme that I found quite compelling,
which is the growing divide between
secular and orthodox Jews in Israel. 

First-time author offers mash-up of different genres
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Books

Give Your 
Child the  

Gift of Music 

Register Now! 
kindermusikdiscovery.com 

453-1222 

3 Locations  
The Forks 
St. Vital 
Tuxedo-
Charleswood 

A developmentally designed music and 
movement curriculum for children birth 
to age 7  and their families 

Remarkable and research-proven 
child development benefits 
Over 50 weekly classes to choose 
from including simultaneous class 
options for siblings 

Kindermusik music program 
Instruments  -  Creative Movement   
Musical Concepts  - 
Singing 
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Frankly, it’s Green’s
astute observations
about the tensions
between religious

Israelis (who live in the
future state of “Shalem”
in the book) and secular

ones that provide the
most interesting aspect

of the book.
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delandes ad #1

PEARL YAFFE
It is with profound sad-

ness that Martin, Clifford
and Richard announce the
passing of our wonderful
mother Pearl in the early
hours of Saturday, Au-
gust 17, 2013, at the age
of 95. She faced death as
she lived life – with
strength, resolve and dig-
nity. In addition to her
“three boys”, Pearl is sur-
vived by Robin Alter,
Heather Levin Yaffe and
John Statham, together
with her grandchildren
Sarah (Jay Whiting), Paul
(Lynne Cann), Danielle

(Edgar Matusalem) and Aaron, as well as her great-
grandchildren Owen Jacob and Poppy Elise. She also
leaves her sister Leah Sheps, her sister-in-law Essie
Wolfson, and many Yaffe and Wolfson nieces and
nephews who loved their Auntie Pearl dearly. She was
predeceased by her parents Jacob and Bessie Wolfson,
her devoted husband Philip, her sister Rose Waterman
and brothers-in-law Max Waterman and Sidney Sheps,
and her brothers and sisters-in-law Sam and Stella,
Haishie and Daisy, Ed, and Phillip and Helen. She was
also predeceased by her brothers-in-law and sisters-in-
law Leo and Betty Yaffe, Molly and Manny Shaw, and
Rose and Harry Roth, all of whom regarded her as a
sister and referred to her as “our Pearl of a girl”.

Pearl’s parents were among the first Jewish home-
steaders in rural Alberta, and our mom was the young-
est of seven children. She was born in the Wolfson
family’s one-room farmhouse in Rumsey, Alberta on
May 10, 1918. When our mother was about ten years
old the family moved to Calgary, where she lived until
her move to Winnipeg in the late 1930s to seek employ-
ment. It was there that she met our father Phil, with
whom she enjoyed a 38-year marriage until his un-
timely death in January 1981.

Our mother was a woman of enduring radiance and
beauty, sparkling personality, indomitable spirit and
remarkable resilience. She was an astute individual
who approached life with keen intuition and common
sense. Her warmth and vitality inspired those around
her, and for most of her life her energy seemed bound-
less. In many ways Pearl was a traditional wife and
mother, who presided over her kitchen and created
masterpieces that became her trademarks. She was also
a woman of varied interests and skills who instinctively
helped those in need. As a stay-at-home mother with
secretarial experience from her years in the work force,
whose husband was an optometrist and whose father-
in-law was blind, she volunteered to teach typing to
visually impaired inner city children. Together with
Phil, she was a staunch supporter of Jewish education,
culture and values, serving in many capacities on
committees at the I. L. Peretz School and performing in
Yiddish theatre and play-readings at drama festivals
and on radio. She was also a skilled bridge player and
continued playing until shortly before her 94th birth-
day. Armed with her positive attitude and her quick and
dry wit, she was resourceful and hardworking, even

when faced with severe mobility problems and declin-
ing health as a result of spinal stenosis. Our mother and
father exemplified and taught us the values of humility
and kindness accompanied by a strong work ethic,
always cautioning against approaching life with a
sense of entitlement. Our mother was invested in the
success of each of her children and grandchildren, and
while she shared with us her candid opinions and
advice, she recognized our differences and loved each
of us unequivocally. She was an outstanding role
model. We will miss her terribly.

The funeral service was conducted at the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue on Tuesday, August 20, 2013 at 1:30
pm. Pallbearers were Pearl’s sons Martin, Clifford and
Richard, her grandson Aaron, John Statham, Lorne
Wolfson, David Sheps and Shawn Yaffe. Burial fol-
lowed at the Shaarey Zedek Cemetery. We very much
appreciate the support and sensitivity of Rabbi Alan
Green.

We wish to thank all those whose kindnesses en-
riched and helped to extend our mother’s life, includ-
ing her close circle of friends and bridge ladies, and the
compassionate health care professionals and caregivers
who took a special interest in our mom and who
recognized that it was an extraordinary lady to whom
they were administering care. We wish particularly to
thank Dr. Lori Ebbeling-Treon, Dr. Janna Pilkey, Stano
Spina and Arlene Alvarez.

For those wishing to honour our mother’s memory
through a charitable donation, a gift to the Pearl and
Philip Yaffe Fund at the Jewish Foundation of Mani-
toba (477-7525), the Philip Yaffe Memorial Prize in
Cancer Research at the University of Manitoba (474-
9195) or The Winnipeg Art Gallery (786-6641) would
be very much appreciated.

Card of  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  Thanks
The family of the late
PAUL CHUDNOW

would like to extend our heartfelt thanks
for the kind expressions of

sympathy in Paul’s memory
Zivey and Dolly Chudnow

Happy Rosh Hashanah

MARCIA MELTZER
1922 - 2013

 Marcia Meltzer, beloved wife of Mendle (deceased)
peacefully passed away on July 25 at the age of 90. She
leaves to mourn her sons Charles (Juanita) and Marvin
(Ruth), her daughter Sheila Fox (Arthur), grandchil-
dren Brent (Ayelet), David (Dana), Steven, Randi
(Michael), Nina (Marty), Jacqui, Aaren and Alex and
great-grandchildren Anna and Simon.

Born and raised in Winnipeg, Mom grew up in a
traditional North End Jewish home, loved and pro-
tected by her brothers Sam, Max, “Spud” and Rubin.
Sadly, the passing of Mom represents the end of an era.

Mom attended St. John’s High School and while her
formal education ended there, her quest for knowledge
continued for the rest of her life. Mom was a voracious
reader of books. A week didn’t go by where first Dad,
then her kids and ultimately her grandchildren took
turns driving her to the library. She never met a cross-
word puzzle she couldn’t defeat and was always up to
discussing worldly news events, as well as the goings-
on of the Jets and the Bombers; whose broadcasts she
rarely missed.

While in university in Saint John, New Brunswick,
Dad, through his involvement in Young Judea, saw a
picture of Mom and began corresponding with her.
Seven years later Dad came to Winnipeg and two days
later they were engaged. They were married on De-
cember 30, 1945 and for 63 years remained totally
committed and devoted to each other, to their children
and to their grandchildren.

Mom had two basic goals in life. To be a strong
supporting wife for our dad and to be an incredible
mother to her children and ultimately her grandchil-
dren and great-grandchildren. She was a modern ver-
sion of an “old fashioned” Jewish Mother, committed
to running the home, and to this end she was tremen-
dously successful. Wonderful home cooked meals and
desserts, always eaten together as a family, was the
norm. Friday Night Shabbat dinner was the highlight of
the week, and featured as much joking and teasing of
each other as Mom could tolerate. These traditions
continued on as Ruth, Arthur, Juanita and finally the
grandchildren joined the fold. As Mom and Dad got

older, this family togetherness carried on into our
individual homes, with them taking turns at each oth-
er’s dinner tables.

 Mom’s greatest fear in life was that her family
would not get along. The love we witnessed her show-
ing her brothers and Dad, and the lessons she taught us
about understanding, tolerance and forgiveness, along
with the strong family values that she instilled in us has
guaranteed that her dream of a close family will remain
intact forever.

Mom cared dearly about her friends. These longtime
friends provided her with one of her few diversions
from her responsibilities as the Family Matriarch.
From Mahjong, to bowling, to bridge, to travel and to
parties that were known to “cross the line and back
again”, Mom and Dad remained close forever with
their group of friends.

 Mom was a fighter who always rose to the occasion.
When she developed cancer at the same time Dad
developed Alzheimer’s, she would not hear of him
going into a home and fought both battles at the same
time. She fought up to the last day of her life and we
believe that she made the choice that 90 years and nine
months was enough.

Our family would like to thank Shouren Bose, as well
as the staff at the Portsmouth for the compassionate
care and extraordinary support.

Mom, in your quiet way we all knew that you were
there for us, supporting, caring, and a guiding light.
You will always be with us and all we need to do is just
turn inward to find your spirit for you to continue in that
role.

Funeral services were held at the Shaarey Zedek
Cemetery, Sunday, July 28, officiated by Bill
Weissmann. Pallbearers were David Fox, Steven
Meltzer, Alex Wiebe, Charles Duboff and Vittorio
Rossi.

JESSE KRONSON
Peacefully, at the Victoria General Hospital in Win-

nipeg, MB, Jesse Kronson passed August 11, 2013
after a brief illness at the age of 101. She is survived by
her son Ken and his wife Johanna, her grandchildren
Jeffrey (Jean) and Sari (Wojtek), great-grandchildren
Mia, Gabriel and Aaron as well as many loved nieces,
nephews and cousins. She is predeceased by her hus-
band Philip in 1985, her son Paul in 2011 and brothers
Joe and Rube. She was a member of Iota Alpha Pi
sorority and graduated Wesley College (now the Uni-
versity of Winnipeg) in 1933 with a B.A.

 Jay, as she was known to all, never obtained her
driver’s license. She “had no use for it” she often said.
Despite her apparent lack of modern transport, she
somehow found a way to travel enough to touch the
hearts and souls of many of her close friends and all of
her family. She was known especially for Friday night
dinners which included wonderful brisket, unparal-
leled pickles and OUTSTANDING chicken. She made
the best Matzahball soup that many of us have ever had.

When not cooking for her insatiable family (espe-
cially Paul) she spent many summers with first her
children and then her grandchildren at Gimli from the
end of the school year, through the entire summer
vacation to the beginning of school in the fall. She acted
as a dad and mom for many of the eight to 12 year old
kids who spent summers at the lake even though she

(Continued on next page)
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

SEPTEMBER 4

Unveiling

The family of the late

ALBERT

SEGAL
wishes to inform their

relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a headstone

dedicated to his
loving memory on

Sunday, September 8, 2013
at 10:00 a.m.

at the
Bnay Abraham Cemetery

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

MAURICE

DASHEVSKY
who passed away

September 12, 1994
7 Days in Tishrei

— Always loved and forever
remembered by his wife,
children, grandson and family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory

GERSHON

GRUBERT
who passed away
September 6, 1975
1 Day in Tishrei

—Always remembered by his
children and grandchildren.

CHAIM ADELMAN
who passed away

April 16, 1983
4 days in Iyar

30th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

GITEL ADELMAN
who passed away
August 26th, 1995

30 Days in Av

18th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by your loving children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-great-
grandchildren.

SAM GILMAN

September 17, 1991
9 Days in Tishrei

who passed away
HONEY GILMAN

April 29, 1986
20 Days in Nisan

In loving memory of

Like falling leaves, the years go by. But memories of you will never
die.
— Lovingly remembered and sadly missed by your family.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

ABE

HELMAN
who passed away

November 22, 1976
29 Chesvan, 5737

SARAH

HELMAN
who passed away
January 19, 1988

29 Tevet, 5748
- Always remembered with love by  your daughter Paula, son-in-
law Bill and grandchildren Ronald and Marla and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BEN LEPKIN
who passed away

April 17, 1986
8 Days in Nissan, 5746

In loving memory of

SARAH LEPKIN
who passed away

November 28, 2008
1 Day in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by your loving children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
SAM LETINSKY

who passed away
December 11, 1998
22 Days in Kislev

In loving memory of

SOPHIE LETINSKY
who passed away

September 29, 1995
6 Days in Tishrei

— Lovingly remembered and sadly missed by their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

HARRY ODWAK

April 11, 1959
3 days in Nissan

CELIA ODWAK
In loving memory of

Loving memories will never die. As years roll on and days go by.
Deep in our hearts a memory is kept. Of our dear ones we lost and
will never forget.
— Sadly missed by your children, grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

October 4, 1989
5th day of Tishrei

who passed away

In Memoriam

ABRAHAM

WORB
who passed away

April 23, 1963
29 Nisan, 5723

SONIA

WORB
who passed away

February 19, 1990
24 Shevat, 5750

— Always remembered with love by your son Bill, daughter-in-
law Paula, grandchildren Ronald and Marla and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

Unveiling

The family of the late

BENNY

ROITELMAN
wishes to inform their

relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a plaque

dedicated to his
loving memory on

Sunday, September 8, 2013
at 10:00 a.m.

at the
Rosh Pina Memorial Park

Please note change of
time on unveiling below

started doing this in her mid-60s. This incredible work
ethic was instilled in her as she patrolled Salter Drug
with her husband from 1933 to 1954. She valued family
above all else and was fiercely protective of hers. She
attended her grandson’s wedding in California in 2003
only six months after an emergency operation for a
ruptured abdominal aneurysm and gleefully paraded
around at her granddaughter’s wedding in Arizona in
2011 at the age of 99.

She will be greatly missed by the “daytime soap
opera association of America” as she was a unionized,
card-carrying member. She knew what was going on in
every soap that was on the air at the time and was not
to be disturbed from when her “work day” started at
9:00 a.m. until the last soap went off the air at 4:30 p.m.
This was a practice that she kept up until only the last
few years when soap operas had begun to fade in
popularity.

She raised two headstrong boys, Ken and Paul, both
of whom graduated from college and were integral
members of the Metro Drug franchise in Winnipeg
from the late 60s to the early 80s. She was a faithful
attendee at all holiday and family functions and was
regularly sought out for advice and blessings. Even at
101, she still lived alone, was independent and until a
few months ago was crossing Grant Avenue going to
Safeway and buying her own groceries. She so fiercely
guarded her independence that she refused help from
almost everybody who offered. She came into this
world on her own terms and she left equally on her own
terms. She was profoundly loved and will be greatly
missed and remembered by all.

Services were held at Shaarey Zedek Synagogue on
Friday, August 16. Rabbi Alan Green officiated; pall-
bearers were Ken Einhorn, Dr. Brent Schacter, Israel
Ludwig, Dr. Louis Ludwig, Dr. Jeffrey Kronson and
Sari and Wojtek Kuczynski. In lieu of flowers please
send donations to the Rady Centre or charity of your
choosing.

In Memoriam

In remembrance of

HERSZ ("HARRY")

ODWAK
who passed away
October 3, 1987

10 Days in Tishrei (5748)
— Loved and eternally missed
by his children Hartley, Mindy,
and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MAX ZAMICK
who passed away
August 28, 1983

The passage of thirty years is
but a twinkle in time.
Cherished memories are
eternal.
With love always - wife Clara,
daughters Fern (Alex) &
Sandra (Rob) & grandson
Matthew.
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In Memoriam

In loving remembrance of our
father and grandfather

ISRAEL ASPER
who passed away
October 7, 2003

11 Days in Tishrei
— Still so much in our hearts
and sadly missed by his
children, grandchildren and
friends.
Not a day goes by that we don't
think of him,  and wish he was
still here with us.

In loving memory of our dear
mother, grandmother and

great-grandmother

ETTY BIHMAN
who passed away
October 3, 2006

11 days in Tishrei
You are always in our heart
and we love you forever
— Your daughter Rica,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren Carole, David,
Hart, Matthew and Noel,
Andie, Rachel, Alexa and Eli.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

CHARLES

BOYCE
who passed away

September 25, 2007
13 days in Tishrei

— Remembered daily, missed
deeply and forever loved
Geraldine, Richard, Kenny
and Alex and family.

In Memoriam
6th Yahrzeit

— Lovingly remembered and missed by their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

ALEXANDER

CHOCHINOV
who passed away

September 25, 1955
9th Day of Tishrei

In loving memory of

ROSE

CHOCHINOV
who passed away

July 14, 1981
12th Day of Tammuz

In Memoriam
32nd Yahrzeit58th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
daughter and sister

BRINA

ERENBERG
who passed away
October 6, 1976

13 Days in Tishrei
Her soul touched every
human being
With everlasting love and life
eternal.
— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her mother,  brothers
and sister.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
wife, mother and

grandmother

SARAH

HENOCH
who passed away

September 25, 1993
10 Days in Tishrei

In mind a constant thought
In heart a silent sorrow.
- With tears in our eyes and an
ache in our hearts, we light a
candle in your beautiful
memory.
— Your love is our legacy

In loving memory of

ZLOTA

MARGOLIS
who passed away

September 19, 2010
11 days in Tishrei

— Missing your beautiful
smile and infectious laugh.
Heartbroken by your absence,
forever loved and missed by
your children and grand-
children.

In Memoriam
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS

MELNICER
who passed away
October 8, 2000
9 days in Tishrei

— Always in our hearts and
forever  loved by his  children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

EDWARD

POSNER
who passed away

September 17, 1999
8 Days in Tishrei

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his wife Sylvia,
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

HAROLD

SHUKSTER
who passed away

September 18, 2002
"All our Love"
"All our Life"
and forever

— Your precious family.

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM

SILVERBERG
who passed away

September 22, 1980
12 Days in Tishrei

— Sadly missed by his
children, grandchildren and
sister.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

SARAH

SILVERBERG
who passed away
October 4, 1990

15 days in Tishrei
— Sadly missed by her
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FRANCES

STANDIL
who passed away
October 2, 1998

12 Days in Tishrei
— Always remembered by
your family and friends.

13th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOE WOHL
who passed away
October 10, 2000
11 days in Tishrei

With aching hearts we lovingly
remember and miss you.
— Your wife Betty, children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
16th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

LEA KREMER
who passed away
October 7, 1997
6 Days in Tishrei

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her friends.

In loving memory of

ROSE ESTHER

BORODKIN
who passed away

September 11, 2002
5 Days in Tishrei

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren and family.

11th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SARA

SIMOVITCH
who passed away
September 7, 2000

8 days in Elul
Sadly missed along lifes way
Quietly remembered every day
No longer in our hearts to share
But in our hearts she is always there
With aches in our hearts
and tears in our eyes
we light the thirteenth candle
in your beautiful memory.
— Always remembered with
much love & sadly missed by
your children Sandra, Ean,
Harvey, Rona, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren & family.

In loving memory of

BERTHA

SCHWARTZ
the loving wife of the
Late Harry Schwartz

who passed away
September 6, 2009

17 days in Elul
You live on in our memory
and in our hearts forever.

— Sadly missed by her sons,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MENDL STERN
who passed away
October 4, 2005
1 Day in Tishrei

— Always in our hearts and
sadly missed by his wife Chana
and son David.



Canadian Jewish
groups in bid to

quash white
supremacist’s will

TORONTO (JTA) -
Canadian Jewish orga-
nizations are joining
the effort to overturn a
will that leaves
$250,000 in ancient
artifacts and invest-
ments to an American
neo-Nazi group. 

B’nai Brith Canada
and the Centre for
Israel and Jewish
Affairs, or CIJA, will
attempt to convince a
court in the Canadian
province of New
Brunswick to quash the
will of Robert
McCorkill, who died in
2004 and bequeathed

Shift in thinking re: organ donation
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Health news

By REBECA KUROPATWA
Some feel that organ donation is

not allowed in Judaism, but Ronda
Hecker (70), part of the National
Council for Jewish Women (NCJW)
Toronto section and Chair of the
Gift of Life (Organ and Tissue
Transplant) Program, for one, will
be the first to say that is not the
case. 

Toronto’s NCJW now has a reg-
istry established for this and is
bringing the idea to the forefront,
nationally, in hopes that this will be
picked up in more cities across
Canada. 

“We couldn’t, for all biblical
times, donate organs, because
medical science just wasn’t there yet,” said Hecker. “But,
today, yes, you can donate – and saving a life (“pikuoch
nefesh”) is the greatest mitzvah a Jew can perform.”

The mandate of the Gift of Life Program, according to
Hecker, is “to educate Jews that, yes, you can donate,
and to dispel myths and misconceptions. So, that’s what
we’re doing. It can be slow and not easy, but we’re start-
ing to get there. It’s an uphill battle, but it will make a
difference.

“All movements in Judaism agree that organ donation
is allowed – even Orthodoxy – but the Orthodox are
more inclined to look at live donors for kidney. Also,
with the liver, you can cut off a third of a living liver and
transplant it and it will grow in a new body. Those are
organs that can be transplanted from one live donor to
another.”

A common question is whether or not Judaism requires
you to be buried with your body intact. 

“In Israel, your body has to be buried the same day you
die,” said Hecker. “That’s what we do here too (unless
there’s an autopsy or such). So, people are very nervous
about donating organs, as, that way, you’re not able to
be buried right away. But the mitzvah of saving a life
overrides this – so, yes, you can donate while alive as
well as after death.”

Modern Orthodox rabbi and chair of the Gift of Life
Network in Ontario, Rabbi Reuven Bulka, has been
working for years to get out the message that donation is

not only  a good deed, but a necessary one.
In Bulka’s view, when transplants became

possible decades ago, religious leaders
should not only have allowed them,
they should have made them an imper-
ative.

“We have to change it so it’s not only
okay to do it, it’s not okay not to do it,”
said Bulka.

Although some cultures believe it is
critical to preserve the integrity of the
body, no faith forbids organ donation. 

According to Hecker, even if you have
had a serious illness, you can still be an
organ and tissue donor. “Let health pro-
fessionals decide what, if anything, you

can donate,” she said. “And medical sci-
ence always advancing, what isn’t possi-
ble today, may be possible tomorrow.”

The NCJW has a national conference
scheduled for Winnipeg October  4-6. There, the subject
of organ and tissue donation, as well as other issues
important to the community will be discussed. 

Shaarey Zedek’s Rabbi Green will be speaking on the
subject of organ and tissue donation.

When it comes to organ and tissue donation, people of
any age can donate as long as there is a doctor’s con-
sent.

One person can save eight lives (i.e. with the donation
of kidney, heart, pancreas, etc) and improve the quality
of life for 75 others (i.e. with the donation of tissue, like
the cornea, ocular/ear, bone, etc). 

When registering to be a donor, you can check off only
the items you are comfortable with donating.

“In Canada, 90 percent of the population agrees with
transplantation, but only 25 percent have registered,”
said Hecker. 

Transplant Manitoba - Gift of Life is the donor program
in this province.

“We wear green ribbons, as they are our ribbons of
awareness,” said Hecker. “Rabbis are available to talk to
you before and after – whether you need an organ or are
giving an organ.”

When you register as a donor and are put on a list,
confidentiality is assured (i.e. your identity is anony-
mous).

The NCJW is now equipped to register people to be
donors via their website (at http://www.ncjwc-ts.org).
Registration can also be done on the Trillion website (at
beadonor.ca). 

Taking Steps 
Bereavement Support Group

C o o r d i n a t e d  b y

Tuesdays, October 8th to November 26th

7:00 to 9:00 pm
Jewish Child and Family Service
Asper Jewish Community Centre
C200 - 123 Doncaster Street

This non-denominational group is specially
designed for those who have experienced

the death of a loved one. Its aim is to provide
support, education and healing through your

journey of grief.

Interested participants are asked to contact Shelley Levit, MSW by calling 204-477-7430 to register.  

All registrants will be contacted for a pre-screening interview prior 

to the commencement of the group.  There is no charge to participate in this group.

The Bereavement Group will be facilitated by Shelley Levit, MSW.  Shelley offers over thirty years 

of experience in therapeutic counselling and group facilitating, at Jewish Child and Family Service.  

Shelley brings many skills and sensitivity to those who are dealing with diffi cult transitions in their lives.

Congregation
Shaarey Zedek
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YEARS Celebrating Community and Culture

est.1889

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MRS. NETTIE FOX
who passed away

September 23, 1977
11 Days in Tishrei

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her daughter,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

the items to the National Alliance,
a white supremacist group in the
United States. 

Along with the province’s attor-
ney general, the groups will argue
next month that the bequest will
reinvigorate the flagging far-right
group, especially at a time when
neo-Nazi beliefs are on the rise in
Europe. The groups were permit-
ted to intervene at a court hearing
in New Brunswick. 

“There’s still an attraction to this
philosophy, and to revive it is a
dangerous concept,” Anita
Bromberg of B’nai Brith Canada
told CBC News. 

Richard Marceau, general coun-
sel for CIJA, said the National
Alliance “is much weaker than it
was in the past and we don’t want
to take any chances of money
breathing new life into it.” 

McCorkill’s sister, Isabelle
McCorkill, also wants the will
overturned; she filed an injunction
last month. 

The bequest includes Greek and
Roman coins that are thousands of
years old, an ancient Iranian
sword, Neolithic arrowheads and
a stone tablet from the 13th
Egyptian dynasty, according to a
55-page appraiser’s report. 

RONDA HECKER
Chair of the NCJW Gift of Life
(Organ and Tissue Transplant)
Program 



God has many attributes, but two
in particular stand out in this par-
sha: justice and vengeance.

Very often the Torah will speak of
a “just” God, and a “vengeful” God
– both being responses to very dif-
ferent behaviours. The parsha starts
out by describing a “whole twisted
generation” of Israelites who were

“acting vile and unwise.” The text says they were “twisted”
as a whole generation.

The Sages say that this is one of the reasons why God made
the Israelites wander in the desert for forty years, so an entire
tainted generation would make way for the next one, which would
hopefully be more upstanding. The punishment was comparatively
light, and even then God took care of all of the Israelites’ needs in
every way, from food, to clothing, to helping them win wars.

The Torah says that God acted justly against them, in this example,
because they were being “vile and unwise” as a group. They badly
influenced each other, which is a lesson for us to take great care to
spend time with good people. Also, it is tough for people who are set
in their ways to rearrange their character, and that was true of the
slaves. For this, God called them unwise.

It is when the Israelites transgress God’s laws on purpose, with arro-
gance and wilful spite, that God brings forth his attribute of
vengeance. An example of this is when Israel was acting sexually
immorally, influenced by idolaters. The text says God acted upon
those people with vengeance.

* * *
The difference between justice and vengeance is that justice is,

“middah k’neged middah” – or measure for measure. For an example:
if I drove into someone’s car by accident, smashed up the car, and
caused minor injuries, it would be right and just if I paid for the dam-
ages, both physical to the car, and physical to
the injured, as well as paid for any emotion-
al pain. My conscience might be haunted for
some time to come, but with justice, my pay-
ment is over.

Revenge – for humans - is when the
hurt party festers in the grudge, and
takes out their pain on the other per-
son. Revenge is when the hurt party
wants to exact more (or their own
form of) payment, arbitrarily, to their
satisfaction. Revenge sounds a lot like
this, “I’m going to take my proverbial
pound of flesh from you, until I’m
good and ready to feel as if you’ve
paid what I think you owe me. You’ll
keep paying me, and I’ll keep punish-
ing you, until I feel better.”

For those seeking revenge, there will always be a cloud of darkness
over the offender - a person that they believe is indebted to pay
beyond what righteousness and justice would dictate.

The disguised form of vengeance is passive aggressive behaviour,
when someone pretends their words or actions are harmless, but real-
ly are meant to hurt. This is really just masked hatred. God warns us
not to take revenge because He knows that a human being’s emotions
will often demand more than what is good and fair. Only God is able
to exact both justice, and revenge, because His ways are always right-
eous.

Dave Gordon is a freelance journalist whose work has appeared in
more than forty major publications worldwide.

Dave wrote “Sefer Bracha Tikvah” (2010), a book of Bible com-
mentaries; and co-authored “Legacies: Alive and Kicking” (2009),
profiles of great Canadians. He was also a co-contributor to a German
textbook about Canada (2012) along with author Margaret Atwood.
More about Dave can be found at DaveGordonWrites.com or
LandMarkReport.com where he podcasts. 

In this chapter I
would like to deal
with seniors and
worry. If you are a
senior and never
had to worry, you
are truly unique!
There are seniors
that worry about

the hereafter, - they may wander from room
to room, wondering “I wonder what I am
here after”?

To be sure a fading memory, as we grow
older is a concern for most seniors! As I
have said to my wife, Nora:

“Picture your memory as a full glass of
water. You have to spill some out before you
can put some in.” or “Worry is a rocking
chair, it never gets you anywhere.”

For those seniors that are still gainfully
employed, they have very little time to
worry as long as their minds are fully occu-
pied. But, what about the rest of us, the
retired seniors?

If you are a retired senior, every day is
Sunday! If you work as a volunteer for a
charitable organization, that could keep
you occupied weekly, on a regular basis.

Health is a major concern for seniors as
they grow older. Many doctor’s visits can be
a continuing worry, particularly if they have
ordered tests, and you have to wait for the
results  along with the usual follow up:
“Don’t call us - we’ll call you”. Once again
if you can keep your mind occupied, the
worry is diminished. I have seen groups of
women who play bridge two or three times
a week! This is a wonderful way to keep
busy while there are so many things to
worry about!

Children and grandchildren can be a
wonderful source of pride and happiness! It
can be even better if they have settled down

in the same city as yourself. But, they can
also be a continuing source of worry, as
your life (whatever is left of it) can be inte-
grated with their lives. You can’t solve their
problems, as they must also learn to solve
their own!

There are seniors that are concerned
about their sense of balance as they grow
older.

The availability of walkers has been a
great advantage to those who might other-
wise be confined indoors. For some it may
require use of a wheelchair to be mobile.
There is no reason to give up if you have a
disability!

Another concern for seniors is their desire
not to be a burden to their children! When
you can’t maintain your own home or
apartment, or condominium, there is
always the “assisted living option.” No
more need to shop for food or worry about
the plumbing or the heating system! For
those who do not qualify for assisted living
there is still the “full care option.” Why not
make this decision while you can, rather
than rely on your kids to do it? Remember
the quotation: “Be kind to your kids, as they
will be the ones that will pick out your nurs-
ing home!”

That’s enough of the serious stuff! How
about a little bit of clown humour?

Clown no. 1: “I would like to buy one
spur sir.”

Clown no. 2: “Surely you mean a pair of
spurs.”

Clown no. 1: “No sir, just one. If I can get
one side of the horse to go, the other side is
bound to follow it.”

Clown no. 1: “What are you doing?”
Clown no. 2: “I’m writing myself a letter”
Clown no. 1: “What does it say?”
Clown no. 2: “I don’t know, I won’t get it

until tomorrow.”

Haazinu – Exploring the differences between justice and revenge
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Weekly Torah Reading

By

DAVE GORDON

We are seniors
Chapter no. 46

By

HARRY WARREN
& LOUNGE

789 Portage Ave.
772-2539

662 Leila Ave.
338-4659

Serving Winnipeg
The Finest in

Authentic Italian Food
Since 1978

Book Now
For Your

Get Togethers
(Private Room for 25-100 people

available at Portage location)

We can cater your
Home or Office

Parties
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Bernie & Meachelle Bellan

& Brood

wish all their friends & relatives
a Happy New Year

979 Queenston Bay Winnipeg

Leonard and Marge Bakalinsky

wish their family and friends a Healthy
and Happy New Year

409-2000 Sinclair St. Winnipeg

Arthur & Elaine Charach

& Family

Wish their Family & Friends a
 Healthy and Happy New Year

2 Hillhouse Rd. Winnipeg

Joe & Bernice Elfenbaum

& Family

wish their relatives and friends a Happy and
Healthy New Year.

79 Tanoak Park Dr. Winnipeg

Mr. and Mrs. Dimerman and

family

wish all their relatives and friends a healthy
and happy New Year

86 Forest Park Dr. Winnipeg

Jack, Steven, Bonnie, Jada & Seth

Bryan, Kristin, Rylie, Karys & Amy Buchalter

would like to wish all their relatives and friends a
New Year of peace, health and happiness

114 Hiddleston Cres. Winnipeg

A happy, healthy & prosperous New Year
to all our family & friends

Larry, Michele,

Aidan & Akiva Fishman

771 Oak St. Winnipeg

Mrs. B. Fliegel,

Family & Grandchildren

May the coming New Year bring to you
and yours all the blessings of

Peace, Health, Joy and Happiness!
 207W-1780 Grant Ave.                   Winnipeg

Evelyn and Bernie Goldstein

wish their family and friends a
Happy and Healthy New Year

54 Vanier Drive Winnipeg

Morris & Mildred Faintuch

& daughter Rennie

take this opportunity to wish all
 relatives and friends

a New Year of
Peace, Health and Happiness

Abe and Toni Berenhaut

and Family

wish all their family and friends a Healthy
and Prosperous New Year

22 Aster Avenue Winnipeg

Sarah Friedman

& Family

extend to all their relatives and friends best
wishes for a Happy, Healthy and

Prosperous New Year.

806-1305 Grant Ave. Winnipeg

Georges and Carol Goldenstein

and family

wish their friends and relatives
a Healthy and Happy New Year

Clarice Silver and Syd Bercovich

wish their children and grandchildren,
 friends and relatives a

Healthy and Happy New Year

804-141 Wellington Cres. Winnipeg

Shana Tova to all our friends & family
Sharon Bronstone,

Linda, Jay, & Braiden Filbert

Heather, Samantha, Morgan & Or Shalom

Adam Bronstone and Valorie and

Sydney Collante

6 DEGREES 
(NO BACON)/JEWISH
CELEBRITY ROUNDUP

Drake undercut by stylist, revelry
at Franco roast, One Direction’s
Harry goes kosher 
By 6 Degrees (No
Bacon) Staff 

NEW YORK
(6NoBacon Staff)
- Drake’s smooth
look doesn’t come
cheap - especially
if you’re the one
dressing him. 

According to
papers filed in
M a n h a t t a n
Supreme Court,
the Canadian rap-
per owes former
stylist Michael
Raphael more than $70,000 in fees and
expenses, the New York Daily News reports. 

Last summer Drake hired Raphael, the
owner of a high-end Manhattan boutique he
frequented, to help him with his “brand direc-
tion.” Translation: He hired Raphael to pick
out his clothing. Which isn’t as easy as it
sounds. 

In preparation for the American Music
Awards in November, for example, Raphael
says he had to travel from Los Angeles to New
York just to fetch a “custom-designed chain
and pendant.” 

Raphael also claims Drake asked him to
move to Toronto but did not reimburse him for
rent. Then there were the thousands of dollars
of items he bought for Drake at Foot Locker,
Nike and J. Crew. Raphael says Drake fired
him in December before paying back any of
the money he shelled out. 

According to the New York Post, Raphael is
seeking compensation plus an award for
breach of contract. The grand total: $76,000. 

Franco roast revealed 
C o m e d y

Central’s roast of
James Franco
doesn’t air until
Sept. 2, but
already a slew of
critics and blog-
gers are ruining it
for enlightening
the rest of us who
weren’t lucky
enough to attend
the eventSunday
night. 

While we really
did want to wait
to actually hear
funny folks like
Andy Samberg, Sarah Silverman, Seth Rogen
and Jonah Hill take gibes at Franco - and each
other - naturally we couldn’t help but take a
peek at the many lists of the evening’s best
jokes that are flooding the Internet. 

Turns out the lines were pretty funny - and

Continued on next page.

DRAKE

JAMES FRANCO
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Larry and Moraina

 Hochman

wish their family and friends a
Very Happy and Healthy New Year.

Ruth & Abbot Karasick

& Family

wish their family and friends a New Year of
Peace, Health and Happiness.

31 Verbena St. Winnipeg

Joanne, Sam & Dawn Katz

Candice, Geoffrey,

Chloe, Ethan, Madelyne & Oren Katz

wish all their relatives and friends
a Healthy, Happy and

 Prosperous New Year.

Saul and Brenda Greenberg,

Sarah and Jenna

wish all their relatives & friends a Healthy
and Happy New Year

653 Campbell St. Winnipeg

Sunny, Sheldon & Nikki Kaminsky

and Marvin & Brenda Kass and family

wish all our relatives and friends peace
and a Healthy & Happy New Year

2025-905 Shaftesbury Blvd. Winnipeg

Lilian & Ike Greenfeld

and family

wish all their relatives & friends
a Happy and Healthy New Year

211-597 Jefferson Ave. Winnipeg

We wish our family, friends and Kol Israel a
Healthy, Happy and Prosperous New Year

Frieda Hechtenthal and

Dr. Norman Hechtenthal

Libby Greenfield & family
wish their relatives and friends a New Year of

Health, Peace and Happiness

The Karp family

Irvin, Gary and Michael

wish all their friends and relatives a
Healthy and Happy New Year.

A Peaceful, Healthy & Happy New Year to
my children, grandchildren, relatives &

friends.

Fay Hoch

Susan, Philip and Josh

Kahanovitch

wish their family and friends
a Happy and Healthy New Year

120 Arrowwood Dr. N.                  Winnipeg

Linda & Fivie Gunn and Family

wish all their relatives and friends a
Happy and Healthy New Year

67 Attache Dr.        Winnipeg

Shanah Tovah to all our family and friends
for a Healthy, Happy and Peaceful

New Year

Barbara and Harry Kaplan

and family

Hilda and Isaac Gotfried

and family

wishing all their relatives and friends a
Healthy and Happy New Year

1704-323 Wellington Cres.    Winnipeg

pretty Jewy. Here are a few of our favorites: 
Bill Hader on the Rogen-Barbra Streisand

movie “The Guilt Trip”: “If I wanted to watch
two ugly Jews weaving through traffic, I’d
watch Seinfeld’s web series.” 

Rogen on the roasters: “This dais is literally
Hitler’s wet dream. It’s got Jews, gays and what-
ever Aziz is.” 

Nick Kroll: “James Franco is truly our gener-
ation’s James Dean. So handsome that you for-
get he’s only been in two good movies. Dean,
of course, died at the tender age of 24 sparing
himself the embarrassment of writing self-
indulgent short stories and getting roasted by a
bunch of jealous Jew monsters. 

Silverman: “I can’t tell if this is the dais or the
line to suck Judd Apatow’s balls. This dais is so
Jewy. What is this, the Comedy Central audit of
James Franco?” 

Natasha Leggero: “Andy Samberg’s comedy
group is called The Lonely Island, which is how
each of his teeth feel.” 

One Direction star wears a kipah 
In what seems

like a bid to
become even
more popular
among Jewish
tweens of the
female persua-
sion, Harry Styles
of the band One
Direction paid a
visit to the
Manhattan kosher
restaurant Le
Marais on Aug.
22, The Alge-
miner reports. 

The British
hearthrob was
even wearing a kipah - a blue knitted number
embroidered with his name. According to
Twitter, it was a birthday gift from director
friend Ben Winston. 

While Styles, who sports a Hebrew tattoo
and occasionally tweets in Yiddish, is obvious-
ly quite philosemitic, he is not in fact Jewish.
Don’t believe us? Ask his dad, who recently
issued this statement to curious fans: 

“Still lots of queries asking if H is some %
Jewish? No idea where any rumours came from
in but, categorically, he is 0% Jewish. Not at
all.” 

Brody to play Houdini 
The History

cable network is
putting together a
four-hour minis-
eries on the life of
Harry Houdini,
and, according to
The Hollywood
Reporter, “The
Pianist” star
Adrien Brody has
signed on to play
the legendary
Jewish magician. 

“Houdini” will
track the rabbi’s
son from his poor roots to a life of celebrity. 

“Since my childhood, when I dreamed of

HARRY STYLES

ADRIEN BRODY

Continued on next page.
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SAM and EDITH KIMELMAN

extend  best wishes to our children,
grandchildren, relatives and friends for a

HAPPY, HEALTHY and
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

6 Montcalm Cres.         Winnipeg

Elaine & Bernie Lofchick,

along with their children,

grandchildren &

great-granddaughters

wish all their family and friends
a Healthy & Happy New Year

Robbie Mazo

wishes her family, friends and clients a very
Happy & Healthy New Year

Mavis & Marty Minuck & Family

wish all their relatives and friends a
Healthy, Happy and Prosperous New Year.

820 Oak St. Winnipeg

Marie, Ted Muller and Family

Best Wishes and Happy New Year
to our family and friends

513 Burrin Avenue Winnipeg

Jerry & Gloria Moscovitch,
together with their children
Susan, Dan and Melanie

and their precious grandchildren,
Darrel, Taylor, Ezri, Leila and Oscar David

and Gloria's Day Nursery

wish all their family & friends
a Healthy & Most Happy New Year

Betty Kirshner

& Family

wish all their relatives and friends a
Healthy and Happy New Year

602-2000 Sinclair St.                  Winnipeg

Phil & Fay-Lynn Katz,

Matthew, Cara & Jonathan

wish all their relatives & friends a Healthy
and Happy New Year

38 Billingham Pl.        Winnipeg

Sheldon and Rita Margolis,

Shelley and Joshua

Simone and Leon

wish all their family and friends Good Health,
Happiness and Peace in the New Year

882 Queenston Bay Winnipeg

Sheila & Elvin Linder

wish all their relatives & friends a very
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

203-160 Tuxedo Ave.        Winnipeg

Monte & Cecile Kowall and

family

wish all their friends & relatives a Healthy
and a Happy New Year.

2-1000 Wilkes Ave. Winnipeg

Debbie and Jack Lipkin

and family
wish their relatives, friends and Kol Yisrael

Happiness, Health, and Peace in the New Year

35 Stanford Bay Winnipeg

Rae & Gary Margolis

Danielle, Jonathan & Zev Margolis

Tara, Aaron, Emma & Addison Calvo

would like to wish all their relatives and friends a
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year.

38 Hillhouse Road Winnipeg

Ruth & Sam Klapman

wish their children, grandchildren, family,
friends and Kol Yisrael good health,

happiness and peace in the New Year

being a great magician, Harry Houdini has
been one of my heroes,” Brody said. “His brav-
ery and obsessive determination still fascinate
me. Houdini mastered the art of escape - not
only from physical chains, but from poverty
and the social constraints of a humble immi-
grant origin. His life story appeals to the uni-
versal longing for acceptance with which we
all can identify. To portray him is beyond an
honor.” 

Kristen Connolly from “House of Cards” will
play his wife, Bess. 

Rivers, Midler rip 
Miley’s VMA romp 

While the promo
for the MTV Video
Music Awards fea-
tured Macklemore
and Ryan Lewish
blowing a shofar,
Sunday’s show in
Brooklyn didn’t offer
much Jewish content. 

The big talk was the
racy performance by
Miley Cyrus that
included provocative
dancing and other
bizarre actions.
Miley’s moves caused
a couple of outspoken Jewish women, Joan
Rivers and Bette Midler, to share their opinions. 

Rivers tweeted, “Miley Cyrus at the VMAs last
night reminds me of Candyland - the easiest
game in town and everyone gets a turn.” 

Midler offered: “Did you see @MileyCyrus on
the VMA’s? Does her tongue hanging out mean
she’s dehydrated?” 

Pretty much what the Jewish mother in us
was thinking, too. 

Bar to boycotter Waters: 
Remove my photo 

P i n k
F l o y d
front-man
R o g e r
Waters has
rather pub-
l i c l y
e n c o u r -
aged a
boycott of
Israel. Now
one well-
k n o w n
Israeli has a demand for him: Remove her
photo from a video he uses during his perfor-
mances. 

“Roger Waters, you should remove my pic-
ture from videos at your concerts. If you’re
going to boycott, then go all the way,” Israeli
supermodel Bar Refaeli tweeted to her 500,000
followers last week. 

Her message followed Waters’ open letter to
fellow musicians asking them to join with him
“and thousands of other artists around the
world to declare a cultural boycott on Israel.”
Snap! 

Hopefully he’ll heed her call and delete the
shot. And who knows, maybe once he’s on a
roll, he’ll drop the pig balloon and Nazi uni-
form, too. 

For the latest Jewish celebrity news, visit JTA’s
6 Degrees (No Bacon) blog. 

BAR REFAELI - ROGER WATERS
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Louise, Lorne and
Lindsay Raber

wish all their relatives and friends
a Healthy and Happy New Year.

55 Consulate Road                         Winnipeg

Reider Insurance

wishes their relatives, friends and clients a
Happy and Healthy New Year

Fay and Ben Rykiss

wish our family and friends a
 Healthy and Happy New Year

4303-65 Swindon Way Winnipeg

Irv Sera & Family

wish their relatives and friends a very
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

1026-905 Shaftesbury Blvd.      Winnipeg

Roberta & Fred Rosenblatt,
Aaron & Rachel

wish all their relatives and friends a Healthy
and Happy New Year.

719 Waterloo Winnipeg

Fay and Max Reich
& Family

wish all their relatives and friends
a Healthy and Happy New Year.

Bert & Elaine Schaffer & Family

wish their friends and relatives
a Healthy and Happy New Year.

14 Sweetwood Bay Winnipeg

Elaine & Allan Shinfield

wish all their friends & relatives
 a

Healthy and Happy
 New Year

Shelley Pfeffer and family

Health & Happiness to all
our friends and family

 600 Queenston St.                    Winnipeg

Sid and Joyce Rosenhek
and family

wish family, relatives and friends a
Healthy and Happy New Year

34 Envoy Cres. Winnipeg

Marvin and Esther Samphir
and family

wish all their family and friends a Healthy,
Prosperous, Peaceful and

Happy New Year

Mrs. (L.) Elaine Paul
To my Children & Grandchildren,

Family & Friends
May the Year ahead be blessed with

Peace, Good Health & Happiness

307E-1780 Grant Ave.                Winnipeg

The Roitenberg family
Shom, Kerry, Janis, Evan,
Audra, Lindsay and Jillian

wish all their relatives & friends a very
Healthy & Peaceful New Year.

U.S. expat improving following 
collapse during Israeli army training 
(JTA) - An immigrant to Israel who collapsed

during army training and was placed on life
support spoke and started breathing on his
own. 

Matthew Klein, 20, formerly of Los Angeles,
opened his eyes in a Tel Aviv hospital on
Monday and spoke for the first time in more
than a week, the Israeli daily Yediot Achronot
reported. His friends and army buddies were at
his bedside. 

Klein had collapsed Aug. 18 while on a train-
ing run with his Nahal Brigade unit. 

The Israeli military determined that despite
the heat and humidity, the run was within the
protocol for health and safety guidelines for
training in hot weather. 

Klein’s mother arrived in Israel the day after
his collapse. 

Klein made aliyah more than a year ago after
participating in a gap-year Young Judea Israel
Program, the Los Angeles Jewish Journal
reported. He is a graduate of the Shalhevet
high school in Los Angeles. 

Auschwitz sur-
vivor crowned 
Miss Holocaust

in Haifa
JERUSALEM (JTA) -

Shoshana Colmer, 93,
a survivor of
Auschwitz, was
crowned Miss
Holocaust at a con-
test in Haifa. 

The second annual
Miss Holocaust
Survivor Beauty
Contest was held
Aug. 22 at the
Municipal Sports
Complex before an
audience of thou-
sands. 

More than 300 women from Israel and
around the world applied to participate in the
contest, according to Haaretz. 

Colmer told the audience that she sang one
song to a Nazi guard each morning in
Auschwitz in return for an extra piece of bread.
She was liberated after taking part in a death
march from the camp. 

Dr. Izabella Grinberg, a geriatric psychiatrist,
and Shimon Sabag, director of Yad Ezer
L’Haver, an organization that assists Holocaust
survivors, developed the contest. It is designed
to help the contestants and the survivors
watching to come to grips with their survival
and boost their self esteem. 

Drilling firm sees signs of new gas, 
oil in well near Ashdod

JERUSALEM (JTA) - An Israeli oil drilling
company said it has found “significant signs”
that there is natural gas and oil in an offshore
well near the port city of Ashdod. 

Shemen Oil and Gas Resources Inc. made
the announcement on Monday, clarifying that
these are only “preliminary indications” and
that “the size and economic worthwhileness of
the reserve cannot yet be determined,” the
Israeli business daily Globes reported. 

SHOSHANA
COLMER

ISRAELI NEWS BRIEFS
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Personal
 New Year Greetings

Personal
 New Year Greetings

Marcy and Dr. Barry Stronger
Dr. Lyle Stronger

Dr. Zoa Hartry & Michael Stronger
& Elizabeth

wish their relatives and friends
a Healthy and Happy New Year.

Libby & Harold Simon

wish all their relatives and friends a
Healthy and Happy New Year

1-2655 Main Street Winnipeg

 Mrs. F. Tessler and Family

wish all their relatives and friends a
Healthy, Peaceful and Happy New Year.

Mrs. Sophie Szczygiel

wishes her family and friends a
Healthy, Happy and Peaceful New Year

304W-1780 Grant Ave. Winnipeg

Irv and Toby Vinsky,
& family

wish all their relatives and friends a very
Happy and Healthy New Year.

59 Tanoak Park Dr. Winnipeg

Cantor & Mrs. Gerry
Daien & Family

wish all their relatives
and friends a New Year

of Peace, Health and
Happiness.

9-77 Victor Lewis Dr.   Wpg.

Reta and Marianne
Dordick
& Family

wish all their relatives
and friends Good Health
and much Happiness for

the coming year in a
world at peace

Fela Shwemer

extends sincere wishes for good Health and
Happiness in the New Year to her children,

grandchildren, great-grandchildren,
machatonim, relatives, and friends.

211-7601 Bathurst St. Thornhill

Lorraine & Dave
Kaplan & Family

wish all their relatives &
friends a Healthy,

Prosperous & Happy
New Year

520-100 Paget St. Wpg.

May you be inscribed in the
Book of Life for a year of
Happiness, Health and

Peace

Judy Lavitt
and family

71 Ambassador Row Wpg.

Mr. & Mrs. Jack
Newman & Family

wish their relatives and
friends a very Happy,

Healthy and Prosperous
New Year.

1602-200 Tuxedo Ave.    Wpg.

Bert Minuk and
Family

wish all their family and
friends a Healthy and

Happy New Year

302-160 Tuxedo Ave. Wpg.

Mayer Schwartz

wishes all his family and
friends a Healthy and
Prosperous New Year

Norman & Florence
Vickar

to our relatives, friends &
acquaintances, we extend

our wish for a Healthy
Mazeldika New Year, with

Peace the World over

83 Coleraine Cres.  Wpg.

Betty Wohl and
family

wish relatives and
friends a year of peace,

good health and
happiness

2031-905 Shaftesbury Blvd.  Wpg.

Wishing our relatives &
friends a very Happy &

Healthy New Year

Morley & Debbie
Silverman

110 Niagara St.  Wpg.

Lil & Chuck Frohlich,
& Family

wish all their relatives
machatonim and friends

a Happy and Healthy
New Year.

10  Dahlia Ave.            Wpg.

Louis & Colette
Rubin and Family

wish their relatives and
friends a Happy and
Healthy New Year

8 Daffodil St.        Wpg.

Nora & Harry Warren
wish all their relatives and friends a Healthy

and Happy New Year.

Lorraine Reiner

wishes all my
relatives and friends
a Healthy and Happy

New Year.

Meyer and Raya
Gindin

wish all their relatives
and friends a Happy and

Healthy New Year

Abraham Yakir

wishes his family and  friends a
Happy, Healthy and Peaceful New Year

146-1 Falcon Ridge Dr. Winnipeg

Audrey Roitelman
and daughters

wish their relatives and
friends a Healthy and

Happy New Year

603-255 Wellington Cres. Wpg.

Missteps for Israeli soldiers: 
Suspended for dancing in Hebron hall

JERUSALEM (JTA) --
Israeli soldiers seen in
a video dancing with
Palestinian men in a
West Bank dance hall
were suspended from
duty.

The video, which
aired this week on
Israel Channel 2,
shows the soldiers in
full military gear, including bulletproof vests
and helmets, in a Hebron hall. The incident
reportedly occurred on Monday.

Channel 2 reported that the soldiers were
suspended until the end of an investigation
into the incident.

The Israel Defense Forces said "the soldiers
exposed themselves to unnecessary danger
and were disciplined accordingly," according
to The Associated Press.

On patrol duty, the soldiers reportedly
entered the hall when they heard the song
"Gangham Style."

The video shows them dancing with
Palestinian partygoers. One soldier is lifted on
the dancers' shoulders with his arms locked
with a Palestinian.

ADAM SCHWARTZ
will be re-staging his
very popular (and criti-
cally acclaimed) one-
man comedic show
about his personal
struggles with
Asperger's Syndrome:
“Aspergers - A Tale of a
Social Misfit”. Adam
informs the JP&N that
he will be putting on
one show only - on Saturday, Sept. 21st, at 318
Ross Avenue, at 7:00 pm. Tickets are $10,
Adam says, and will be available either at the
door or through the Asperger Manitoba office.

RACHELA SECTER, longtime Yiddish instruc-
tor, both at the Gray Academy and the
University of Manitoba, invites anyone inter-
ested in learning Yiddish - and not necessarily
for a university credit, to consider taking her
Introductory Yiddish course this fall. The class
will be taught at The Asper Campus, Tuesday
evenings, from 6:00-9:00 pm.

This course is intended for those who have
little or no experience with the Yiddish lan-
guage. Emphasis is on reading, comprehen-
sion, writing and conversational skills as well
as an appreciation for the historical and cul-
tural development of Yiddish, its colourful
vocabulary and humour.

Yiddish 1220 Introductory Yiddish can also
be taken as an audited course. You will not
receive university credit, nor will you be pres-
sured to write tests or submit assignments. You
will, however, have all the advantages of being
in a Yiddish millieu classroom with other stu-
dents. The financial obligation for auditing a
course is half the cost of a university course.

For more information please contact:
Rachela Secter at 204-488-0646

Cell 204-294-6372
e-mail: secterr@mymts.net

NEWS BRIEFS



From a Canadian Football League stand-
point, his like shall not pass this way again.
Oh, I’m not reminiscing about the now 86-
year-old Bud Grant for whom the more mature
Winnipeg pigskin fans yearn; plus a few others
who fervently maintain that the aforemen-
tioned legend’s statue ought to be erected in
front of Investors Group Field in order to help
rekindle the alleged Blue Bomber pride of yes-
teryear. 

I refer, instead, to Marc Trestman, 57, who waved goodbye to
Montreal and who now has the distinction of being the National
Football League’s sole Jewish head coach. Only three others of his ilk
preceded him: Allie Sherman, Marv Levy, and Sid Gillman. 

As it turned out, the Chicago Bears were most impressed with Marc’s
resumé after their affection for Lovie Smith grew cold in the Windy
City. Despite a won-lost record of 29-19 over the past three cam-
paigns, the canned coach had but one failing; like missing the playoffs
in five of the past six seasons. 

Trestman, on the other hand, became the sole CFL mentor to cap-
ture back-to-back titles with the Alouettes during his five year stay in
Quebec where his team never failed to make the playoffs….even with
an aging, concussed Anthony Calvillo. 

It’s interesting to note that the prime motive for the Bears pursuing
Trestman is that he is considered a “guru” in US football circles at both
the pro and amateur levels.

Moreover, he is respected for his handling of young signal callers.
His prime project with the Bears will be dealing with Jay Cutler, 30,
an eight-year veteran out of Vanderbilt who has yet to deliver the
goods big time. 

Trestman, to be sure, has the credentials. Born in Minneapolis, he
went on to play QB for the Minnesota Gophers and as a senior at
Moorhead State. Later he became a college QB coach at the U of
Minnesota and the U of Miami.

NFL teams recognized his leadership and proficiency and he ended
up working as either a QB coach and/or offensive coordinator with

Minnesota, Tampa
Bay, Cleveland, San
Francisco, Arizona,
and Oakland. Marc
is recognized as a
mentor who worked
successfully with the
likes of Bernie Kosar,
Steve Young, Scott
Mitchell Jake
Plummer, and Rich
Ganon. I’m not cer-
tain as to whether
the aforementioned
signal callers sent
Chanukah presents
each year following
to the Trestman fam-
ily. 

Jay Cutler who, if
you’re curious, is not
of the Jewish persua-
sion, would be wise
to listen and learn
from Marc; especial-
ly since the QB’s
contract is up for
renewal next season.
Should Jay take the
Bears out of hiberna-
tion and into the
playoffs this season,
perhaps Trestman,
who has a degree in
law from the
University of Miami,
will help him negoti-
ate a more lucrative
new pact.

Now, let us turn
from the Jewish
motivator to the
Jewish gladiators of
the gridirons
throughout the NFL
who will lure all bet-

tors, plus owners of their personal fantasy teams, to their entertain-
ment retreats until Super Bowl XLV111 on Sunday February 2 in East
Rutherford, NJ is history.

As for players, to date, I have only eight, but this intrepid tracker
could possibly locate another Jew or two, with the help of my network
of informants. 

Tampa Bay will dress a pair of Jewish Buccaneers this season. ERIK
LORIG, 26, was a seventh round pick in 2010 and is the son of a
Jewish father and a mother of Scandinavian descent. The Stanford grad
is entering his fifth season under the big top and at 6’4” and 250 lbs.
he has claimed the starting fullback job. Not exactly a glamour posi-
tion, since Erik is utilized as “an intense, violent lead blocker” who
paves the way to glory for the more speedy running backs. He dressed
for all 16 games (started seven) last season and had 12 receptions for
83 yards. At times, he played tight end.

Eric’s Teammate GABE CARIMI, 25, was acquired just 10 weeks ago
from Chicago for a sixth round pick in the 2014 NFL Draft. In 2011
the Bears had previously selected the offensive tackle/guard in the first
round (29th overall). No schoolyard bullies bothered him much at
6’7” and 316 lbs. In college with the Wisconsin Badgers Gabe was
awarded the Outland Trophy as the nations top interior lineman. He
was injured in his second game of the season last year and rehabbed
his knee in the off season. Both of Gabe’s parents are Jewish. Mother
Alayne was born Catholic and converted to Judaism while father
Sanford was born Jewish and is a medical doctor. Son Gabe is a prac-
tising Jew. 

MITCHELL SCHWARTZ, 24, a starter with the Cleveland Browns
had a so-so rookie season after being drafted in the second round
(37th overall). The 6’5” and 320 pound offensive right tackle is rated
as having terrific feet and showing great blocking potential in the run
game. The University of California (Berkley) grad showed weakness,
however, in permitting too many sacks and also has to improve his
pass-protection skills. Cleveland invested five million dollars over four
years in the big hulk and expect a better sophomore season.

GEOFF SCHWARTZ, 27, is a Kansas City Chief tackle and offensive
left guard who is the brother of the aforementioned Mitchell. Geoff, at
6’6’’ and 340 is in his first season with KC. The Oregon College grad
was a seventh round selection of the Carolina Panthers in 2008 and
ran into medical problems (hip). He was cut by the latter after two
years when he was either on the practice roster or injury list. He was
inked as a free agent to a one-year pact by the Vikings last year and
finally arrived at a similar agreement with the Chiefs for this season
hoping for better health and performance. 

ANTONIO GARAY, 33, is an eight-year NFL nose tackle who, after
six years with the San Diego Chargers, was signed as an unrestricted
free agent to a one-year pact with the New York Jets. The 6’4” and 320
lb. Boston College grad will be a starter. Garay is the son of a Jewish
mother and Catholic dad. Antonio, a former national wrestling champ,
is considered a sure tackler whose stout frame makes him difficult to
block. 

ADAM PODLASH, 30, is in his third year with the Bears as a punter
and holder. The former Maryland Terrapin previously played four years
with the Jacksonville Jaguars who drafted him in the 4th round in
2007. What the Bears like most about him is the hang time on his
punts. What’s not to like about that Mark Trestman? The member of the
Rochester Sports Hall of Fame was in all 16 games last year and made
81 punts for an average of 42 yards. 

TAYLOR MAYS, 25, a strong safety with the Bengals is the son of for-
mer NFL defensive lineman Stafford Mays . The 6’3” 250 pound defen-
sive back played in all 16 games last season and started in three. He
was drafted originally by San Francisco in the second round (49th
overall) in 2010 and one year later was traded to Cincinnati for an
undisclosed draft pick. The U of Southern Cal grad was a three-time
All-American. His Jewish mother, Laurie Mays (nee Black), is a
Nordstrom executive. Young Taylor was raised in his mom’s religion
and had a bar mitzvah. 
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Best Wishes for
Rosh Hashanah
May you be inscribed for
a healthy, happy and sweet 
New Year.

Call to ask 
about our holiday 
move-in special!

— From the Residents, Management
   and Staff of   Revera – Portsmouth

Portsmouth
125 Portsmouth Blvd
Winnipeg
204-284-5432
reveraliving.com

Working together 
to overcome ageism. 
Visit  AgeIsMore.com

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

A football “guru” is now a “Bear” and here come the Jewish eight

TAYLOR MAYS  
Cincinnati Bengals safety

MARC TRESTMAN
New Chicago Bears head coach

Continued on page 31. See “Harvey Rosen”.



CHAVURAT TEFILA SYNAGOGUE
Friday, Sept. 6 Candle Lighting: 7:43. Mincha: 7:45. Schacharis: 9:30. Mincha: 7:40.

Shabbat ends: 8:39.
Sunday morning service: 9:00. Morning services: 8:00.
Mincha/maariv service for week of Sept. 8-12: 7:30.
Friday, Sept. 13 Erev Yom Kippur: Kol Nidre 7:00. Candle Lighting: 7:28. Schacharis: 8:30.

Fast ends: 8:23.
Mincha/maariv services Sept. 15-17: 7:15.
Erev Sukkot Wednesday, September 19 Candles: 7:17. Mincha: 7:15.
Schacharit Thursday, Friday mornings: 9:30.
Mincha: 7:15.
The Chavurat Tefila Synagogue on the corner of Hartford and McGregor offers traditional

Orthodox services in an informal setting. We welcome anyone who has yahrzeit or is saying
kaddish to join us for our twice-daily minyanim.

CONGREGATION ETZ CHAYIM
123 Matheson Avenue
Friday, September 6 - morning service 8:30 a.m. Shofar service 10:15 a.m. MIncha after

service. Candle lighting 7:43 p.m. Rosh Hashanah Day 2.
Saturday, September 7 - Ha’Azinu - morning service 9:00 a.m. Afternoon service 12:30

p.m. Shabbat ends 8:39 p.m. 
Sunday, September 8 - morning service 9:00 a.m. Fast of Gedaliah. Fast begins 5:13 a.m.

Fast ends 8:33 p.m.
Monday, September 9-Thursday, September 12 - morning service 7:30 a.m. Evening ser-

vice 6:00 p.m.
Friday, September 13 - morning service 7:30 a.m., Kol Nidre 6:30 p.m., candle lighting

7:28 p.m. Fast begins 7:47 p.m.
Saturday, September 14 - morning service 9:00 a.m. Yizkor service noon. Mincha Ne’ilah

6:30 p.m. Yom Kippur ends 8:23 p.m.
Sunday, September 15 - morning service 9:00 a.m.
Monday, September 16 - morning service 7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m. Tuesday,

September 17 - morning service 7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m. Jewish Foundation
Book of Life. Wednesday, September 18 - Erev Sukkot - morning service 7:30 a.m. Evening
service 6:00 p.m. Candle lighting 7:17 p.m. Thursday, September 19 - Sukkot Day 1 - morn-
ing service 9:00 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m. Candle lighting after 8:08 p.m.

CONGREGATION SHAAREY ZEDEK
561 Wellington Crescent; phone 204-452-3711; www.shaareyzedek.mb.ca
Wednesday, September 4 – Erev Rosh Hashanah - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.; Evening

Service 6:00 p.m.; Candle Lighting 7:50 p.m.
Thursday, September 5 – Rosh Hashanah Day 1 - 1st Service 8:30 a.m. (Sanctuary); Family

Service 9:30 a.m. (Lounge); 2nd Service (Sanctuary) 1:00 p.m.; Alternative Service 1:30 p.m.
(Lounge); Tashlich 4:15 p.m.; Evening Minyan 6:00 p.m.

Friday, September 6 – Rosh Hashanah Day 2 - 1st Service 8:30 a.m. (Sanctuary); Family
Service 9:30 a.m. (Lounge); 2nd Service (Sanctuary) 1:00 p.m.; Alternative Service 1:30 p.m.
(Lounge); Evening Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30 p.m.; Candle Lighting 7:45 p.m.

Shabbat, September 7 – Parashat Ha’Azinu / Shabbat Shuva - Morning Service 9:00 a.m.;
Evening Minyan 6:00 p.m.; Havdallah 8:43 p.m.

Friday, September 13 – Erev Yom Kippur / Kol Nidre - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.; 1st

Service 5:30 p.m.; 2nd Service 8:45 p.m.; Candle Lighting 7:30 p.m.
Shabbat, September 14 – Yom Kippur - 1st Service 8:30 a.m. (Sanctuary); Family Service

9:30 a.m. (Lounge); 2nd Service (Sanctuary) 1:30 p.m.; Alternative Service 1:30 p.m.
(Lounge); Mincha 6:00 p.m.; Ne’ilah 7:00 p.m.; Havdallah 8:28 p.m.

Daily Morning Minyan: Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m.; Sunday and Canadian Holidays 9:00
a.m. Daily Evening Minyan: Saturday to Thursday 6:00 p.m.; Friday Minyan Kabbalat
Shabbat Service 5:30 p.m.

For program and event information, please check our website or call the synagogue office.
HERZLIA - ADAS YESHURUN CONGREGATION 

A heimishe Modern Orthodox Shul where everyone is welcome! Join Rabbi Ari Ellis and
Rabbi Yossi Benarroch for High Holy Day services in our vibrant community in River Heights
at 620 Brock Street (at the corner of Fleet Avenue).

Erev Rosh Hashanah, Wednesday, Sept 4: Selichot & Shacharit 6:30 am, Minchah &
Maariv 6:30 pm, Candle Lighting 7:48 pm.

First Day Rosh Hashanah, Thursday, Sept 5: Shacharit 8:00 am, Shofar 10:45 am, Musaf
11:00 am, Minchah & Maariv 7:30 pm, Candle Lighting (after) 8:44 pm.

Second Day Rosh Hashanah, Friday Sept 6: Shacharit 8:00 am, Shofar 10:45 am, Musaf
11:00 am, Minchah & Kabbalat Shabbat 7:00 pm

Shabbat Shuvah, Sept 6 & 7: Minchah & Kabbalat Shabbat 7:00 pm, Candle Lighting 7:43
pm, Shacharit 9:30 am, Minchah & Seudah Shlishit 6:30 pm, Maariv & Havdalah 8:40 pm.

Tzom Gedaliah, Sunday, Sept 8: Fast Begins 5:14 am, Selichot & Shacharit 8:45 am,
Minchah 7:15 pm, Fast Ends 8:32 pm

Erev Yom Kippur, Friday, Sept 13: Selichot & Shacharit 6:45 am, Mnchah 7:00 pm, Kol
Nidrei 7:25 pm, Candle Lighting 7:28 pm, Fast Begins 7:46 pm, Maariv 8:00 pm.

Yom Kippur Day, Shabbat, Sept 14: Shacharit 8;30 am, Yizkor 11:30 am, Musaf 11:45 am,
Minchah 5:30 pm, Neilah 7:00 pm, Fast Ends 8:24 pm.

HOUSE OF ASHKENAZIE
Winnipeg’s oldest Orthodox congregation, operating from the same location at 297

Burrows, corner of Burrows/Charles, for over 80 years.
Join us for a daily morning minyan with Rabbi Avrom Altein at 7:20 a.m., Shabbos and

Yom Tov at 9:00 a.m, and Sunday at 8:30 a.m.
TALMUD TORAH - BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE 

Located at 1525 Main Street.
Candle Lighting Time for Friday, September 6 at 7:43 p.m. Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat at

7:45 p.m.
Saturday, Morning Service at 9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week - HA’AZINU. SHABBAT SHU-

VAH. Mincha Service at 7:40 p.m. Shabbat ends at 8:39 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 8 - Fast of Gedaliah. Fast begins at 5:13 a.m. Fast ends at 8;33 p.m.

Daily Mincha/Maariv Services at 7:30 p.m.
Candle Lighting Time for Friday, September 13, EREV YOM KIPPUR at 7:28 p.m. Fast

begins at 7:47 p.m KOL NIDREI - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday ,YOM KIPPUR, Shacharit at 9:00 a.m. YIZKOR prior to Musaf service. Shabbat

and Yom Tov and fast ends at 8:23 p.m.
Daily Mincha/Maariv services at 7:15 p.m.
Wednesday, September 18, EREV SUKKOT: Candle Lighting Time at 7:17 p.m. Mincha

Service at 7:15 p.m.
Traditional Orthodox Services are conducted and everyone is invited to attend.

TEMPLE SHALOM
Temple Shalom, Winnipeg’s only Reform Congregation, 1077 Grant Avenue, will be hold-

ing: Rosh Hashanah Day 2 - Friday, Sept. 6 - 10:00 a.m. 
Shabbat T’shuvah Service - Friday, Sept. 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Tashlich - Sunday, Sept. 8 - 3:30 p.m. - off site.
Tashlich (Children’s Service) Sunday, Sept. 8 - 11:30 am - at the Bridge Drive-In.
Memorial Service - Tuesday, Sept. 10 - 6:00 p.m. - Bet Chaim, Mikdash Shalom - Chapel

Lawn.
Kol Nidre - Friday, Sept. 13 - 7:30 p.m.
Yom Kippur Day - Saturday, Sept. 14 - 10:00 a.m. Study Session with Rabbi Karen - 2:00

p.m. Concluding Services - 4:00 p.m.
Children’s Services - Rosh

Hashanah Day - Thursday,
Sept. 5 - 9:15 a.m. Yom
Kippur Day - Saturday, Sept.
14 - 9:15 a.m.

High Holiday Leaders -
Services will be led by Rabbi
Karen Soria with Cantor Len
Udow and the Temple
Shalom Choir.
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Elena Livni
Sutton Group -

Kilkenny Real Estate
(204) 298-7079

For more information please call 694-3332.

C L A S S I F I E D S
Classified ad rates: $13.00 per column inch. Minimum charge, $13.00. For
advertisers outside Winnipeg, $15.00 per column inch, minimum charge $15.00.
One column inch equals about 15 to 20 words. Discounts available for ads placed
more than 26 weeks. Payment can be made over the phone or in writing, using
your VISA or MASTERCARD.

Bus.   204-339-6969
Fax.   204-339-2717
Res.   204-334-7086

Certified General Accountant
PHILIP KAHANOVITCH

B. Comm. (Hon), M.B.A., C.G.A.
• Accounting •Auditing
•Tax •Data Processing
212-2211 McPhillips St.
Winnipeg, MB R2V 3M5

P R O F E S S I O N A L S

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
CALL HARVEY FINEMAN

• home contents sales
• consignment sales

• garage sales
• appraisals

204-488-0647 or
 cel  204-951-1552

S A L E S  &  A P P R A I S A L S

D.S.S. Driveway
Sealcoat Service

Asphalt Driveways & Lots
Asphalt over concrete

Asphalt repairs
Sealcoating

Hot rubberized crack filling
Landscaping repairs

Free estimates
Call Alvin Merinuk

334-2024

A S P H A L T  R E PA I R

Piano, Guitar, Violin, Flute,
Voice & Theory Studio
Students Ages 4 and Up
Over 30 Years of Musical

Excellence
Linden Woods. 204-489-9048

rpeart@mts.net
Registered piano teacher,

Concert artists.

M U S I C  L E S S O N S

F & J Ceramic Tile

• Professional Tile
Installation

• Exceptional Service
- Superior Results

• Residential &
Commercial

Ferdinant
Ph. (204) 295-1417

C E R A M I C  T I L E

TIFFANY TOWERS
 1179 GRANT

Large 1 bdr, 2 bdr and
Penthouse suites across
from Grant Park S.C.

includes all util. & laundry.
Balc., pool, heated undergrd.

parking, on bus route.
Contact

204-453-5178

F O R  R E N T

ADVANCED REALTY

Buy or sell through me and
receive Air Miles

Joyce Rykiss

204-925-7999
e-mail address: jrykiss@mts.net

R E A L  E S TA T E

Advertise  in

The Jewish Post &

News

Call 204-694-3332

for information.

Claridge Condo 2 bed 2 baths 1487 sq. ft. 
15th floor with excellent view.

Upgraded with granite kitchen counter. 
Tile in LR, DR, Kitchen Crown Molding, 

new furniture in 2012. 
Nov. 1/13 to April 30/14 $15,000.00 U.S.

Call Sandy Sullivan Realtor: 954 439-4910 
Sulli10@bellsouth.net or owner 610 967-4211

Florida Seasonal Rental 
Pompano Beach Fl on the Beach

SYNAGOGUE SERVICE TIMES

BRIAN DE LA PUENTE, 28, is, in a
football sense, a survivor. Never
drafted, the centre and offensive
guard signed out of the U of

California by the 49’ers in 2008 has only two years of official NFL
experience, but spent a lot of time on the practice squads of four to
five different franchises. Now, for the second year in succession, he
was rescued by the Saints and is projected as a starter. This football
nomad is the son of a Jewish mother, is NFL-size at 6’3” and 306 lbs
and obviously possesses a never-say-die attitude.

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and
covers football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports
to Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-
mail: harv360@shaw.ca

Harvey Rosen
Continued from page 30.
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Endowment Book of Life Event
Sold Out

Jewish Foundation honours new signers

On Tuesday, September 17, more than 400 people will gather at
Congregation Etz Chayim for the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba’s
annual Endowment Book of Life Donor Recognition Evening.
Entertainment will be provided by Winnipeg legends Allan Blye,
Norman Mittelmann, and Aubrey Tadman.

“As soon as we announced our performers several weeks ago,
tickets started to move. These gentlemen are very talented and
very popular,” said Foundation CEO Marsha Cowan. “We’re look-
ing forward to an evening of great musical performances and
some fun Winnipeg nostalgia.”

This year, 25 new signers are being added to the Endowment
Book of Life, bringing the total to nearly 760. Signers make a
pledge to leave a bequest to the Foundation, thereby helping
ensure the Foundation’s continued success. 

“The impact of the program has been remarkable,” said Cowan.
“People are embracing the idea of supporting the Foundation by
leaving something in their wills. It’s especially reassuring that
we’ve seen more young Winnipeggers in their 30s and 40s make
a commitment.”

Signers are invited to provide a story about their personal histo-
ry and values. The stories are shared in bound volumes kept on
display at the Asper Jewish Community Campus and posted
online at www.jewishfoundation.org/EndowmentBookofLife.html.
Instead of, or in addition to, producing their own stories, some
signers are choosing to use the program as a way to memorialize
their parents or grandparents.

“These stories link us,” said Cowan. “Individually, they are inter-
esting. Collectively, they paint a picture of our community. I
encourage people to read them.”

This year’s signers are: Lori Binder; Harry (Hershey) Braunstein;
Gloria and Allan Cantor; Becky, Samantha, and Adam Chisick in
memory of their grandparents, Tamara and Max Chisick; Pat
Cohen; Susan Feldman in memory of Bill Feldman; Selma and
Murray Gilfix; Faigie Greaves; Chaya and Rabbi Alan Green; Tracy
Kasner Greaves; Sylvia Kogan and Michael Narvey; Johanna and
Kenny Kronson; Elaine and Bernie Lofchick; David Matas in mem-
ory of Esther and Harry Matas; Marilyn Raber; Doreen Short;
Cathie Weinstein in memory of Joel Weinstein; and Cindy and
Rob Yusim.

The Endowment Book of Life Committee of the Jewish
Foundation of Manitoba is chaired by Ruth Carol Feldman. She is
joined on the committee by past chairs, Terri and Morley Bernstein
and members,  Sharon Allentuck, Peter Leipsic, Jeff Lieberman,
Mark Lomow and Wendy Wilder.

Netanyahu address at U.N. General Assembly
to target Iran

(JTA) – Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu will address the
U.N. General Assembly this month in
New York.

According to The Jerusalem Post, the
Prime Minister’s Office said the Sept.
30 speech would focus on Iran. It will
be the third year in a row that
Netanyahu will address the United
Nations.

Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani
also is expected to address the world
body.

Netanyahu is expected to meet with
a number of world leaders on the sidelines of the General Assembly.
While a meeting with President Obama is possible, nothing has
been finalized, according to the Post.

In last year's U.N. speech, Netanyahu presented a cartoonish-
looking picture of a bomb with a thick red line that he said delin-
eated the point in Iran’s nuclear development process beyond which
it must not be allowed to proceed.

In his 2011 address, Netanyahu focused on peace talks with the
Palestinians, urging U.N. member states not to support the
Palestinian Authority’s bid to be recognized as a non-member
observer state. The Palestinian motion for a status upgrade passed
anyway.

Netanyahu with his
famous bomb cartoon at
last year’s General
Assembly meeting



Introduction: Oscar Antel was born
in 1923 in Dombrovitz, Poland. He
came to Winnipeg with his mother
Vittle Antel (nee Beigun) and sister
Shirley in 1930 to join his father
Leible who came to Winnipeg in
1929, one year earlier. His father
Leible worked in the fruit business and
later as a foreman in a glove factory.

Antel attended I.L. Peretz School
and Isaac Newton High School. He
served overseas with the Royal
Canadian Air Force and attended the
University of Manitoba to receive a
degree as a Chartered Accountant sev-
eral years later.

In June, 1998 Antel, along with his two
sons, Joel and Jack, who were 43 and 53
respectively at the time, and a cousin from
Washington, D.C., John Mann, who was 61,
took a 10-day trip to Poland and Ukraine, the
ultimate purpose of which was to visit Oscar’s
home town of Dombrovitz. Prior to World
War II Dombrovitz was in Poland, but it is
now in Ukraine. According to Antel four
entire families of his relatives perished in the
Holocaust.

Dombrovitz, Antel notes, was a city of
about 10,000 prior to World War II, of whom
about 5,000 were Jews. In 1998, as you will
read, there were but a handful of Jews left in
that town.

While there have been several accounts of
similar trips published in The Jewish Post &
News since that trip (most recently with
accounts from Ruben Potash and Steven
Schipper of trips they took to their ancestral
homelands in Poland and Ukraine in 2012,
and which can still be found online at jew-
ishpostandnews.ca), when I found out from
Oscar Antel that he had written a meticulous
account of his own trip some 15 years ago, I
asked whether I could reprint excerpts from
that account.

The Antels began their trip in Warsaw on
June 4, from where they moved on to Livov,
and Rovno, ending up in Dombrovitz on June
8.

Following is Oscar Antel’s recounting of
that trip to the place of his birth:
“Sarna and Dombrovitz
Monday, June 8, 1998

We again had breakfast of eggs, cheese,
coffee, and tomatoes, and away went with
our driver and guide to Sarna and
Dombrovitz. Sasha from the Rovno Jewish
Aid went with us. As we approached Sarna
we all became strangely silent. Sarna is
where the Jews of Dombrovitz were sent to
be executed after being told they were being
sent to work there.

The road goes through the “Poilishe and

D o m b r o v i t z e r
velder” (forest),
which was the hid-
ing place of Jews try-
ing to save them-
selves and where
many perished. This was also the
place where the Dombrovitzer
Jewish partizans who were trying
to put up a resistance to the Nazis
hid. These partizans were responsi-
ble for rescuing Jews fleeing into
the forest. They were incredibly
forceful in trying to get food from
non-Jewish neighbours who were
helping the Nazis, who also took
Jewish homes, robbing and killing
the Jews. Had the Partizans been
able to obtain arms and organize
earlier a lot more Jews would have
been saved. They also cut the lines
and supplies of the German armies
who were marching to Russia. This
was a whole story of resistance
and bravery. We were in their terri-
tory and we felt it. We felt like we
were on “holy” ground.

We studied the map with the dri-
ver to see if we could detour later
to towns like Ludwipol, Mezirech,
and Koretz. We decided to leave
that for the return trip if time
would permit and if the driver
could manage the different loca-
tions. This turned out
to be too difficult, as
well as too emotion-
ally draining.

We reached Sarna
and started to ask
passersby whether
they knew whether
there were any Jews
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OSCAR ANTEL

Continued on page
34. See “Oscar
Antel”.

DOMBROVITZ FOREST: The hiding place of Jews trying to save
themselves and where many perished. This was also the place where
the Dombrovitzer Jewish partizans who were trying to put up a resis-
tance to the Nazis hid.



there, but found none. We then
started a search for the mass
grave of the Jews from
Dombrovitz. With different

directions received from some elderly inhabitants, along with reading
different clues, we came to a spot in a field near a railway track.
Because of a description given to us by an old woman and the way the
earth was piled, with remains of stones lying around and with what
the old woman had told us, we “assumed” we were at the unmarked
spot of the shootings. We said kaddish at the mass grave and left feel-
ing very upset, but continued on to Dombrovitz.
Dombrovitz

As we approached Dombrovitz I took over the tour. My intuition,
memory and map (totally outdated, by the way), were still accurate

enough to tell the
driver where the
bridge and main
street (Shoishe Guss)
were. We arrived at
what used to be the
market square
(yarid). There was a
new market that was
teeming with peo-
ple. Our group
spread out and start-
ed to ask people
whether anyone
knew of any Jews in
that town. Finally an
old lady pointed to
an old man and said
he might know
some. He came over

pushing a bicycle. “Yes, I know Neiman,” he said. “I even helped save
Jews in the war.” We welcomed him. He walked us to Neiman’s
house.

We stood outside a poor, rundown cottage – what we used to call a
“poiershe khatke”. It had a yard with cut wood, a large guard dog and
some chickens. 

A man who appeared to be in his mid-40s, wearing bathing trunks,
was working in the yard. (His name turned out to be Arcadi.) Our old
goy was explaining to him who we were. I asked him, in Yiddish, if he
was a Yid. His reply: “Avade” (of course).

He explained that he lived here with his wife, teenage daughter, and
mother-in-law. They all came running out and there was great excite-
ment over having Jewish guests. The mother-in-law was about 80.

Her name was Faniea. We were invited in. It was a hot day. I saw no
doors as we went through curtains into first, a small kitchen, then a
small dining room, finally a small bedroom. There were beds and
small tables in each room, along with an assortment of chairs.

As we had caught them by surprise, the beds were unmade, but
nothing mattered to Faniea. She started serving us food. We weren’t
hungry, but we couldn’t refuse this typical “Yiddishe mame”. Out
came borscht with cream, compote, potatoes, and black bread.
Remember that this whole area had been contaminated by winds
from Chernobyl. The farmers suffered economically because they
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E-mail: rebeca.kuropatwa@cmdai.org

David Matas, C.M., Chair
E-mail: dmatas@mts.net

ISRAEL CANNOT SURVIVE WITHOUT MAGEN DAVID ADOM
MAGEN DAVID ADOM CANNOT SURVIVE WITHOUT YOU

With YOUR HELP – MDA continues to provide uninterrupted emergency service in Israel

Let us pray for peace in our beloved Israel - Am Y'Israel Chai

The Winnipeg Chapter wishes all our donors, families 
and friends a very Healthy and Happy New Year 

Shana Tova
5774

Shana Tova
5774

Shana Tova
5774

wishes you a year
filled with peace in the home

good health & happiness

Alanna Salpeter
Chair, Board of Directors

Penny Krowitz
Executive Director

Continued on page 35. See “Oscar Antel”.

Oscar Antel
Continued from page 33.

The house where the Antlels were welcomed by the only
remaining Jewish family in Ocar’s hometown of Dombrovitz

As we had caught them by surprise, the beds were
unmade, but nothing mattered to Faniea. She started
serving us food. We weren’t hungry, but we couldn’t

refuse this typical “Yiddishe mame”. Out came borscht
with cream, compote, potatoes, and black bread.



couldn’t export their
produce. Faniea told
us of her husband’s
passing away 15
years before and the
poverty that was
prevalent throughout
Ukraine. They all
lived off her pension,
she said. Her daugh-
ter was a hairdresser,
but her son-in-law
was out of work. He
did what he could –
like security guard
duty.

We asked whether there were any other
Jews. “Yes,” there were three more, we were
told: Shapira, Mankovsky, and Schwartman.
Faniea phoned them and we all piled into our
car. We proceeded to Mankovsky’s apartment
building, which was in the same complex
where the other two men lived as well.

We met outside his apartment building –
old, but in fairly decent shape. This was hous-
ing provided by the government under the
old regime. These men were there because
they had gentile wives and probably families,
too. It turned out that Markovsky could very
well have been a second cousin to my cousin
John Mann, who was, as I mentioned, part of
our group. John took down some details. He
was very moved.

At this point we were at the square of the
city hall. We decided to deliver a letter from
Premier Gary Filmon (who was Manitoba
Premier in 1998) to the mayor of
Dombrovitz.

City Hall was an old building, with three
stories of neat offices. The mayor was a man
of about 30. He received us very nicely and
gave us a little history lesson through our
interpreters. I asked if he knew any Jews in
his town. 

“Oh yes,” he answered. “I know them all
and we’re friends.” I told him that I have them
all in my car.

It turned out that Schwartsman was able to
pinpoint my maternal grandmother’s house in
the market place, where my Uncle Yossel had
also lived. So, into my car, at my direction
down Shosei Guss (which was now called
something else), to the old wooden bridge,
which was now a metal bridge because the
Jewish Partizans had burned down the wood-
en bridge so that Jews could not be easily

marched to the railway station and death. It
also cut off communication for the Nazi
armies.

We left the car at the bridge. I could point
out to my sons and cousin the river, the
meadow and the approximate location where
the house in which I grew up should be. So
from there we walked down my old street.
The house was there as I remembered it. As
we walked down the street (emotionally), the
“Goyim” and “Goyettes” (as they were
referred to when I was a child – and not in a
derogatory manner) came to meet me. 

They asked me to sit with them on the
benches in front of their homes. They were
mostly in their 50s. When they heard what I
was looking for they sent for an old woman
who was about 85. She spoke Yiddish
because she had been a maid in a Jewish
home looking after the children. 

She said that she had known a little lady
named Reizle who lived in a house on this
street. This had to be my paternal grandmoth-
er - with whom we lived. My old house was
no longer there but others that I remembered
were still there. I could recognize the old
path to the river and the same boats (lotkes).
Very little had changed.

Across the street stood the mill that my
uncle and grandfather used to run. It was now
used to cut lumber.

Everyone, including the goyim, were excit-
ed about our visit. They looked like good
people. But I wondered: “How could it have
happened? How
could they have
done what they
did?” It was beyond
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Continued on page
36. See “Oscar
Antel”.

Oscar Antel
Continued from
page 34.

DOMBROVITZ CEMETERY (site of mass graves)
I wondered: “How could it have happened? How could they have

done what they did?”

Canadian Hadassah-WIZO (CHW) is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s philanthropic organization. Founded in 1917, CHW is 
non-political, volunteer driven and funds programs and projects for Children, Healthcare and Women in Israel and Canada.

Web: www.chw.ca      E-mail: info@chw.ca       Tel: 1.877.937.9431

Canadian Hadassah-WIZO 
(CHW) wishes our members 
and friends a happy, healthy 

and peaceful New Year!  

Thank you for your continued 
support of CHW’s projects for 

Children, Healthcare and 
Women in Israel and Canada.

Marla Dan, CHW National President
CHW Board of Directors

Alina Ianson, CHW National Executive Director
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Healthcare
Women



my understanding. I
couldn’t bring
myself to ask these
50 and 60-year-olds
whether they had
lived in these houses
before the war.

Finally we drove
off and went to see
the old synagogues.
We were shown two
of them, but natural-
ly they were closed.
We visited other old
familiar areas, like
my cheder and what
I thought had been my uncle’s house, but I
couldn’t be sure. So off we went to the ceme-
tery.

We drove down a very long road where
Jews used to march in processions. There was
a huge abandoned area surrounded by farm
fields. A tall marker indicated that this was
the site of a large mass grave of maybe 3000
Dombrovitzers. (Two mass graves had been
pushed into one.) All the other grave stones
were gone – used for streets and what not.
Faniea walked around the area crying
because she was walking on the burial

grounds of her children, but she didn’t even
know if she was standing on them. We said
kaddish at the marker.

What else was there to do on such an unbe-
lievable occasion? The whole country is a
graveyard.

We went back to the market and bought
drinks and bread because we knew that
Faniea would not let us go without another
visit and a meal – and this time she was going
to be prepared for guests. The house was
tidied up, the beds made, and the tables were
covered with table cloths. Of course we
couldn’t refuse her offer of another meal.

This meal was
really big. She
added “kokletten”
(hamburgers). I’ll
always remember
that meal. We
squeezed into this
little house and
talked and ate. We
left Faniea some
money and she
cried.

Once again we
drove through the
Poilishe Velder. My
emotions were get-
ting to me – the
weather was hot,
the food was abun-
dant – and maybe a
little contaminated,
so I asked the driver
to stop at the next
service station
because I was going
to be sick. 

The interpreter
turned to me and
laughed: “This isn’t
even Poland. You
want to stop to be
sick? Just go into the
forest!” 

So I did. My
cousin, with his
sense of humour,
said: “I hope there
are some Nazis
buried at this spot.”
You really do have
to have a sense of
humour to lighten
the mood at times
like this.

We accomplished
our mission. We
saw and felt what
we came to see. All
of us – Jackie, Joel,
John and I felt cer-
tain of that.
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Make Winter’s your first
choice for insurance repairs.
When you pick up your 
vehicle, you’ll see why we
make customers for life.

• MPI accredited

• Convenient auto glass service.
Contact us directly to open your claim.

• Free courtesy cars

Oscar Antel
Continued from
page 35.

FANIEA NEIMAN, JOHN MANN, (Oscar’s cousin), OSCAR ANTEL
This meal was really big. She added “kokletten” (hamburgers). I’ll

always remember that meal. We squeezed into this little house and
talked and ate. We left Faniea some money and she cried.

Happy New Year to 
the Jewish Community



When my brother’s
children were small,
we would accompany
them to the Christmas
pantomimes in down-
town Toronto. During a
performance one win-
ter, a contact lens
slipped out of my

brother’s eye. When we left the theatre he handed
the car keys to his wife and informed her, “You’ll
have to drive us back. I can barely see.”I looked up
at my brother and smiled. Michael towers over us.
He’s a gentle giant whom patients call “Dr. Mikey.”
Those who are able to speak, that is. Wee ones
recently arrived from the womb into the world
communicate by peeing on him.

My brother caught my smile, but didn’t under-
stand what had provoked it. “What?” Michael was
blank. My weak, heavy-lidded eyes twinkled
behind spectacles.

“Now you know what a Cyclop feels like! You
don’t have twenty twenty DIVISION anymore!”
My nieces were puzzled. For my brother, a light
switched on. He smirked. “You remember stuff like
that?” 

“Buddy,” I was rubbing it in, “I can SEE it as if it
happened yesterday…”

My brother and I were at a summer camp locat-
ed in southern Ontario. On Sunday afternoon in
midsummer we were taken by bus on a field trip
to Ottawa to visit our parliament buildings. We
were at the top of the Peace Tower when my little
brother erupted, “Shashi! Look! Daddy’s car!
Down there! I see Daddy’s car! They’re here.” The
future doctor diagnosed the situation. “Mummy
and Daddy are here!” Our little lumberjack could-
n’t pronounce the sound of the letter R and knew
he couldn’t so he stopped trying to call me
“Sharon,” and called me “Shashi” instead. The
nickname stuck.

I looked down from the platform of the Tower,
onto the streets far below. It was a cloudless sum-
mer day. The cars parked along the downtown
boulevards shimmered in the heat like brightly
painted dinky toys. Though I wasn’t yet wearing
glasses, it appeared impossible to single out a par-
ticular car. Nonetheless my brother pointed and
implored, “Shashi! Please. I can see the gween
Chevvolay! And you shoes is on the miwwa!” Our
father had tied my first cloth baby booties to the
rear view mirror. He considered it a good luck
charm. We were taught to identify the family car
by looking out for the tiny booties dangling from
the mirror. “You can’t see that from up here!” 

“But I do! Oh, why won’t you believe me!”
Exasperated, Mikey turned away and tugged on
the sleeves of our campmates, insisting, “My
mummy and my daddy are here!” Our campmates
dismissed him as a pest. I was held responsible. 

“Tell your little brother to shut up!” Mikey was
hurt. 

“Listen Mikey.” I put my arms around my little
brother. “I can understand that you must miss
Mummy and Daddy very much, but you know
they’re at home in Montreal.”

“No they’re not!” Mikey pouted. “They’re here.
They’re somewhere here! Maybe downstairs.
Please Shashi, let’s go downstairs and find them!”
I knew we couldn’t separate from the group in
order to go hunting through the House of
Commons in search of a set of phantom parents. I
tried to comfort my little brother, but he was incon-
solable.

Our field trip over, Mikey sat silent and sullen,
next to me, on the bus. As we rolled down a hill
through the camp gates a green Chevrolet, parked
in the field next to the flagpole, loomed on the
horizon, mocking us. Still, I wasn’t sure. If I could
just see my baby booties, then I’d be sure.

Mikey didn’t need confirmation. Instantly, he
went berserk. “The car! The car!” He bounced fre-
netically in his seat. “I toll you! I toll you!” He
accused our fellow passengers. Before the driver
came to a full stop and before I had a chance to
stop him, Mikey dashed down the aisle, scam-
pered down the steps and pounded upon the
locked door. He turned his sturdy, stocky torso
towards the driver and demanded, “My mummy
and my daddy are here! Lemme out!” The startled
driver obeyed his command.

Indeed, it appeared our parents were on the
site–but where? Frantically Mikey scoured the
camp grounds screaming, “Mummy! Daddy!
Where are you?!” His cries were answered by the
figure of a woman rising out of a lawn
chair set by the lake.

“Here we are, sweetheart!” She waved.
“Abram! Look! It’s the kids!” Our dad
raised himself from an adjacent chair. For
me, the beam on my father’s face was like
a guiding light.

Our mother flung open her arms, and
Mikey raced into them. I could see the top
of his platinum-coloured crew-cut as he
nestled into her enveloping embrace. As I
got closer to the shoreline I could also see
two strangers with our parents. Unknown
to my brother and me, our parents were

entertaining houseguests from overseas. They had
given them a tour of Ottawa, and since the camp
was located a few miles outside Perth, on the spur
of the moment they decided to drop in and sur-
prise us. It was our parents who got the surprise
when they entered a summer camp at the height of
summer, emptied of its children. The kitchen staff
assured them that all was well; we’d been taken on
a trip to visit the Parliament buildings, and were
due back in half an hour.

What tourist or student group doesn’t visit
Parliament when taken on a tour of Ottawa? Our
parents were showing their guests the Gothic
buildings that house our government half an hour
after we got there.

The campers and counsellors were dumbfound-
ed. The grown-ups were impressed. So was I. As
for little Mikey, he was vindicated. I turned to the
other kids and suggested, “I think you should apol-
ogize to my brother.” Sheepishly, they did. Our
parents stared at their tot in admiration. 

“But Mikey, how could you see from so far away
that it was our car?”

“Hmmmph!” Mikey raised his chin, stuck out his
chest, and lifted himself up to his full height–which
wasn’t yet very high. Proudly, he announced, “I
have twenty twenty DIVISION!”

Mikey’s vision
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It is a letter – sent
on official stationery
on July 30, 2013 –
that speaks volumes
about the person
being recognized–
Winnipegger Dr.
Maurice Shnider:

Dear Dr. Shnider, 
I write today in honor of your courageous

and dedicated service in the Canadian Forces
and in recognition of your heroic effort in
World War ll to rescue U.S. Army and Air
Corps personnel on February 26, 1945 in the
Bay of Bengal. As a member of the United
States House of Representatives representing

the 47th Congressional district, I want to per-
sonally thank you for your bravery and self-
less service to Canada and the United States
in a time of war.

Your cousin, Mr. Jack Kates, my constituent
and a resident of Cypress, CA., has recently
notified me of your distinguished service. It is
my honor to send this brief note of gratitude.

Sincerely,
Alan Lowenthal
Member of Congress
Congressman Lowenthal crossed out the

formal typed greeting and, in blue ink, wrote
“Maurice” as well as “Thank you for your ser-
vice.”

“I’ve never lived in the past,” said Dr.
Shnider, 90, during an interview in the spa-
cious, neatly maintained home in River
Heights that he shares with his partner, Sally
Whan – a native of Belfast, Northern Ireland.

“But, lately, it’s one of the things coming to
mind now, because I’ve got terminal cancer
of the pancreas. My cousin, Jack Kates,
always felt that I should have received some
official recognition from the U.S. government
(for his role during the war).”

Meanwhile, in a
letter (dated August
20) of thanks to
C o n g r e s s m a n
Lowenthal, Dr.
Shnider writes that
we were fortunate to
have the U.S.A. as
an ally.

“During World
War II, I was a
Navigator on a PBY
Catalina, an
American designed
flying boat.”

He added that it
wasn’t a very glam-
orous aircraft but
notable missions

included locating the German battleship
Bismarck in its Atlantic run from the British
Navy. 

“Furthermore, it was the crew of a U.S.
Navy PBY which spotted the Japanese attack
force at Midway leading to the major turning
point in the Pacific War,” says Dr.Shnider,
adding that the U.S. had established a
bomber air base at Chakulia, near Calcutta,
for the purpose of bombing Japanese occu-
pied Singapore. 

“I felt privileged to have the opportunity to
provide support for some of their brave air-
men in their time of need. I’m sure I can
speak for my late skipper, Ron Bradford, who
was only 21 at the time, and our gallant
crew.”

He also mentions that “Jack Kates’ commu-
nication with you was unsolicited but never-
theless deeply appreciated.”

Alan Green, Senior Rabbi at the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue, says it’s a great experience
to spend time with Dr. Shnider – a long time
member of the synagogue.

“Even though the war was only a brief peri-
od in his life, it was a significant one,” adds
Green, noting that Dr. Shnider, whose wife of
59 years, Renee Taylor, died in 2004, has “a
whole lot of World War Two” in him. 

In his letter to Congressman Lowenthal and
other elected officials in the U.S., Jack Kates
details Dr. Shnider’s wartime record:

“After flying convoy escort and anti-subma-
rine patrols over the Atlantic, Flying Officer
Shnider had been transferred to India and
Ceylon, where he participated in air-sea res-
cue of American crews whose B-29s had
been shot down by the Japanese.

“On one of these missions, he had navigat-
ed his Catalina (flying boat) low over the
waves of the enemy infested Andaman Sea,
for (over) one thousand miles without any
points of reference whatsoever, landing at the
exact spot for a perfect rescue; then flying
back safely and returning after twenty-four
hours, with only one hundred gallons of fuel
left.”

He had set a record.
“It was the longest air-sea rescue of the

war,” writes Mr. Kates, 85, a retired academ-
ic/international consultant and advertising
executive, who was born in Winnipeg and
has lived in southern California since 1955.

“For this remarkable feat and others, now
Flight Lieutenant Shnider was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross by the Royal Air
Force. But, although the United States Army
Air Corps made a general reference to such
rescues, it did not mention this one, let alone
his name.”

One of the crewmen, Right Gunner
Anthony P. Peleckis, aboard the B-29 that
Shnider and his crew rescued on Feb. 26,
1945 in the Bay of Bengal recalled the rescue
decades later.

“It was a very long night, but then at day-
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War hero Dr. Maurice Shnider receives long-deserved recognition

DR. MAURICE SHNIDER: “I felt privi-
leged to have the opportunity to provide
support for some of their brave airmen in
their time of need.”

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

Continued on page 39. See “Maurice
Shnider”.



break, I saw one of the most beautiful
sights ever, a Catalina coming in over
the horizon,” he wrote in a news letter
entitled MEMORIES, published by the

40th Bomb Group Association (Issue #21 May 1988).
“He flew over and for a minute I was afraid we weren’t sighted. But

he turned and came down. When taken aboard, I felt I had gone to
heaven.”

Dr. Shnider also has a photocopy of an illustrated (with photographs)
article, encased in a clear plastic cover, “CRASHED SUPERFORT MEN
SAVED BY SUBMARINE AND FLYING-BOATS” (The Sunday
Statesman March 4, 1945), which describes in dramatic detail a res-
cue that took place a week earlier.

“Nine survivors of a blazing Superfortress which crashed in the
Indian Ocean are now recovering in hospital in Calcutta after spec-
tacular rescues by two RAF Catalina flying boats,” begins the story,
which is datelined HQ, Eastern Air Command.

“The Catalinas flew 800 miles out to sea, and on two successive
days brought back the men to an Eastern Air Command Base.

“To achieve this they touched down in the Indian Ocean, taxied
each time for an hour on the waves to save the injured men and gave
them first aid, attention and food during the long flight back.

The B29 exploded 30 seconds after the last man jumped. 
“It was a 100 to 1 chance that five of them were located by the cap-

tain of the first flying-boat, F/O E.A. Licorish (23) of Hove, Sussex,”
continues the account. 

“He spotted a yellow object in the sea just after daybreak, circled 50
feet above the waves and discovered that it was an injured flyer in his
Mae West.

“Within an hour he had found four other survivors, some of them so
weak after 20 hours in the water that two of the Catalina crew plunged
into the shark-infested seas and swam to their rescue.”

Dr. Shnider revealed that he took one of the photographs from the
flying boat. It shows the American airmen in their dinghy just before
being taken aboard the Catalina.

Dr. Shnider, who studied in the Faculty of Medicine at the University
of Manitoba after the war, was on the second Catalina, captained by
Flight Lieutenant Bradford of Winnipeg.

“Navigation consisted of dead reckoning and a clear night ensured
the availability of astro shots,” wrote Dr. Shnider, who was born in tiny
Sheho, Saskatchewan (located near the Manitoba border), in

Memories on Parade (Wartime
Pilots’ and Observers’
Association).

“There was a period when
we had flown three long mis-
sions in four and a half days.”

His crew’s last rescue mis-
sion involved Lt. Dean Ellestad
and his Superfortress crew.

“Their aircraft was hit by flak
over Singapore but was no
longer able to maintain alti-
tude and after crossing the

coast of Thailand they bailed out into the Bay of Bengal,” says Dr.
Shnider.

“Dawn broke and suddenly I heard one of the crew members on
lookout exclaim that a flare had just been shot from one of the
dinghies. I felt a mixture of elation and relief since we were almost
1200 miles from base with a limited amount of fuel available for
search time.”

Sadly, one member of the B-29 crew was still missing.
“Perhaps he had drowned during the night, (or) succumbed to a

shark attack, but in any case we had cut things fine and it was time to
head for base,” continued Dr. Shnider, who has three adult children –
Janet, David, and Lee – and two grandchildren.

“We arrived at our River base in India some 23 hours and 35 min-
utes after taking off. It was dark and the survivors were taken off in
launches by the light of large, guttering torches. We were expected to
do that. It was our job.” 

Mission accomplished. 
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Maurice Shnider with crew of his Catalina flying boat and some of
the American flyers he helped to rescue. (Shnider is in the bottom
row, third from left.)

Maurice Shnider
Continued from page 38.
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The year was 1940.
I am five years old. A
faded black and
white photo depicts
my father sitting in
rapt attention,
hunched on a stool,
his expression tense,
his eyes fixed on an

old, brown wooden floor radio. Although I
was still a pre-schooler, I knew what he was
listening to. He was listening to the news. I
remember because that scenario was repeat-
ed several times every day during 1939 to
1945 - the years of World War ll. Daily
reports from our then ‘Mother Country’,
Britain, carried the news of the war across
Canada by reporters like Lorne Greene, who
some dubbed “The Voice of Doom.” 

We grew up with that radio the way people
grow up today with television. It connected

our family with the outside world, but each for
different reasons. As immigrants, Yiddish was
our first language and for my father, the radio
undoubtedly served as an opportunity to hone
his English. But more importantly, he was wor-
ried about the families who were left behind,
their safety now being threatened by violent
eruptions in Europe, especially for Jews. But
the true catastrophic human saga unfolding
beyond the radio, even as he listened, would
not emerge until after the war ended.

Fortunately, we here in Canada escaped the
devastating fate of so many of our relatives. As
a child, one of the effects of the war was that
certain foods were rationed, like tea, coffee,
sugar and butter. My four older brothers and I
would fight over the ‘krychik’, (Yiddish for the
end piece of a rye bread). It was not the bread
itself, but the limited availability of butter on
the krychik that made this a special treat wor-
thy enough to be fought over. But if my father
were home, he would assign it to me as the
youngest and only girl, much to the dismay of
my brothers, whose roots of resentment likely
grew deep and long. But the rations coupon
books provided by the Canadian government
gradually extended to include many other sta-
ples such as meat, cheese and evaporated milk.
These were needed for the soldiers and the war
effort.

I also remember short musical promotions
appealing to Canadians to buy Victory Bonds.
Now a second-grader at Aberdeen School, the
teacher encouraged me to stand up in class one
day and patriotically sing one such little ditty,
which still reverberates in my memory. What I

came to realize in retrospect, was that my sub-
stitution of the word ‘bun’ for ‘bond’, exposed
my child-like ignorance. I have never been able
to locate this advertisement anywhere in my
Internet searches. Still, I remember the music but
I will share the lyrics herein, as follows:

Buy a ‘bun’ V for Victory
Show you’re fond of your liberty
Keep on buying to keep ‘em flying,
And don’t ever stop ‘til they’re over the top.

Every dollar makes Hitler holler
And every ‘bun’ you buy will make him groan

So help flood our Chest,
Do your best and invest
In Canada’s Victory Loan.

“Oh, Canada, we stand on guard for thee.”
The radio, much like television in today’s

world, performed a dominant function in our
lives. It was not only the most distinctive element
in our living room, but a central feature that
often brought the family together. Radio in
Canada began to grow and was a ‘must listen’
throughout the war years for news of loved ones.
But by 1942, radios could be found everywhere;
in taverns, in shops, as well as in the living
rooms across the country. In fact, Warner Troyer
in his book, ‘Sound and Fury’, stated that the
number of families in Canada in 1941 was
approximately two and a half million with about
one and a half million with radios. 

During those years, the radio gradually
expanded to include entertainment, offering
some relief to the distressing daily news. For
example, I discovered ‘Hockey Night in
Canada’. My brothers and I would huddle
around the radio every Saturday night and listen
to Foster Hewitt shout (in his inimitable high-
pitched excitement), “he shoots! he scores!” The
contagion caused a clutch of five kids to holler in
unison along with the roar of the raucous crowd
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- but only for the
Toronto Maple Leafs.
In time, I became a
hockey aficionado,
and could spout
names like Syl Apps,
Turk Broda, or even
Conn Smythe, the
manager of the team.
Establishment of the
‘Hot Stove League’
began during those
early years and con-
tinues to this day.
However, one thing
has changed. While I
remain a proud
Canadian, where
hockey is concerned,
my loyalty is now
with the Winnipeg
Jets.

Other distractions
included shows like
John & Judy, a serial
about life in a small
Canadian town, or
The Happy Gang,
with Bert Pearl. 

But even the music
emanating from this
shabby, dilapidated,
brown box radiated doom and gloom. For example, the White Cliffs of
Dover (1941), “…was written at a time when the British & German air-
craft had been fighting over the Cliffs of Dover in the Battle of
Britain… .” We’ll Meet Again (1939), was a song that resonated with
soldiers off to battle while their families and sweethearts suffered the
pain of waiting and the uncertainty of their return. Both were sung by
the haunting voice of Vera Lynn. Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy (1941),
made famous by the Andrews Sisters, and the hopeful message in
When The Lights Go On Again (1942), sung by Vaughn Monroe, are
but a few examples of the music that was spawned to comfort the
masses in a dark period in history. 

The radio had become so much a central focus and source of news
that when the war ended in 1945, I wondered what would happen to
it. “Papa,” I asked, “now that the war is over, will they close the
radio?” “Why do you think they will close the radio?” “Because,” I
answered, “what else would they have to talk about?” 

My father’s fractured photo tells not only a personal story, but the
story of many in Canada. It also highlights the important role of radio
in our lives. It served to bring the world into our homes between two

catastrophic events – the Great Depression and World War ll. We can-
not overlook its significance as a medium of communication that
brought the world into millions of living rooms across the country. 

And while radio
continues to broad-
cast the staples of
weather and news
the hope that it
would never again
be needed in the ser-
vice of war will have
to be an aspiration
for the future. With
new technology that
can rapidly and
instantly transmit
news in all areas of
the world at light-
ning speed; and as
hot spots of conflicts
continue to explode
and erupt like volca-
noes around the
world, new genera-
tions of children,
like me, will be
wondering ‘what
else would they
have to talk about’?

This article won
first place in a
national writing con-
test sponsored by
Canadian Stories - a
literary folk maga-
zine. Libby Simon is
also the author of a
recently published
book called, ‘Life is
Like a Pot of Soup’ .
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By DEBRA KAMIN
Bradley Chalupski so badly wants to give

Israel its first-ever medal at a Winter Olympics
that he pressed pause on a legal career, immi-
grated to the Holy Land, and has spent the past
year living in a cramped studio apartment in
Jerusalem in order to compete under the Israeli
flag.

The skeleton racer, a New Jersey native, slid for
Israel at the FIBT (International Bobsled Federation)
Skeleton World Championships in 2011 and
2012, ranking among the world’s top 30 in his
sport in 2012. At the America’s Cup Race in
December 2011, also sliding for Israel, he placed
fifth, earning Israel its first-ever medal in the sport.

But Chalupski has one problem. The Israel
Olympic Committee is refusing to let him race at
Sochi in 2014.

Chalupski moved here last summer, deciding to
gamble on Israeli citizenship and a sled marked
with a Star of David after missing out on qualifying
for the USA Team Trials by two-tenths of a second.

“It turned out to be the luckiest two-tenths of a
second of my life, because otherwise I wouldn’t be
here,” says the five-foot-four, muscle-packed
Chalupski, a laid-back, smiley guy who has seen
his good nature pushed to the brink over the past
twelve months by a series of inexplicable setbacks
and a maze of red tape. He refuses to criticize the
committee and chooses his words carefully,

repeating his gratitude
for what he has
achieved and his new-
found love of his
Jewish heritage. But
underneath his grin,
there is noticeable
anger and fatigue.

Unlike its cousin,
bobsled, skeleton is a
sport that is performed
solo. Individual ath-
letes careen head first
down an icy slope, rid-
ing a skeleton-like sled
that gives the sport its
name. Steering is done
through tiny move-
ments of the head and
shoulders, and while
speeds can reach up to
85 miles per hour,
there are no brakes.

Israel has never had
an athlete compete in
skeleton at an
Olympic level, and
Chalupski wants to
change that.

Despite having all
the internationally rec-
ognized qualifications
for admission to the
2014 Olympics
Games in Sochi,
Chalupski and his sup-
porters have found
themselves on a
bureaucratic hamster
wheel with the
Olympic Committee
of Israel. They have
diligently filed their
required paperwork
and clamored for clar-
ity, by phone, email
and letters, about
what’s required of

them. Several times, they say, they felt they had
ticked all of the necessary boxes and would be
granted the right to compete. And each time, they
were instead presented with a new hurdle.

By the standards of the International Olympic
Committee, Chalupski has attained the elite,
vaunted status of an athlete worthy of competing
on the world’s greatest athletic stage, and he insists
that he wishes to do so for Team Israel.

But the IOC, he says, has yet to grant him a sin-
gle face-to-face meeting. Over the course of the
past year, they have exchanged a series of emails
and he has been handed several confusing tasks,
including establishing a Bobsled Federation for
Israel (despite the fact that he has already done so)
and linking up with the Israeli figure-skating team
rather than gaining separate certification.

Now, he says, the process has simply been
stalled. His dreams, so to speak, have been put on
ice.

The IOC did not return a request for comment
on Chalupski and the status of Team Israel in the
2014 Sochi Games.

“We have jumped through all the various hoops
that we were aware of having to jump through,”
says David Greaves, chairman of the Israeli
Bobsled and Skeleton Federation, which is inter-
nationally recognized and certified. The IBSF is
managed from a base in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and
receives zero funds from Israel. “We have tried for
numerous years [to get Team Israel to the
Olympics]. This started 10 years ago when we, as
a bobsled team, knew what we needed to do to try
and qualify for the 2006 Olympics in Turin.”

Greaves was the brakeman for that Israeli bob-
sled team, which was cobbled together in 2002 by
a handful of Jewish guys, including Chalupski’s
current coach Andy Teig, who dreamed of careen-
ing down an icy slope with the Star of David on
their protective helmets. The team made it through
two world championships but fell apart after failing
to qualify for the 2006 Games. With Greaves and
Teig behind him, Chalupski is now trying to pick
up where the previous team left off.

Fluent in French and heading for graduate
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Continued on page 43. See “Bradley
Chalupski”.

American emigré to Israel denied opportunity to compete
for Israel at upcoming Winter Olympics

BRADLEY CHALUPSKI: “When you talk to
people and they tell you we want you to put
your entire life on hold, with no guarantees
of getting to the pinnacle of the sport even if
you’re the best in the world, I’m the only per-
son in the world stupid enough to say yes.”



school at
Seton Hall
Unive r s i t y,
Chalupski was

all set for a career as a lawyer in 2006 when he got
a taste for the speed and rush of skeleton as he
watched that year’s Winter Games, and decided to
try out the sport himself. He started training at Lake
Placid, where he met Teig, and was convinced to
take a gamble on sledding for the Jewish State.

Skeleton works by the sliders pushing their sleds
up to top speed on a crystal-slick slope of ice, then
jumping on at the last minute and hurtling down a
40-story track. It is not a sport for the faint of heart,
or the physically weak. At top speed, a skeleton
slider can have 5 Gs of force crushing on his body
as he whirls downward.

“I’m a little bit crazy. That’s a fair assessment,”
says Chalupski. “I like to go fast.”

Athletes who excel at ice-based sports are a rar-
ity in this hot, dry country, a factor which may
explain the IOC’s reluctance to certify Chalupski
and his team. But such an excuse, Chalupski says,
is nonsense, considering the success of teams from
countries like Great Britain, Australia, even
Jamaica.

According to Greaves, in their last communica-
tion with the Olympic Committee, the IBSF was
told it could not be sanctioned by Israel if only one
athlete – Chalupski – was on the team. Come back
with four or five sliders, they were told, and the
matter could be reconsidered.

Such a stipulation, however, has led to a catch-
22.

“There are other athletes who have wanted to
come on board but haven’t come on board
because they can’t get the support they need,”
Greaves says.

One of those athletes is Meredith Zaslow Martin,
an American who was, like Chalupski, recruited

by Teig at
Lake Placid
to tap into
her Jewish
identity and
join the
Israeli team.
Newly mar-
ried and
nearly 29,
h o w e v e r,
she found it
impossible
to hang in
there and
bet on her
place in the
team while
the IOC kept
the team on hold.

“Every day I went to slide, I had to consider the
possibilities,” she said in a letter. “I know there are
athletes and families who sacrifice everything for
their dream, and I was absolutely crazy to let this
slip through my fingers. But with no guarantee by
the Israeli Federation for a Sochi 2014 bid, I could
not, in good conscience, put my family through it.”

Chalupski, who is engaged, has, for the past year,
been supporting himself and his training through
sponsors and freelance French translation jobs. His
fiancée, a fellow law school graduate, makes NIS
25 (about $7) an hour working in a call center. He
says there is a still a tiny window for him to quali-
fy for the Sochi Games, but it is closing fast.

“When you talk to people and they tell you we
want you to put your entire life on hold, with no
guarantees of getting to the pinnacle of the sport
even if you’re the best in the world, I’m the only
person in the world stupid enough to say yes,” he
says.

“There can only be good that comes out of
Bradley competing at the Olympics Games.
There’s no negative,” says Greaves. “What we
don’t understand is how anyone look at this and
say, why not? Why not at least give the kid criteria?
He may not even qualify, and then it would be a
moot point. But why not give the kid a chance to
qualify, and support Israel?”

Reprinted with permission from the Times of
Israel.
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Bruce Brown is a former Winnipegger who made aliyah to
Israel over 20 years ago. He now lives in Rechovot with his
wife Miriam, son Dor, 15, and daughter Roni, 11.  Last
December Bruce began sending us regular posts during
“Operation Pillar of Defence”.

On August 27 Bruce contacted the JP&N, asking whether
we’d like to receive updates as to what life is like for him

and his
family as
I s r a e l i s
b r a c e
t h e m -
selves for
p o s s i b l e
m i s s i l e
a t t a c k s .
Following
are those
posts:

Tuesday, August 27,
Here we go
again...maybe.

Local news tells
us to plan for an
attack either on

Friday or Sunday.  So like am I just
supposed to pencil this into my diary
or what?

Friday: 10:30 - haircut, 12:00 -
Dor’s guitar lesson, 14:50 - Fix Roni’s
bike.  20:00 - Surprise party for
Chaim in Tel Aviv, unless cancelled
by war.

So I’ve witnessed the First Gulf
War in 1991.  The Second Gulf War
in 2003.  Several Intifadas (or violent
uprisings).  The Second Lebanon War
in 2006, Operation Cast Lead in
2008, The Pillar of Defense in 2012 -
did I miss anything?  And now this
potential unnamed conflict.  Hey, I
am just a North Ender.  The closest
thing to war I should experience

were the giant Capture the Flag games played in our Garden City
neighborhood or the Risk board games played as teenagers in our
basement.  Hello...

Okay so this is now my reality.  I actually think I deal with it quite
well.  A war-weary North Ender.  For my Sabra wife and kids..second
nature.  Unfortunately. 

Now I need to see where this thing goes.  I have tickets to visit
Winnipeg with my
son mid September.
And if there is a war?
Do I stay or do I go?
Think this would fall
under an ‘Act of God’
(or Obama, as it may
be) so not sure if it’s
covered under my
cancellation insur-
ance.   And talk
about taking it in
stride.  So the other
day Dor asked about
our travel plans, “So
in Winnipeg we’ll go
to Oscar’s a few
times, ya?’   “Well
Dor”, I replied,
“We’ll see what hap-
pens with this war
thing.  We may have
to order out...way
out.”

On a more serious
note, Miriam and I
checked our gas
mask readiness this
morning in the midst
of preparing the kids
for their first day
back at school.
Think we need to
update our kids
masks.  But in typical
Israeli ‘it will be
okay’ style we got
distracted and left the
forms on the kitchen
table.  We’ll get to it
later.  It will be okay.

And our Prime
Minister issued a
stern warning today
to Syria in his best
‘go ahead, make my
day’ style.  This was
followed by our
Strategic Affairs
Minister Yuval
Steinitz warning that
“...it will be insane
for somebody to pro-
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BRUCE BROWN with wife Miriam,
daughter Roni, (at left) and son Dor. A
former Winnipegger, Bruce and his fami-
ly now live in Rechovot. (The picture was
taken in Paris.)



voke Israel, but of course we are prepared for any scenario.’  I guess
he has his gas masks up to date.

Will keep you updated as events unravel....
Regards, Bruce

Thursday, August 29
The Syrians warned that ‘a drowning man is not afraid to get wet’.

Implying they are aware of the repercussions of attacking Israel in
response to a US attack.  Pity Bashar never had swimming lessons.... 

The idea of hitting out at Israel for retaliation to a US attack - like
Saddam did in the First Gulf War - kind of reminds me of a Three
Stooges routine.  When Moe would slap Larry who’d slap Curley in
retaliation.

Meanwhile Mohammad Ali Jafari, commander of Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard, said that, “An attack on Syria will mean the
imminent destruction of Israel”. 

And our leaders tell us to go about our daily business and remain
calm.  Like that’s easier said than done.  Actually we do keep our rou-
tines.   School.  Work.  Grocery shopping.  Parties...now with this one
there is some debate.  So Miriam - our social planner- wants to go to
Chaim’s surprise party in Tel Aviv tomorrow (see below).  I, being more
weak kneed, want to stay home and be closer to our kids in case an
attack occurs.  The stuff couples argue about.

And we do stay calm.  But just in case I will prepare our shelter.  I’ll
bring up the gas masks from our storage room.  Stack up on some bot-
tled water.  Store some water and canned goods.  Power the flash-
lights.  The regular routine.  I can already hear Miriam and the kids
laughing at me.

And after seesawing a bit, the UK is back on board with joining a US
led coalition.  Now we are just awaiting Obama’s ‘decision’.  Or has
he already made it and is bluffing to subdue Syria before the campaign
begins?  Or is he looking for another ‘diplomatic’ alternative - lie
down with dogs you’ll get up with fleas?

Battleships ready....
Regards, Bruce

Saturday, August 31
It’s like waiting for the big winter storm to hit.  The weathermen have

been talking about it for days.  You’ve put up the storm windows and
made other basic preparations.  But the storm refuses to come. 

I think the public debate is a bit too public.  I mean, what ever hap-
pened to the element of surprise?   Reports indicate that the Assad gov-
ernment is preparing for the strike, dispersing key military assets and
coordinating a possible response with Iranian government officials.
I’m not a military expert but I think we’ve lost an important tactical
advantage here.

In the meantime, the anxiety has somewhat waned in the face of the
delays.  We know the attack is coming - or at least we think we know
- but being a country of ‘last minute preparations’, the shelter will get
done tomorrow.  And who has patience to stand in line for a gas mask
update....get to that tomorrow as well.   Although I did stock up on
mineral water during my weekly visit to the grocery store.

And, for those who asked, we did end up going to Chaim’s surprise
party in Tel Aviv on Friday.   Lots of fun.  Don’t even think we touched
the subject of Syria.   

Yes, the Canadian in me found that strange.  Like there are five US
warships poised to attack targets just a few hundred kilometers North.
Hello!!

Yes the Israeli in me enjoyed the party and also forgot about geopo-
litical events unfolding a few hundred kilometers North.  Hello!!

Let’s see what the morrow brings...
Regards, Bruce

Sunday, September 01
Looks like Obama 'Cameroned' himself -  intentionally or not.  Now

we need to wait until Congress reconvenes on Sept. 9th to see if the
Middle East will once again become a war theatre.  Which takes me
full circle to what I said at the outset of this blog, 'Here we go
again...maybe.'

I remember those weekend trips of my youth to Fargo or Grand
Forks where the biggest concern was the exchange rate differential.
How fortunate Canadians are to share the world's friendliest border.
Gotta love the 49th.  And on my business travels to Europe I am
amazed at the openness of the European Union.  The borders are so
transparent.  France.  Switzerland.  Italy.  Germany.  It's easy to forget
which country you are in while freely travelling between them - some-
times several times a
day - for meetings,
business lunches
and hotels. 

And here we are
in the world's most
dangerous neighbor-
hood.  Where bor-
ders are patrolled
24/7 by our army.
And theirs.  Where
we are subject to a
Three Stooges like
response by the
world's most brutal
dictators for geopo-
litical actions we are
not a party to.  And
speaking of parties,
threats be damned.
We'll continue
dancing into the
early morning.  On
rooftops in Tel Aviv,
Jerusalem, Eilat,
Rechovot, Nazereth,
Haifa, Rosh Pina
(not the Synagogue
on Matheson - okay
there too!) and
Nahariyya.

In the meantime,
the Canadian in me
will take advantage
of this hiatus and
update our gas
masks.  The Israeli in
me knows it will be
okay.  But no dam-
age making some
preparations, I can
deal with the snick-
ers from my wife
and kids.

Regards, Bruce
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By SIMONE I. COHEN SCOTT
One of my earliest memories as a kid,

with regard to High Holy Days prepara-
tions, was the fuss that was made around
the problem of ‘what to wear’. My moth-
er, bless her memory, was very creative
and skillful with a needle and thread. She
prided herself on being able to look like
‘a million dollars’ while actually putting
her outfits together ‘on a shoestring’ I
would always marvel at her ideas, and if
she were alive today she could make a
tidy living; needle arts have become fash-
ionable.

And in the Diaspora, women needed
not just one outfit, but two. Synagogues
became veritable runways, the Jewish
equivalent of the Easter Parade. There’s a
story told that one Chazzan in Winnipeg
just couldn’t take it and began to rail at
the women in their finery, interspersed
with his Chazzanut. He’s no longer here:
no surprise!

That was Rosh Hashana. Yom Kippur (or Yomkipper, as it was then
pronounced) was something else. (I didn’t learn until adulthood that
our sages wanted us to wear white.) Going out after Shul (to break the
fast, but I didn’t realize that, either) was the feature I remember, and
for that it was formal wear, evening gowns, and later as styles evolved,
cocktail dresses. Even men’s shoes were highly polished. (Who goes
for a shoeshine nowadays?) 

Some years ago I returned to university to fill in the gaps in my
Jewish education. One assignment required that I interview my aunt
z”l about how our family moved from the Shtetl into ‘modernity’.
Among other things, I learned that my paternal grandmother z”l, as a
young girl, would live-in with a wealthy family for several weeks in

order to sew the Yom Tov outfits for all
its female members. 

Who knew? She must have been
some seamstress! Last year in New
York City I visited the Tenement
Museum and learned how individual
women, in their ‘parlours’ (read ‘fami-
ly rooms’, because the whole family
lived in them) sewed elegant one-of-a-
kind dresses for start-up businesses like
Bergdorf-Goodman and Saks. Ah, the
difference between Winnipeg and
Manhattan!

Times have changed, and I watched
it happen. For twenty-five years, from
the vantage point of the choir loft, I
have seen the gradual decline of for-
mality in dress on the high holidays
and synagogue attendance in general.
Of course there are still adherents to
the tradition of wearing one’s ‘best’ to
the service. After all, for millennia we

Jews have dressed with appropriate decorum when paying tribute to
our Creator; such ingrained traditions are not easily shrugged off. (The
Torah tells us when Moses dressed the High Priest, G-d said the gar-
ments were for ‘dignity and adornment’.)

I like ‘dignity and adornment’, but nowadays I would settle for ‘mod-
esty and appropriateness’. I know I’m whistling in the wind when
designers are getting their fashion cues from the ‘street’, but whatever
happened to ‘dress for success’? Isn’t that what we want to have
inscribed in The Book? Isn’t that one of the meanings of Parnassus? So
when the Ark is opened, and we’re as close to the Throne of G-d as
we’ll ever be on this side of Eternity, what kind of impression do we
want to make? Think ‘job interview’.

And for goodness sake, don’t chew gum! 
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Friday night dinner
at the cottage. We
say kiddush, drink
our wine, break
bread, serve the
chicken, and I turn
on the Fox News
Channel. My son,
the home inspector,

jumps up from the table and storms out of the
room. “I’m not watching a racist,” he yells.
How he knows Bill O’Reilly is a racist, never
having watched his show, is a question that
will remain unanswered.

My liberal children and grandchildren think
“zaida” is a right wing bigot because he
watches Fox News and doesn’t wear rose col-
ored reading glasses. The family patriarch is
not myopic, he’s color blind. When he looks
at Barrack Obama he doesn’t see the “first
black President” he see a half-baked product
of the Chicago Democratic machine who has
thrown his grandmother and spiritual advisor
under the bus and who, as Dennis Miller so
delicately puts it, “stinks at the job.” 

I don’t watch Fox News because I believe
every word their darkly handsome and hot
blond and black commentators utter but
because they aren’t quite as humorless, sanc-
timonious, and disingenuous as those in the
mainstream (i.e. liberal) media. Ironically, the
word ‘liberal’ has become a synonym for
‘intolerant.’ Disagree with a right winger and
he or she thinks you’re stupid; disagree with a
left winger and he or she thinks you’re evil.
The refreshing thing about Fox News is that,
with the exception of Bill O’Reilly, they don’t
pretend they are impartial. 

I share  Sean Hannity’s “prejudice” about
Barrack Obama but we part company on
George Zimmerman. An off-white man
shoots an unarmed black teenager and the
knee-jerk liberal media assumes the killing
was racially motivated, while the knee-jerk
conservative media (i.e. Fox News) assumes
the black kid was somehow at fault. 

And both are wrong. 
Neighborhood Watch coordinator

Zimmerman didn’t follow Travon Martin
merely because of his skin color, though that
was undoubtedly a factor. As lily white Fox
News contributor Ann Coulter pointed out,
young African American males are responsi-
ble for an alarmingly high proportion of
crime in the U.S. But that doesn’t mean you
are allowed to shoot them on sight – and

plead “self-defense.” 
“He went for my

gun!”
Sound familiar? 
Constable Robert

Cross used the same
words 25 years ago,
to justify shooting an
intoxicated aborigi-
nal man walking
down a Winnipeg
street, at night,
minding his own
business. J.J. Harper
bore no resem-
blance to the car
theft suspect Cross
was looking for, but
inebriated Indians
commit an alarming-
ly high proportion of
violent crimes, so
Cross confronted
him. Only two peo-
ple know what hap-

pened next, and only one them lived to tell
the (tall) tale – which his superior accepted
without further investigation. 

Like Zimmerman, Cross claimed it was only
after Harper had knocked him on his ass, and
jumped on top of him, that he, Cross, pulled
his gun. If a civilian witness hadn’t belatedly
come forward, at an inquiry called by the
government, in response to political pressure,
and testified that she had seen Cross walking
down a back alley, gun drawn, his account
might have been credible. 

Zimmerman, on the other hand, kept his
small holstered handgun tucked into the back
of his waistband. For Martin to have seen it,
let alone touch it, while straddling the supine
possessor, doesn’t pass the smell test. And for
Zimmerman to pull it out of his waistband,
while lying on his back, and get off a clean
shot, directly into his assailant’s heart, while
having his head pounded on the concrete
pavement, is beyond fiction, it’s graphic
novel fodder.

But the jury bought it. 
Does that make them racist? 
Yes, it does, according to a black female

prosecutor who appeared on CNN following
the verdict. “Why would a white man con-
front an African American child who was
minding his own business?” The politically
correct CNN interviewer did not give the
obvious answer to this rhetorical question:
“Because when a hoodie-wearing African
American “child” is walking around a high
crime neighborhood, on a dark rainy night,
the odds are he is up to no good.”

In this case, the odds happened to be
wrong.

A tragedy of errors caused a black teenager
to have the relatively rare distinction of being
shot to death by someone of a different skin
color. Black on black violence, like aborigi-
nal on aboriginal violence, is the elephant in
the newsroom. Limousine liberals don’t men-
tion it, because of white guilt, and black and
aboriginal leaders ignore it, because it’s more
convenient to blame “racism” for the horren-
dous living conditions they’ve done virtually
nothing to remedy.

The “victim” card is the Flavor of the
Century. It isn’t merely played by visible
minorities. Half a billion oil-rich Muslims
claim to be victimized by a handful of Jewish
bullies, occupying a strip of resource-poor
land you can ride a camel across, at it’s nar-
rowest point, in an hour. And the ultra-liber-
al media buys it. According to the CBC the
State of Israel is guilty of more war crimes
than Saddam Hussein, victimizing defense-
less “Palestinians” who just want to return to
their ancestral home and live in peace. 

Just like their peace-loving “brothers” in
Gaza…and Syria…and Egypt…and
Iraq…and Lebanon...Muslim fratricide is the
elephant in the CBC newsroom. An Israeli air
raid, accidentally causing three “civilian”
casualties, provokes more righteous indigna-
tion in the breast of former Middle East cor-
respondent Neil MacDonald than the wanton
slaughter of an entire Muslim community by
members of a different sect. No matter how
hard they try to exterminate each other, the
non-white peoples of the world continue to
portray themselves as victims of “colonial-
ism.” The “Dreams” Barrack Obama inherited
from his Kenyan father are the same fairy
tales radical Muslims tell their children at
bedtime. Horror stories about “white devils”
and bearded Jews who use the blood of non-
Jewish infants to bake unleavened bread. The
Holocaust is a myth; The Protocols of the

Elders of Zion is gospel. Now strap on this
vest, Mohammed, and go to meet your twen-
ty one virgins.

Bill Marantz is the author of the mystery
thriller Christmas Eve Can Kill You, and the
short story collection The Convert, both avail-
able, in kindle and paperback, at
Amazon.com. 

Stepping over the color line and through the looking glass
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(JNS) New tape record-
ings released recently by
the Nixon Presidential
Library revealed more
deeply rooted anti-
Semitism from the dis-
graced president, the UK
Daily Mail and The
Atlantic, reported, after
reviewing the recordings.

The anti-Semitic
remarks made in conver-
sations and phone calls
from 1973 were captured
on a secret recording sys-
tem that President
Richard M. Nixon used,
which, ultimately, provid-
ed evidence in the
Watergate scandal, in
which his operatives
broke into a political
competitor’s office in the
Watergate Hotel to spy
during a campaign.

The final installment of those tapes – 340
hours – was made public by the National
Archives and Records Administration, along
with more than 140,000 pages of text docu-
ments. Seven hundred hours remain sealed
for national security reasons, The Daily Mail
said.

The Atlantic highlighted a phone call with
Jewish Assistant for National Security Affairs
and head of the National Security Council at
the time, Henry Kissinger, made on April 19,
1973, about an upcoming U.S.-Soviet sum-
mit, to which Nixon thought Jewish groups
might object.

On the tapes, Nixon said, “Let me say,
Henry, it’s gonna be the worst thing that hap-
pened to Jews in American history. If they tor-
pedo this summit – and it might go down for
other reasons – I’m gonna put the blame on
them, and I’m going to do it publicly at 9
o’clock at night before 80 million people.” (“I
agree completely,” Kissinger responded.
“They brought it on themselves.”) Nixon con-
tinued: “I won’t mind one goddamn but to
have a little anti-Semitism if it’s on that issue.

They put the Jewish
interest above
America’s interest
and it’s about god-
damn time that the
Jew in America real-
izes he’s an
American first and a
Jew second.”

In another
instance, Nixon and
press secretary
Ronald Ziegler were
talking about a com-
ment made by
Nixon aide and
lawyer Leonard
Garment, and Nixon

yelled, ”Goddamn
his Jewish soul!”

In a June 13, 1973
conversation with
secretary Rose Mary
Woods, Nixon dis-
cussed the entertain-
ment at an upcoming
event, listing enter-
tainers Johnny Mann
and Debbie
Reynolds, then Nixon
asks about Danny
Kaye, “and not
because of his ideolo-
gy.” Woods replies,
“Well they were
going to try to get
him but…” Nixon
interrupts, asking
“He’s Jewish?”
Woods ignores him,
continuing, “I don’t
know what happened

whether–” Nixon interjects again: “He’s
Jewish.” Woods explains, “They had to check
him out with the Russians.”

In an April 18, 1973 phone call with Spiro
Agnew, Nixon claimed that Jews were hold-
ing American foreign policy “hostage to
Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union.”

“Some of the Jews picket can raise hell, but
the American people are not going to let
them destroy our foreign policy – never!” he
added.

In a June 14, 1973 Oval Office meeting
with Anne Armstrong, counselor to the presi-
dent, he gave some guidance on his prefer-
ence for appointees: “No Jews. We are
adamant when I say no Jews. … But I mean
don’t say anything don’t let anybody know
we didn’t [audio unclear] Jewish. But
Mexicans are important. Italians, Eastern
Europeans. That sort of thing.”

Faced with impeachment and a possible
criminal indictment, Nixon resigned on
August 9, 1974 – a year after the tapes end –
and returned to his native California, where
he was pardoned a month later by his suc-
cessor, President Gerald Ford.
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Nixon the anti-Semite
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Jewish interest above America’s inter-
est and it’s about goddamn time that
the Jew in America realizes he’s an
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EDMON J. RODMAN 
LOS ANGELES (JTA) – On Yom Kippur,

when we beat our chests during the confes-
sion, maybe we should be knocking instead
on our heads. After all, isn’t that where all the
trouble starts? 

On this most physically demanding of
Jewish days, Jewish tradition has us beat the
heart side of our chests, as if to say this is the
source of our falling short. 

During the Viddui – the confessional por-
tion of the service composed of the Ashamnu
and Al Chait – some of us tap, some of us
rap, some of us pound really hard. Many do
nothing, perhaps wondering if this is some
kind of Jewish self-flagellation. 

Those who tap are reminded, without leav-
ing marks, of the connection between spiri-
tuality and physicality. But are we choosing
the right body part to make our confession
meaningful? 

In the Bible, it is widely accepted that the
heart – in Hebrew, lev – is the seat of emo-
tion. Maimonides even linked the heart with
the intellect. 

However, in the brave new science guy
world in which we live today, while we’re
standing in shul tapping our hearts, our focus
could easily turn from confession to hyper-
tension. 

So what about lightly tapping the side of
our heads instead with a why-did-I-do-that
kind of knock? Isn’t the head the place where,
working in discord, our mouths and minds
create the tsouris we confess? 

Beginning with Rosh Hashanah – literally
head of the year – our heads are in our ritu-
als. We put tefillin on our bicep, next to the
heart – unless you’re left-handed, like me –
but we also wear tefillin on our head, before
our eyes. On Friday nights when parents bless
their kids, their hands are placed on the
heads of their children. 

Confusing head and heart even more, in
Psalm 90, an ideal is held up of obtaining a
“heart of wisdom.” 

So which to tap, heart or head? 
To Rabbi Goldie Milgram – the founder of

Reclaiming Judaism, an organization seeking
Jewish innovation and “maximal involve-
ment,” and author and publisher of a number
of books on creating a meaningful Jewish life
– striking one’s chest on Yom Kippur is an
acknowledgment that “I am out of align-
ment.” Tapping on the chest is a way to
realign, Milgram said from the Alliance for
Jewish Renewal Aleph Kallah in New
Hampshire, where she was teaching. 

Milgram, who has master’s degrees in
social work and Hebrew letters, says that
Judaism can be approached from the point
of view of a gestalt psychologist. “People
want to get things integrated into their bod-
ies,” she said. 

When I asked Rabbi Milgram about my
idea of tapping on one’s head, she won-
dered why I would want to do that. 

“What would you get from it?” asked
Milgram, “Reb Goldie” to her students. 

“It would remind me of the source,” I
responded, seeing yet again that my ideas
were getting me in trouble. 

“In Judaism, the heart is the seat,” she
reminded me. “Your awareness of ‘ahavat
Hashem’ [love of God] starts in the heart,”
the rabbi added, explaining that seeing the
head as the center is a Western tradition. 

Milgram also interprets tapping on the
heart as a kind of drumming. “The body is
the instrument,” she said, making a connec-
tion between drumbeat and heartbeat, and

suggesting that while we are tapping to
“listen to both your head and your heart.” 

Striking the chest is “a form of dancing
one’s prayer,” Milgram said. 

Offering perhaps a new dance step, she
suggested I try moving my finger in a cir-
cular motion slowly over my heart. I tried,
it was definitely soothing, and I could see
how the continuity of motion might help
me through the more personally applica-
ble “we have sinned against you’s” – but
wondered if it would look weird. 

“People are doing it,” she offered, point-
ing out that in her
work, she has
encountered a diver-
sity of customs. 

“What should I
think about while
I’m doing it?” I
asked, recalling that
while reading the
lines of Ashamnu,
instead of focusing
on the individual
lines, I would some-
times get caught up
in the acrostic of
shortcomings, won-
dering what the
machzor would use
for “X.” 

Ask “What is my
resistance to align-
ing with the mitzvah
of caring for

myself?” Milgram said, also suggesting that I
make a list, noting aspects of body, family
and Judaism where I would like to be more in
alignment with the mitzvot. She also advised
“to forgive myself,” pointing out that just
striking my chest was not enough, “one has to
engage afterwards.”

“Tapping on your chest, the door of your
heart flies open,” she observed. “That’s the
beginning of teshuvah,” she said, mentioning
the Jewish concept of returning, or asking for-
giveness, that beats through the Yom Kippur
liturgy. 

The Viddui, she said, is written in the “ ‘we.’
We take responsibility.” 

For that I would need both heart and head. 
(Edmon J. Rodman is a JTA columnist who

writes on Jewish life from Los Angeles.
Contact him at edmojace@gmail.com.) 
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From the September 21, 1933 New Year
issue:
“WITH HOPES FOR THE MORROW”
By Rabbi Solomon
Frank

The year just ending
will go down in Jewish
history as one of disillu-
sionment. In the first
place the Jews of
Germany have suffered
a complete loss of
hope. Since the estab-
lishment of the empire
in Bismark’s day, the
Jews were quite certain
that their salvation was
secure in German
hands. What could be
more desirable a home-
land than the foremost
nation in thought and commerce?

The German empire grew, the spirit of its
people waxed mighty - and the Jewish inhab-
itants of that land, active in all the doings of
their beloved country, vied with all others in
their national zeal. All else, their religion
included, was subordinated to this spirit of
exaggerated patriotism which at the time was
makng itself so manifest in Germany. When
the voice of a rising national Jewish spirit
reached there, it was given no hearing. As
nationally they knew no home save that of
Germany, culturally they were equally attune
to the voice of Berlin and not that of
Jerusalem.

All else save Deutschtum was relegated to
the background.

The present regime rose to power with
unanticipated speed the Jews of Germany
take up the wanderer’s staff. They find them-
selves strangers and undesirables in the very
land they had helped to build.

Truly a year of disillusionment for German
Jewry!

From the September 30, 1943 issue:
“The Jewish war effort”
By DAVID ROME

In this fourth year of the war for Canada the
energies of the Jewish cammunity were
absorbed by the effort for victory and the
search for means to assist the Jewish victims
of the war. The War Efforts CommIttee of the
Canadian Jewish Cangress maintained a very
complete record of Jewish contributions to
the Dominion’s war effort and carried on a
functional program of a very broad nature,
especially when the relatively small numbers
of the Canadian community are considered.

The problem af enlistments decIined in
importance in the public interest as conscrlp-
tion was more generally put into effect. There
was a diminished circulation of the libel that
Jews are not enlisting in numbers that accord
with their population. This department
reports that the total of Jews in the combat
services of the Dominion is nearing 11,000)
af which all but 1,000 are voluntarIly of
active and unlimited service. Jews form 1.5
per cent of the population af the country. In
the army and navy they form a smaller per-
centage, but in the air force they are 3 per-
cent and, in the overall total they are consid-
erably more than 1.5 per cent. Jewish casual-
ties have reached a total of 156, of whom 62
were killed in action, 9 died, 25 are pre-
sumed dead, 33 are missing and 27 are pris-
oners of war.

From the Sept. 10, 1953 issue:
“Jewish Children Sheltered In 
Christian Homes
By NATHAN ZIPRIN

How many survivors, physical as well as
spiritual, are there of the Jewish children,
who were entrusted to Christian shelter dur-
ing the Hitler holocaust! StatistIcally there IS
no answer to this query, though it is common
knowledge that tens of thousands of Jewish
children were placed in Christian homes and
institutions by parents whose paramount con-
cern was to save them regardless of other
consequences. The most conservative esti-
mate is that we lost about 1,500,000 children
up to the age of 14. According to the well-
informed Yiddish journalist, Jacob
Lcstschinsky, there were In Poland alone
some 900,000 Jewish children.

There are no figures available of the num-
ber of children that were placed in Christian
shelter. and there is no way of determining
how many of the sheltered escaped the Nazi
hand of death. If it were assumed that as little
as five per cent of the estimated 1,500,000
Jewish child population was placed in
Christian custody for shelter, there should be
somewhere in Europe at least 75,000 Jewish
children that have not been accounted for. If
it is estimated that fifty per cent of them per-
ished one way or another, there are still
35,000.

What happened to them? How many of
them have been returned to their parents, if
alive, or to Jewish custody. Here again we
encounter a blank wall.

A key to the problem may have been sug-
gested at a recent meeting in London of a
committee dedicated to saving Jewish war
orphans when it was disclosed that of the
1,750 Jewish children that were placed in
Christian hands in “Holland, about 800 have
already reached the age of 21 and made the
voluntary choice of Christian association.
About 500 were placed in Jewish custody.
The rest are with Christian families and it can
be assumed they will be lost to the Jewish
fold.

From the Sept. 19, 1963 “Club Notes”
VOICE OF WOMEN WILL MEET Tuesday,

Sept. 17, at 8:15 p.m. at the Norquay
Building. 

SARAH HEPPNER BRANCH OF National
Council of Jewish Women will hold its open-
ing meeting of the season Wednesday, Sept.
25, at 8:45 pm. at the home of Mrs. Bess
Miller, 841 Lanark Street.

RACHEL JANAIT CHAPTER OF Pioneer
Women will meet Monday, Sept. 23, at the
home of Mrs. M. Byer, Suite 409, Penthouse
Towers, 71 Roslyn Road.

QUEEN ESTHER CHAPTER Hadassah will
meet Monday, Sept. 23, at 8:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Betty Cantor, 601 Queenston
Street. Hostesses are Mrs. Molly Pitch and
Mrs. Fay Green.

MASSADA CHAPTER of PIONEER Women
will meet Monday, Sept. 23, at 9 pm. at the
home of Mrs. Fay Hock, 67 Coralberry
Avenue, Garden City. Miss Lisa Odwak, 21
Mayfair Place, was winner of the kiddies
chesterfield raffle.

Ed. note: There were six other clubs holding
meetings, including Book Review Group of
NCJW; Minnie Churchill Chapter of
Hadassah; Hatkvah Chapter, Pioneer
Women; Peretz Folk School Muter Farein
Branch 2; Raanana Chapter, Mizrachi; Junior
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Continued on page 51. See “Looking Back.”.
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(Times have
sure changed, eh?)

From the Sept. 6, 1973 issue:
Forty-nine distinguished members of com-

munity and business have been named to the
reconstituted board of governors for
Winnipeg’s 1973 and 1974 State of Israel
Bond drives in an uprecedented effort to pro-
vide $2,250,000 for the strengthening of
Israel’s economic development through Bond
investment.

From the Sept. 8, 1983 issue:
From the editorial by Matt Bellan: “Begin

Was a Giant, But Did More Harm Than
Good”

With Menachem Begin’s announcement
last week that he plans to resign as prime
minister of Israel, a giant of modern Jewish
history is about to leave the political stage.

In years to come, this romantic, charlsmatc
flgure will likely rank only behind Ben-
Gurion as a shaper of the character of the
Jewish state. It is also likely, however, that
Begin will emerge in history books as a
leader who did Jews more harm than good. 

His contribution to the creation of the State
of Israel is already legendary. As a comman-
der of the Irgun, the rightwing underground
army which broke away from the Labor
Zionist-dominated Haganah, Begin coordi-
nated a daring series of attacks against British
installations in Palestine, speeding up the
departure of the British and the establishment
of a Jewish state. problems that would result.

From 1948 onward, however, he remained
a political outcast whom many Jews consid-
ered a dangerous extremist. As leader of the
opposition Herut Party, he preached the mili-
tant ideology of Vladimir Jabotinsky, his spir-
itual mentor, advocating Israeli expansion to
its “historical borders”, including the area
now occupied by the Kingdom of Jordan.

From the Sept. 8, 1993 issue:
Each year, Joseph Wolinsky Colegiate stu-

dents participate in a literary competition
honoring the memory of Fern Shawna Rykiss,
a Grade 12 JWC student. Rykiss died along
with more than a dozen other passengers
when a terrorist forced the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem
bus they were riding on to plunge into a
ravine.

Works by Aviva Goldberg and Shachy

Leven placed first
and second respec-
tively in the contest’s
Senior High category
during the 1992-93
school year.
“Polish Sunrise”
By AVIVA 
GOLDBERG

Grade 12
I expected rain,

and mild
And misery.
But here the grass is green
And white birds fly in the sky

I suppose that
The sun shines
On graveyards too
The plane lands and a scared girl

steps off. She is a million miles
away from everything she has ever
known. There are others just like
her, but so, so different. She comes
to find her answers. She finds even
more questions.

They are tired and hungry, their
bodies weak from too little human
comfort, their spirits weak from
too little humanity. The villagers
hide behind shutters, shielding
their children from the dark reali-
ty. And in the faces of the prison-
ers, they see what they cannot
bear. With their silence, they have
signed the death warrant.

They are tired and hungry from
the flight. They cannot rest for
what they have come for can no
longer wait. For forty years it has
been here, a caged animal strain-
ing to let someone know. It fights
against the bars to tear into their

hearts. And they march towards it...

From the Sept. 3, 2003 issue:
From “Our Little Shtetl”, by Myron Love -
“Sophie Berkal-Sarbit is on her way to inter-
national stardom”

The young singer (who is turning 13 in a
few days) was the winner in the Best
Broadway Vocalist category in the New York
International Music Festival that was held in
Las Vegas July 22- 29. The showcase aims to
help new singers and bands brealk into the
music business. Berkal Sarbit competed
against 200 other performers, almost all of
them adults. Her mother, Harriet, notes that
she received a standing ovation at the end of
her performance.

Sophie Berkal-Sarbit comes by her musical
ability naturally. She is the granddaughter of
Rabbi Louis Berkal, the longtime chazan at
the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue. In fact, she
and her zaida often do concerts together at
the Sharon Home.

Alexandra Frohlinger is another young bud-
ding musical, singing and dancing star. The
14-year-old won the lead in Dry Cold’s
upcoming musical production of The Secret
Garden.

FrohIinger has been taking, singing, danc-
ing and acting lessons since she was three.
She has studied ballet, jazz dancing, musical
theatre and tap. Her performing credits
include the lead in the Rady Jewish
Community Centre’s production of Oliver, a
role in the Winnipeg Jewish Theatre spring
production, Year of the Flood, the Rainbow
Stage production of Big two years ago, and
the children’s quarter ballet chorus in the
RWB’s Nutcracker. This past summer, she
competed in the Maccabiah Games in the
dance category.
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Continued from page 50.

Shown at swearing-in ceremony, left to right, front
row: Nathan Lockshin, Ed Vickar, Samuel N. Cohen,
Mrs. H. N. (Jacqueline) Bernstein, Arnold A. Portigal, His
Excellency, Meir Shamgar; Alven R. Druxerman, Mrs. S.
M. (Ann) Moser, Syd L. Morantz, Ruben Cristall, Murray
H. Tapper.

Second row, left to right: Rabbi Peretz Weizman, Wm
B. Glesby, Marcus Bressler, Rabbi Louis Berkal, Ben A.
Shuckett; James Simkin, Sam M. Moser, Abe Rich.

Third row, left lo right: Sam A.Portiagal, Wm. S. Pitch,
S. Manuel Wiseman; Max Margolis, lsaac Zipursky, Max
Shore. 

Fourth row, left to right: Nathan Portnoy; Lou Elkin;
Rabbi Lester Miller; Dr. lsadore Wolch; Leibl Escott,
Rabbi Lawrence S. Nesis, Leo Bokofsky.

AVIVA GOLDBERG



By STEVE McDONALD
During the High Holidays we are called

upon to reflect on the past year, consider our
choices and actions, and – in the spirit of
improvement – rededicate ourselves to a
higher purpose. This Rosh Hashanah, it is
worth reflecting on the developments and
milestones that marked Jewish community
activism over the past year.

As the advocacy arm of the Jewish
Federation of Winnipeg (and Federations
across Canada), the Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs (CIJA) works to advance public
policies and build support for our communi-
ty. This includes strategic outreach to key
contacts in government, media, universities,
and inter-faith and ethnic communities.

When it comes to building relationships
with our non-Jewish neighbours, reaching
out often means speaking up – especially
when the cause is urgent and important. Such
an issue made national headlines in June
when the Quebec Soccer Federation
announced that Sikh players would no longer
be allowed to wear religious headgear during
gameplay. The idea that children would be
disqualified from a sport simply for wearing a
turban called for action, in keeping with the
Jewish community’s history of standing up for
the religious freedoms of all minorities. In
response, CIJA wrote to FIFA (which oversees
international soccer regulations) asking that it
issue a statement confirming the acceptabili-
ty of religious headgear on the soccer pitch.
We were pleased that FIFA quickly did so and
the Quebec Soccer Federation in turn can-
celled its ban, citing FIFA’s ruling as the rea-
son for its decision.

Just as we must be vigilant in preserving the
freedoms of all Canadians, we must do our
part to strengthen the national freedom of the
Jewish people as embodied in the State of
Israel. Among other activities, CIJA’s fact-find-
ing missions to Israel have enabled leaders in
key sectors to understand firsthand the chal-
lenges facing the Jewish state and the mutual
benefits in increased Canada-Israel ties.

It was during a CIJA mission this July that
the Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada (the AUCC, which represents 97
Canadian institutions – including 6 across
Manitoba) signed an agreement with its
Israeli counterpart. This ground-breaking
partnership will effectively pave the way for
greater Canada-Israel academic and research
cooperation (including more student and fac-
ulty exchanges, as well as joint research pro-
jects). As AUCC Vice-President Christine
Tausig Ford noted: “While we’ve all heard
about Israel as the “start-up nation”, this has
been an eye-opening experience. …AUCC
presidents are making real and long-lasting

connections on
research and educa-
tion. We have so
much in common,
and lots to build on.”

As well as forging
relationships in new
fields (including uni-
versities and
beyond), CIJA’s mis-
sions and policy
briefings are pivotal
in building support
for Israel among all
parties in Parliament.
This ongoing work
proves crucial dur-
ing Israel’s most diffi-
cult moments, as
when Israel was

forced to launch Operation Pillar of Defense
in November 2012. For eight anxious days,
Jewish Canadians watched hundreds of mis-
siles rain down on Israel from Gaza. As far
north as Tel Aviv, our Israeli friends and fam-
ily watched in awe as Israel’s anti-missile Iron
Dome system worked around-the-clock to
protect their lives. That Canada ardently sup-
ported Israel’s right to defend itself and
blamed the escalation on Hamas – a position
that saw cross-party support in Parliament –
made us proud as Canadians.

2012-13 also saw important breakthroughs
in our efforts to counter what remains among
CIJA’s top concerns: Iran’s illegal nuclear pro-
gram. Last fall, Canada was applauded
around the world for removing our Embassy
from Tehran and expelling Iranian diplomats
from Ottawa. “This practical step must set an
example of international morality and
responsibility to the international communi-
ty,” declared Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.

This bold move was followed in December
by the listing of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps’ (IRGC) Qods Force under
Canada’s anti-terror legislation. The IRGC’s
role in global terrorism has been a serious
concern to Jewish communities around the
world; CIJA and other Jewish communal
groups have for years called for the IRGC to
be outlawed in Canada. Indeed, the orga-
nized Canadian Jewish community can be
proud of our collective success in increasing
pressure from Ottawa on the Iranian regime –
and our country’s growing reputation as
Israel’s strongest and most reliable ally.

Space does not permit a total review of the
wide range of issues we took on as a com-
munity in 2012-13 (if you would like to
obtain our Annual Report on Jewish
Advocacy Trends, including this year’s
Advocacy Objectives, please email us at
info@cija.ca). That said, the above milestones
remain poignant – and challenge us to do
even more as a community in 5774. I
encourage you to get involved in the
Winnipeg Local Partner Council, a joint
Federation-CIJA body that works on local
advocacy issues, by contacting Shelley
Faintuch at sfaintuch@jewishwinnipeg.org.

Steve McDonald is Associate Director of
Communications for the Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs (CIJA)
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Jewish advocacy in action: Looking back at 2012-13

In June, Quebec Soccer Federation
announced that Sikh players would no
longer be allowed to wear religious head-
gear during gameplay.



August 28, 2013 – Some
450 new immigrants from
Ethiopia boarded two
Jewish Agency-chartered
flights bound for Israel on
Wednesday, August 28 and
arrived in Tel Aviv a few
hours later. Since 2010,
thousands of Ethiopians
have immigrated to Israel as
part of Operation Dove’s
Wings. Today’s flights bring
this historic effort to a dra-
matic close. Upon the
flights’ arrival at Ben Gurion
Airport, there was a wel-
come ceremony with family
members and partner orga-
nizations.

Earlier this morning, a
farewell ceremony for the
450 olim (new immigrants)
was held at the Israeli
Embassy in Addis Ababa,
with Jewish Agency
Chairman Natan Sharansky
Israel’s Minister of
Immigrant Absorption Sofa
Landver, and Israel’s
Ambassador to Ethiopia
Belaynesh Zevadia. Shortly
thereafter, the two char-
tered flights organized by
The Jewish Agency flew to
Ben Gurion Airport in Israel for a welcome cere-
mony with Agency representatives, the
Absorption Ministry, the Jewish Federations of
North America (JFNA), the International
Fellowship of Christians and Jews (IFCJ), Keren
Hayesod-United Israel Appeal, as well as other
donors and supporters.

The new immigrants’ relatives were on hand to
greet them as were Jewish Agency partners in
Completing the Journey of Operation Dove’s
Wings, Israel’s Ministry of Immigrant Absorption,
The Jewish Federations of North America (JFNA),
the International Fellowship of Christians and
Jews (IFCJ), and Keren Hayesod – United Israel
Appeal (KH-UIA), among others. Speakers at the
airport welcoming ceremony on August 28th will
include: Jewish Agency Chairman Natan
Sharansky, Sofa Landver, Minister of Immigrant
Absorption, Housing Minister Uri Ariel, IFCJ
President Rabbi Yechiel Eckstein, KH-UIA

Chairman Eliezer (Mody)
Zandberg, as well as KH-
UIA member Airtom
Clerman and JFNA mem-
ber Danny Labin, among
others.

Operation Dove’s
Wings began in
November 2010 with the
Government of Israel
(GOI)’s decision to bring
8,000 Falash Mura in
Gondar to Israel. The GOI
tapped The Jewish
Agency to prepare those
eligible for entry to Israel
and to facilitate their
Aliyah in concert with
immigration eligibility
standards regulated by
Israel’s Ministry of the
Interior and in prepara-
tion for their resettlement
in Israel by the Ministry of

Absorption. Since Dove’s Wings’ incep-
tion, The Jewish Agency brought 7,000
Ethiopian Jews to Israel, the majority of
whom are members of the Falash Mura
community, and several hundred of
whom were eligible for Aliyah through
Israel’s Law of Return.

To prepare these olim (immigrants) for a
successful life in Israel, The Jewish Agency
for Israel has run a community center in
Gondar, Ethiopia for the past three years
and with the support of IFCJ and JFNA.
This center has provided a wide range of
educational and social services. Upon
their repatriation in Israel, The Jewish
Agency housed these new immigrants in
17 absorption centers throughout the
country that are run by The Agency and
Israel’s Absorption Ministry.

Speaking at the welcome ceremony at
Ben Gurion Airport:

Jewish Agency Chairman Sharansky:
“The Jewish community of Ethiopia is one
of the oldest in the world, with roots
reaching back to the times of King
Solomon and Queen Sheba. For thou-
sands of years this community has been
yearning for Zion. By completing the
Journey of Operation Dove’s Wings, we
close the circle on a journey that began
three thousand years ago.” Sharansky also
thanked The Agency’s partners for their
support in bringing these new immigrants
home to Israel and in facilitating their
absorption into Israeli society, a group
effort that began in 1948 and which has,
to date, has brought 92,000 Ethiopians
Jews to Israel. (Sharansky added that The
Jewish Agency will continue to help all
those who are eligible for Aliyah, per
Israel’s Ministry of Interior, to move to
Israel, as The Agency does for Jews the
world over.) 
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Completing the journey: Jewish Agency Brings 450 Ethiopians to Israel
in final “Operation Dove’s Wings” flight

Relatives greet new arrivals at Ben Gurion Airport welcome ceremony

Some of the 450 new immigrants to Israel

“The Jewish community of Ethiopia is one
of the oldest in the world, with roots reach-
ing back to the times of King Solomon and
Queen Sheba. For thousands of years this

community has been yearning for Zion. By
completing the Journey of Operation Dove’s
Wings, we close the circle on a journey that

began three thousand years ago.”



By SEAN SAVAGE/JNS.org
In the shifting sands of the tumultuous

Middle East, Hamas, the Palestinian terror
group in control of the Gaza Strip, has found
itself in an increasingly precarious position. 

Feared for its massive arsenal of rockets and
trained jihadis, the terror group is today also
facing isolation and internal discord. With its
Muslim Brotherhood allies on the run in
Egypt, strained relations with former benefac-
tors in Iran and Syria, and an increasingly
technologically savvy Israeli enemy, the terror
organization - while still dangerous - is facing
a perfect storm of problems that threatens to
undermine its power.

“While one cannot currently say Islamist
groups like Hamas are completely down and
out, the removal of [Mohamed] Morsi’s gov-
ernment in Egypt and the subsequent crack-
down on Muslim Brotherhood leadership, as
well as the Muslim on Muslim fighting in
Syria, together create serious problems for
Hamas,” Matthew Levitt, senior fellow and
director of the Stein Program on
Counterterrorism and Intelligence at the
Washington Institution for Near East Policy,
told JNS.org. 

For many years, Hamas relied on Iran and
its partners, Syria and Hezbollah, for military
hardware such as rocket missiles, terrorist
training, and financial support. It is estimated
that Hamas at one point received up to $250
million annually from Iran. But all that
changed following exiled Hamas leader
Khaled Mashaal’s decision to close the
Hamas office in Damascus in early 2012 and
to pursue support from Sunni powers such as
Turkey, Qatar and the Muslim Brotherhood in
Egypt, all of which were on the rise at the
time. 

Today, analysts believe Iran’s aid to Hamas
has been significantly reduced following the
two parties’ fallout over Syria. 

The relationship between Sunni Hamas and
Shi’a Iran has always been united around
their mutual hatred of Israel. In a region that
is increasingly split between Sunni and Shi’a
forces, Hamas somehow managed to bridge
the deep theological divide between the two
major Islamic sects. But in today’s increasing-
ly polarized Middle East, with Sunni and

Shi’a forces squared off in a bloody battle for
the future of Syria and further tensions in
Lebanon, Iraq, and in the Persian Gulf,
Hamas has become the odd man out. 

“They [Hamas] are now largely isolated.
They don’t have Egypt or Syria and their rela-
tionship with Hezbollah and Iran is deeply
strained, though not completely broken,”
Levitt told JNS.org. 

But in light of the changes in the Middle
East, Hamas may be rethinking its strained
relations with Iran.

“Qatar, the Muslim Brotherhood and other
Sunni allies are not capable of supporting
Hamas like Iran,” Levitt said. 

Qatar reportedly pledged more than $400
million to Hamas in October 2012 during a
visit to Gaza by Qatar’s ruling emir at the
time, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani.
Hamad, however, abdicated in June, and his
son and successor, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al Thani, has been less receptive to Hamas
and the Muslim Brotherhood. Rumors are
that he expelled leaders of both organiza-
tions, Mashaal and Sheikh Yusuf Al-
Qaradawi, in late June during the Egyptian

protests against the
M u s l i m
Brotherhood. 

Turkey, another
budding Sunni ally
of Hamas, has also
seen its fortunes
fade under the lead-
ership of Islamist
Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip
Erdogan. The once-
close Turkish-Israeli
relationship has not
recovered from the
blow of the 2010
Gaza flotilla inci-
dent, as a result of
Erdogan’s steadfast
support of Hamas,
strong criticism of
Israel’s policies
towards the
Palestinians, and
conspiracy theories
such as his recent

Is Hamas the loser in game of 
Middle East upheaval?

Palestinians gather during a demonstration
in support of ousted Egyptian President
Mohamed Morsi in the Hamas-controlled
southern Gaza Strip town of Rafah on
August 23, 2013. The removal of Morsi–a
president from Hamas’s parent group, the
Muslim Brotherhood–creates “serious prob-
lems for Hamas,” Matthew Levitt of the
Washington Institute for Near East Policy
said. Credit: Abed Rahim Khatib/Flash 90.
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comment that Israel was behind
the overthrow of Morsi in Egypt. 

But the tide has changed in
Turkey. Popular protests against
Erdogan and his Islamist Freedom
and Justice Party in early June
reduced the prime minister’s
clout. Meanwhile, attempts by
Erdogan to visit Gaza have been
reportedly thwarted by Egyptian
military authorities, who are
upset over Erdogan’s criticism of
the Muslim Brotherhood’s ouster. 

While deteriorating relations
with Qatar and Turkey have been
setbacks for Hamas, by far the
hardest pill to swallow has been
its jihadi parent company’s ouster
from power in Egypt. Founded in
1988 as an offshoot of Egypt’s Muslim
Brotherhood, Hamas has always looked to the
group for ideological inspiration. But Egypt’s
former secular President Hosni Mubarak, and
his predecessors Anwar Sadat and Gamal
Nasser, considered the Muslim
Brotherhood–and by extension, Hamas–a top
enemy. With Mubarak’s removal in February
2011 and the election of the Muslim
Brotherhood’s Morsi in Egypt, Hamas
believed it finally had a partner next door. 

Under Morsi, the Muslim Brotherhood
promised Hamas that it would allow them to
open an office in Cairo and ease border con-
trols between Gaza and Egypt. But with
Morsi’s ouster and the crackdown on the
Muslim Brotherhood by the Egyptian military,
Hamas has been cut off. The Egyptian military
is also deeply concerned with lawlessness in
the Sinai Peninsula and has held Hamas
accountable for the support of jihadi groups
there. 

According to reports, Hamas has been care-
ful in its response to the situation in Egypt. It
has not held any large-scale rallies in support
of the Muslim Brotherhood, despite the offen-
sive recently launched against the group.

Within Hamas, there has also been a debate
over the future of the organization. Long-time
exiled leader Khaled Mashaal sought to dis-
tance the group from Iran and align more with
Sunni powers and the Muslim Brotherhood,
whereas Hamas Prime Minister Ismail
Haniyeh called for more focus on Gaza.
Meanwhile, other Hamas leaders such as
Hamas’s former envoy to Iran, Imad al-Alami,
have insisted on a rapprochement with Iran. 

In late July, Hamas representatives met with
Iranian and Hezbollah officials in Beirut, the
London-based Arab daily Ashraq al-Awsat
reported. 

“It is in the interest of Hamas today to revise
its rapport with Iran and Hezbollah for many
reasons,” Hani Habib, a political analyst
based in the Gaza Strip, told Reuters. “At the
end of the day, all the parties have an interest
in this partnership.”

Iran, however, has made it clear that Hamas
needs to fully revise its stance on Syria if it

would like to be welcomed back into the
Shi’a resistance club. 

Domestically, Hamas may also be feeling
the heat in Gaza. Despite its jihadist creden-
tials, Hamas has long been a target of Islamic
Jihad, another smaller Palestinian terror
group, as well as ultraconservative Al-Qaeda
inspired Salafi groups, who ironically consid-
er Hamas too moderate and seek to replace
Hamas with their own Islamic-style emirate in
Gaza. 

Meanwhile, Tamarod, the Egyptian move-
ment that led to the protests and eventual
ouster of Morsi, has recently set its sights on
Hamas.

“It is time we rejected death forcibly under
Hamas’ pretext of security. Our people,
regardless of their political and even religious
affiliations, have been targeted by their crimi-
nality,” a statement from the group declared.
The group explicitly accused Hamas of mur-
der, torture, sabotage, bribes, vandalism and
smuggling, Ma’an News Agency reported. 

Tamarod has called for Nov. 11 to be an offi-
cial day of protests against Hamas. 

“There is lot of public discontent with
Hamas in the Gaza Strip,” Levitt told JNS.org. 

With the restart of Israeli-Palestinian conflict
negotiations, which are being conducted with
Hamas’s archrival, the Fatah-controlled
Palestinian Authority, Hamas may be able to
play the role of spoiler, launching rockets
or terrorist attacks against Israel in hopes
of derailing peace–a familiar role harken-
ing back to the 1990s. 

But last fall, Israel launched an eight-
day air offensive known as Operation
Pillar of Defense on Hamas in response
to Hamas rockets that were terrorizing
southern Israel. An Israeli airstrike at the
beginning of the campaign left one of
Hamas’s top operatives, Ahmed al-Jabri,
dead. 

Unlike previous engagements with
Hamas, Israeli ground forces did not
enter the Gaza Strip. Many analysts cred-
it Israel’s groundbreaking Iron Dome
anti-missile system for reducing Israeli
civilian causalities, and thus alleviating
pressure on Israeli leaders to launch a
more comprehensive ground campaign.
The Iron Dome, according to the New
York Times, has shot down more than
400 Hamas rockets with an 85-percent
success rate, effectively neutralizing
Hamas’s primary weapon against Israel. 

“It is not clear that Hamas is in the
position to cause as much trouble as it
once did. It has missiles and rockets to
fire, but they also know it will be on the
receiving end of strong Israeli response,”
Levitt told JNS.org.

Lebanon's Hezbollah leader, Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah
(L), meets with Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal (R) in
Beirut in this photo released July 12, 2010. (photo by
REUTERS/Lebanon's Hezbollah Media office)
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By MARTIN ZEILIG
In his role as a much-

in-demand professional
facilitator Alistair Bath, a
professor in the
Department of
Geography Memorial
University in St. John’s
Newfoundland, has wit-
nessed many scenes of
intense human drama
over the years.

But, none were more
memorable than what
happened at The First
International Jerusalem
Symposium on Green &
Accessible Pilgrimage
(April 21-26. 2013) when a Palestinian
woman from the West Bank was protected
from potential future harm by other dele-
gates.

Professor Bath, who was the only Canadian
there, was invited specifically to employ his
applied facilitated workshop approach to
gain agreement between all faiths on what
this concept might look like.

The event, which held at the International
YMCA in Jerusalem, attracted over 100 par-
ticipants – including Jerusalem’s Deputy
Mayor, Naomi Tsur – from more than 20 dif-
ferent countries, noted Bath, who last year
facilitated a workshop among 35-40 Jewish
Israelis and Palestinians in Jerusalem to
explore whether they could find “a common
vision and work toward understanding and
addressing common objectives” toward an
urban biosphere (Canadian professor works
with Israelis and Palestinians in Jerusalem-
The Jewish Post & News November 28,
2012).

In November 2011, in an initiative backed
by ARC (Alliance of Religions and
Conservation) and ICLEI (Local Governments
for Sustainability) Jerusalem became a found-
ing member of the Green Pilgrimage Network
– a network of cities and sites throughout the
world that are pilgrim destinations to initiate
an innovative and creative global forum of
cities, sites and communities around the
world that are pilgrim destinations, says infor-

mation found on the
website, http://green-
p i l g r im je rusa lem.
org/symposium2013 

The Jerusalem initia-
tive is led by Deputy
Mayor Tsur, with the
full backing of Mayor
Nir Barkat, notes the
online explanation.

During the “Sacred
Land Celebration” in
Assisi, Italy organized
by ARC, Tsur was
inaugurated as the
Green Pilgrimage
Network Ambassador.

“While the GPN
provides a meeting
ground for both cities
and faiths, the case of
Jerusalem is unique
since, down the ages,
Jews, Christians and
Muslims from all over
the world have made
their way to
Jerusalem,” said Tsur
in her remarks at the

symposium. 
“It is this triple identity

that provides a special
challenge on the one
hand, and a remarkable
opportunity on the other.
The idea is at once both
grand and simple, since
while there is nothing
new in pilgrimage, the
idea of a global pilgrim
partnership is an entirely
new concept, which sets
goals for urban sustain-
ability and economic
growth on the one hand,
and for interfaith dialogue
on the other”.

A unified statement emerged out of the con-
ference that was forwarded to the United
Nations Environment Program (UNEP) calling
for action to create green and accessible pil-
grimage sites worldwide, said Bath in a con-
versation with a reporter from The Jewish Post
& News during a recent stopover in Winnipeg
to facilitate an all day workshop on wildlife
issues. 

“This statement was offered to all cities and
all faiths in the world as a way forward to cre-
ate green and accessible pilgrimage sites,”
He added.

“Jerusalem wanted to share its slogan, ‘Love
Our City,’ where ‘Our’ stood for openness,
understanding, respect, and responsibility.
UNEP is enthusiastic about the outcome.”

With regards to the Palestinian woman,
Bath explained that she had come to
Jerusalem to share with other delegates how
Palestinian and Israeli women cooperate on
small business ventures, specifically small
craft making and selling.

“During her presentation, an individual was
taking photographs of the Palestinian
woman,” said Bath.

He observed that people spontaneously
stood up to block the photographer from tak-
ing his shot. 

“They wanted to communicate that if she
was seen at this workshop, she would be
killed (upon returning home),” observed
Bath, who mentioned that he also participat-
ed in a ceremony at the Wailing Wall to wel-
come back the swifts which nest in the crack
in the walls and that during the service mem-
bers of five faiths (who were at the sympo-
sium) offered their prayers to work together to
create a better envi-
ronment. 

“I’ve worked with
many people who
come to workshops
to share ideas and
work towards solu-
tions. But, to see the
bravery of a woman
wanting to find
those solutions
given the potential
danger to her was
remarkable. I was
quite moved by the
commitment to
come and share
ideas and work
towards solutions
given the severity of
the situation.”

He’s helping to
change the world
one small step at a
time. 

Alistair Bath in Jerusalem (again)

ALISTAIR BATH: “I was quite
moved by the commitment to come
and share ideas and work towards
solutions given the severity of the
situation.”
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